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THE SACRED ICON I N TH E AGE OF TH E WORK OF ART
AND MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION

I said, that is impossible, he is running after the deer.
How can even he—with half closed and half open eyes run after the deer!
(Laughs) It looks ridiculous!
RAM WAEERKAR, ILLUSTRATOR FOR THE MYTHOLOGICAL COMIC BOOK
SERIES/4/VM/? CHITRA KATHA, ON BEING ASKED TO DEPICT THE GOD
RAM WITH A PERMANENTLY MEDITATIVE EXPRESSION

V

enkatesh Sapar, arguably the most prolific and versatile calendar artist of the late 1990s, was born in Sholapur in 1967 and studied fine

art at the Sir Jamsetjijeejeebhooy (J. J.) School of Art in Bombay from
1984 to 1989. His father, Vishnu Sapar, is also a calendar artist, but he is
self-taught. Starting out as a mill worker at Sholapur'sLakshmi Vishnu
Mill, Vishnu Sapar worked on textile designs for the mill and then freelanced as a signboard painter, eventually teaming up with his brother
Bharat to provide calendars for the Sivakasi industry under the "Sapar
Brothers" signature. So Venkatesh and his wife, Maya, who studied applied arts at the J. J. School of Art, have joined the family business, to
which Venkatesh started contributing while still in high school. When I

Venkatesh Sapar at the J. J. There is, of course, a difference between the relationship of
these modern and postmodern artists to what the show's curator chose to call "kitsch,"
and that of artists such as Venkatesh and Maya Sapar to the forms from which they
derive their livelihood. One set of artists has the choice either to denigrate and marginalize these forms or to appropriate them on their own terms, celebratory, playful, critical,
or otherwise. The other set of artists is required to reproduce a form like calendar art
on its terms. But what are "its" terms, how do they relate to those of fine art, and how
do its practitioners and consumers negotiate between these two systems of value and
distinction, given that they are often familiar with both?
This may seem like a straightforward case of distinguishing between high and low
culture or fine and commercial art. Certainly this is the approach adopted by the Kitsch
Kitsch show, which situates itself within the familiar rhetoric of high and low even as
it seeks to redeem mass-cultural forms as "vibrant," "contemporary," and "democratic"
(M.Jain 2001). From the point of view of those functioning within the "art system" (Frow
1996,179) and its frames of value this is a valid strategy, for there can be no doubt that
85. Bharat Sapar
(Venkatesh Sapar's
uncle, one of the "Sapar
Brothers") at work in his
studio, watched over by
a calendar circulated
by Sapar Brothers and
V. V. Sapar, Shoiapur,
December 1995.

calendar art has many elements of kitsch: it is cheap, mass produced, repetitious, and imitative (though not static, as I argue in chapter 1), and it deals in widely and easily accessible
pleasures and affects. But in the course of my conversations with calendar artists, publishers, printers, and consumers I began to sense disjunctures between their discourse on
images, what I had observed of the calendar industry's functioning, and these narratives
of class, culture, and aesthetic distinction (high culture/low culture) borrowed from the
specific — "provincial," if you will (Chakrabarty 2000) — self-descriptions of Euroameri-

met the family in 1995 (fig. 85), they were all living together in a spacious home-cum-

can modernity. This makes obvious historical sense. The colonial context in which the

studio in a quiet, middle-class residential area of Shoiapur, and work was pouring in:

largely vernacular arena of visual print capitalism took shape, as well as the powerful pre-

calendars for the "English" and "Bengali" markets (single-page designs, "sheeters," and

colonial image cultures that informed it, make it unlikely that the social and ideological

customized calendars for specific companies), greeting cards for firms in Delhi, Calcutta,

role of images in this context, or the frames of value within which they circulate, would

and Bombay, and illustrations for an edition of the Gita to be published by the Self

follow the trajectory of post-Enlightenment bourgeois Europe. Specifying the nature

Realization Center in California.

and status of this divergence, however, is a far from straightforward matter. What complicates things is that, to varying degrees, the terms of a provincial-yet-universalizing

"KITSCH" KUCHH KHOTA HAI

post-Enlightenment system of aesthetic value form part of the self-understanding of

In March 2001 a New Delhi show with the catchy, playful title Kitsch Kitsch Hota

many postcolonial subjects, particularly those who have attended art school or had an

Hai [Kitsch happens] celebrated the influence of mass-cultural forms on contemporary

English education — including myself, the Sapar family, and those involved in the Kitsch

Indian artists and designers working the gallery and boutique circuits.1 Among them

Kitsch show.

were several who had been trained in fine art at the J. J. School of Art, including Atul Dodiya, Meera Devidayal, and Anant Vasant Joshi; Joshi might well have overlapped with

In this chapter I use interviews with people in the calendar industry to examine the

ways in which their discourse and practices variously partake of, problematize, and reformulate some of the central categories in post-Enlightenment discourses of aesthetic
value: artistic judgment and taste; autonomy as opposed to commercial and other forms
of interest; authorship and originality. If it seems inappropriate to invoke the "aesthetic"
to think about mass culture, I should emphasize that I am deploying this term not as a
descriptor for fine or high art, but to describe a system of valuing images: in this instance,
one that deploys a particular set of distinctions between aesthetic and ethical value, fine
and commercial art, high and low culture, the "taste of reflection" and the "taste of sense"
(Kant 1987; Bourdieu 1984). Thinking about aesthetic value in this broader sense can
help to map the political and moral economies and forms of social distinction with which
it is enmeshed. Here it provides an entry point for developing my characterization of
the post-independence bazaar as a social and commercial context for image production,
circulation, and consumption parallel to that of corporate advertising: as a site for what
I have called vernacularizing capitalism (see chapter 1).
As with all such ethnographic materials, the status of the accounts emerging from
my interviews is not so much that of transparent, consistent truths but of narratives, produced largely for my benefit, about things that people might not otherwise talk about, or
even pay attention to, in the way that I was calling upon them to do. Accordingly, these
accounts and their production are subject to reading, interpretation, and analysis as with
any "text" — again, from the point of view of producing my own selective, contextual
narrative. In the narrative that follows, I examine three sites at which the image culture
of the bazaar has resisted, co-opted, or reformulated the institutionalization of a postEnlightenment schema of aesthetic value. The first is the schema of social and aesthetic
distinction deployed in relation to calendar art and its consumers; the second (discussed
over two sections) is the set of formal constraints that the industry imposes on its artists and their images; and the third is the industry's practices regarding authorship and

in relation to the colonially imposed—and colonially withheld — protocols of a globally
dominant corporate capitalism. However, it is also a site of hegemonic formations within
a national framework, with the post-independence calendar industry providing a shared
"cultural" idiom for a widely dispersed domestic middle class and a broad spectrum of
vernacular consuming publics, including the rural and urban poor. The interviews on
which this chapter is based were conducted between 1994 and 2001, mostly with people
who affect what calendar prints look like: artists, publishers, and printers. Many of them,
therefore, provided a view from the era of liberalization back onto the "golden age" of calendar art in the 1960s and 1970s, an era of post-independence nationalist consolidation
and domestic industrial growth. In the preceding chapters we saw how under colonialism
the mobile networks of the bazaar mediated between colonial trading firms, largely based
in the port cities, and "native" producers and consumers in the interiors. This activity
provided the means for the bazaar communities to venture into manufacturing without
severing their ties to trading and speculation, or to the bazaar's "informal" modes of social
and economic organization. In the post-independence period, as an English-educated
elite asserted its hegemony over the pan-national public sphere, this semi-formal parallel
arena, reconfigured in the context of a national economy, continued to link firms of varying degrees of formality or corporatization to a predominantly vernacular network of
agents, retailers, and consumers. This post-independence reconfiguration instituted an
inter-vernacular but nevertheless centralized arena of image making, distinguished from
the "English-medium" public sphere both by its fragmentation or particularity and by
its continued production and mobilization (in both the literal and the rhetorical sense)
of sacred icons in their ritual modality. In the process, it inscribed a pan-national, crossclass, cross-caste visual idiom that lent itself both to the bazaar's cultural-political nexus
with the Nehruvian state and then to the more explicitly political deployments of Hindu
nationalism from the late 1980s onward (I elaborate on this in chapter 6).

authorial property. My attempt here is to identify unwitting resistances and recastings

As I describe in the relation to the Sivakasi calendar industry, it is this persistence

as well as conscious ones, attending to rhetorical disavowals or inconsistencies between

of religiosity in the public arena that underlies both the resistance to the institution of

my informants' discourse and their practices, as well as to explicitly stated perceptions

post-Enlightenment aesthetics and the desire for that aesthetic schema. In chapters 2

of stresses, compromises, and failures in their image-making practices.

and 3 we saw how religious imagery was variously deployed during the colonial period, by

I must emphasize, as I did in the previous chapter, that my intention here is not simply
to celebrate these resistances as manifestations of an anti-colonial or anti-modernist subaltern consciousness but to trace their implications for post-independence contexts of
image circulation as fields of power. The arena of the bazaar can be seen as subaltern

colonizer and colonized alike, as a marker of cultural difference and national identity. At
different moments, both nationalists and Orientalists valorized images that were seen
as providing access to an "authentic" Indianness by illustrating civilizational texts, by
invoking them via allegory, or by deploying neotraditionalist formal means. Meanwhile,

icons or ritually deployed indexical images were simultaneously denigrated in colonial
discourse and cultivated by colonial firms that replicated the "much maligned monsters"
(Mitter 1977) of Hindu iconography to their own ends, using them on product labels.
So on the one hand mythic or sacred imagery, whether valorized or denigrated, was
inscribed as an essential component of "Indian culture." But, on the other hand, the
post-Enlightenment system of aesthetic value emanates from a bourgeois-liberal ethos
predicated on the privatization or domestication of religion, the secularization of spec-

student in a department of fine arts.3 The phrase "fine art" became a kind of seed-crystal
toward which a whole set of other discursive elements came swimming out of the fluid
of these encounters to rapidly form a neat little structure. With fine art comes its other,
commercial art; with that comes the market, which is made up of the "public," an English
word that in a Hindi-speaking context is often synonymous with Janata, the "people" or
the "masses," and aligned with a social distinction; with that comes the denigration of
the popular realm of calendar images.

tacles of power, and the temporal supersession of cult by art. In short, the public sphere

In the previous chapter I described the gulf that opened up around the 1930s and

has neither space nor time for religious images in their ritual modality. The contempora-

1940s between a vernacular realm of commercial image production and an art system

neity and publicness of the sacred, I will argue, is the real scandal of calendar art: an index

increasingly under the sway of modernism. However, the parallel realm of bazaar images

of its "alternative" modernity, which cannot be adequately described either by working

was to maintain consistent links with the institutional realm of "fine" art and its terms

entirely within or entirely without the terms of post-Enlightenment bourgeois aesthetics,

of discourse, particularly via artists trained at the art schools of Bombay and Madras.4

or the modernist heuristic frame of "art" versus "kitsch."

Most of these artists, notably Kondiah Raju and S. M. Pandit, inspired others through
their work, or had apprentices or assistants who also went on to paint for calendars.

DISTINCTION AS RHETORICAL PERFORMANCE

To return to the epigraph in the introduction, when I first introduced myself to a calendar manufacturer in Delhi's Chandni Chowk, around 1994, and told him that I was
doing research for a Ph.D. on calendar art, his response was: "Aapko Madam is se aur
koi ganda topic nahin mila?" (Madam, were you unable to find a worse topic than this?).
Like most people I interviewed from the calendar art industry, particularly artists and
publishers, as well as several consumers, this publisher was well aware of the inferior
status of these cheap, mass-produced images within the vast and formidable panoply of
"Indian culture." What's more, he wanted me to know that he knew. Publishers would immediately say that they only produced what "the market" or "the public" wants, while
artists would emphasize that they felt restricted by the marketplace and only got into
calendar work because of financial constraints. Thus the veteran Meerut-based artist Yo-

Through individuals like these (or others like Ram Kumar Sharma, who did not attend
art school but who has read widely about art and has been well acquainted with the
national art scene), the stylistic and verbal vocabularies of the art system have come to
circulate within the realm of calendar art. So, as we have seen, one option on calendar
art's stylistic menu is an "Indian art style" — inspired by the "Bengal Renaissance" — that
is defined by artists in terms of "Indian" line and decoration as opposed to "Western"
mass and form: a formulation that took on institutional currency in the early twentieth
century through Percy Brown, the principal of the Mayo and Calcutta Schools of Art
(Brown n.d., 7). Another is "modern art," exemplified by free, bold brushstrokes, the use
of techniques such as "knife-work" in applying paint, or the inclusion of geometric and
semi-abstract forms to produce works such as Vonkatesh Sapar's Folk Dancers (fig. 82),
which the artist described as a "figurative abstract."

gendra Rastogi's first question to me was: "Do you have some special interest? Because

It is hardly surprising, then, that in elaborating the terms of the distinction between

calendar designing, commercial designing, is not exactly purely fine art.... There

fine and commercial art, or between art and design or craft, artists largely drew on a

are a lot of boundations, limitations, and why we are bound to adopt it? Because of

modernist understanding of the aesthetic. The Nathdwara artist B. G. Sharma, for in-

money."2 Likewise, the Bombay artist S. S. Shaikh, who specializes in landscapes and

stance, invoked the notion of art as autonomous self-expression, an end in itself; "So

other secular themes, immediately clarified that "I have done this from the J. J. School

he [the artist] has to satisfy his soul, that I have made this well, it's not as though he

of Arts [sic], I have done fine art. And calendar art would be counted as commercial

has to make it and sell it. So then — only that is art. The rest is — if you make it and

art, not as fine art." Such caveats often surfaced at the very outset of a conversation,

take money for it, then — well, you have to fill your stomach . . . but the true one is he

and I soon realized that this was most probably a response to my self-introduction as a

who makes it for his own wish and his own desire." B. G. Sharma, who was raised in

Nathdwara's icon-painting community, briefly attended art school in Bombay before becoming a very successful—and wealthy—calendar artist and printer. As with several
other calendar artists who can now afford to do so, Sharma no longer paints calendars
but has returned to "fine art" — though not, significantly (as I discuss below), of the modernist variety.5 In his marble house-museum in Udaipur, Sharma exhibits what he calls
his "classical" work: Nathdwara-style icons, cloth paintings or pichbwais, and miniature
paintings, including tiny versions of Western masterpieces such as Leonardo da Vinci's
Last Supper. Both he and Indra Sharma have also illustrated coffee-table books on Hindu
deities, the Ramayana, and the Mahabharata produced by the California-based Mandala
Publishing.6
The fine artist is "true" and the commercial artist, by implication, is compelled for
the sake of his "stomach" to be false. Correspondingly, calendars are also short-lived and
temporary (according to S. V. Aras, the "baby artist"). Furthermore, fine art requires attention on the part of the viewer (B. G. Sharma), or mediation by the intellect, whereas
"in popular art [there is] a straight connection between the eyes and the heart" (J. P.
Singhal). Almost all of the people I spoke with identified commercial art with the imperative to use bright, bold colors, variously denigrated as "cheap," "shouting," "thick or
heavy" (mote-mote), or "gaudy." In short then, as S. S. Shaikh put it: "In our line, calendar means — we think of it as a very inferior [gbati-ya] type of work. Fine artists, that is."
These characterizations of fine art as autonomous, timeless, or eternal and the subject
of disinterested contemplation or reflection ultimately derive from what has arguably
been the most powerful and influential formulation of the aesthetic, Kant's Critique oj
Judgment (Kant 1987).7 The Kantian formulation articulates with the emergence of "classical" bourgeois society at a particular moment of European modernity and then again
with the modernist critique of mass culture. So the latter's valorization of an autonomous, critical avant-garde of art as opposed to a reified, retrogressive culture industry is
often hard to distinguish from the former's division between high and low (see, for instance, Greenberg 1939). Pierre Bourdieu's Distinction (1984) is a detailed demonstration

in culture and language, to the dominant norms and values" (Bourdieu 1984, 396).8 Here
the inhabitants of the "lower" realms of taste are implicitly perceived as not possessing
the requisite skills or predisposition to make what Kant formulates as an adequately "reflective," and therefore publicly valid, aesthetic judgment. They are doomed instead to
the vulgar "taste of sense" with its more immediate, often corporeal, satisfactions, unmediated by the intellect—as in J. P. Singhal's "straight connection between the eyes and
the heart."
Many of the artists and printers with whom I spoke used a similar framework of
social distinction, citing determinants such as class, education, and even "IQ" to ascribe "unrefined taste" and religious credulity to the consumers of calendars, variously
described as "ordinary people," "the masses," "villagers," or "the labor class." Or artists
correspondingly denigrated printers and publishers: "They have no taste, they are merchants"; "They are traders [vyapari], not really lovers of art [kala premi kam hain]." But
even as they were making these distinctions, my interviewees were more often than not
sitting under the benign gaze of a printed deity, usually of the very type they were denigrating or equating with vulgar tastes (see, for instance, fig. 85). Most likely they also had
similar images in a shrine or prayer room at home, before which they, or someone in their
household, routinely prayed. So even as the high-low distinction has a certain discursive valency in the calendar industry, in practice these images are consumed across social
strata. The same image of Ganesh, Lakshmi, or Vaishno Devi might be used on a calendar by the manufacturer of Sher Beedis as well as by the proprietors of Vohra Furniture
House or Gupta Brothers Chemists; the calendar would be distributed to their business
associates, who might then in turn pass it on to their customers, clients, or friends. It
might also be sold as a poster or smaller "framing picture" at a temple, pilgrimage site, or
local market. So the same image could end up anywhere, from a Brahmin hotel owner's
kitchen to a tree in a vegetable market, from a neighborhood temple to the prayer room
of my aunt's wealthy Marwari mother-in-law (fig. 86).
In other words, the correspondences between education, social status, wealth, and

of how Kantian aesthetic categories are mapped onto the performance of social distinc-

the consumption and classification of images are not quite as straightforward in post-

tion via the alignment of specific classes with judgments of taste. Bourdieu's account,

colonial India as they appear to be in Bourdieu's class-based European mapping. What

based on a (somewhat selective) study of French society in the 1970s, presents a hege-

complicates the situation is the rogue element of religion, and the continuing relevance

monic scenario where from primary school onward there is an internalization of social

of ritual and devotional frames of valuing images that do not necessarily correspond to

distinctions on the basis of taste right across the class spectrum, to the extent that even

those of the aesthetic. It is evident from even the most cursory observation that calendar

"the most politically conscious fraction of the working class remains profoundly subject,

icons now form an integral part of contemporary religion, particularly Hinduism, and

case myself as a scholar of "fine art." Adopting the terms of the art system, and thus participating in a shared cosmopolitanism, meant that my interviewees had to disavow their
own ritual use of images, displacing it onto others (the "masses," "illiterates," "villagers")
whose lack of urbanity and education placed them outside our shared cosmopolitan
space. In this respect it is significant that the person most ready to assert that calendar
icons are in fact used universally was Ram Kumar Sharma, who was exempted from
such a universal religiosity by his secular bent and therefore had no need to disavow his
participation in it. (Indeed, the same could be said of my own relatively distanced view.)
Ram Kumar had already told me that when he worked for calendars he had painted
deities "without believing in any of them," soon getting fed up and going back to working
for film and television. But this is not to suggest that the (unstated) disavowal of the use
of calendar icons on the part of my other interviewees was a conscious prevarication. Instead, I read it as an attempt to function within the epistemological constraints imposed
by the terms of aesthetic judgment in a postcolonial field where the "modern progressive
mind" is valorized in opposition to a backward-looking "mythological" imagination.
86. Vegetable stall, Landour
Bazaar, Mussoone, 2000;
overlooking the transaction
are, left to right, a calendar
for a tea company, a poster
of the freedom fighter
Chandrashekhar Azad, and
a calendar of the mother
goddess Vaishno Devi.

These epistemological constraints derive, I would suggest, from the post-Enlightenment historical narrative of the supersession of the sacred by the aesthetic. A series of
German scholars from Hegel (1975) through Walter Benjamin (1969) to Hans Belting
(1987) have described how the aesthetic, exhibition value, and the work of art have taken
the place of the sacred, cult value, and the icon. In a footnote to the "Artwork" essay
Benjamin quotes Hegel on the transition from "the stage of reverence of works of art"

that they (particularly the framing pictures) are used by a vast majority regardless of

to a "more reflective" relationship, as he in turn maps the secular-cultic opposition onto

class or education. As the irascibly secular Ram Kumar Sharma pointed out, "However

a public-private spatial axis, distinguishing between the "exhibition value" of the public,

much they are developed, nobody avoids religion. The picture of Ramchandraji [the

mobile work of art and the "cult value" of the ritual object anchored in its sacred space

god Ram] will be up in the home of a man of a modern progressive mind, and in that

(Benjamin 1969, 223-26 and 244-46 n. 8). From the point of view of modern aesthetics,

of a mythological man as well. So it's just hanging there, there is no artistic evaluation

then, in the age of the work of art the sacred icon is either a thing of the past or inhabits

of it, b u t . . . for a whole year you'll get an audience (danhan) with god, [so you say] well,

cultic spaces concealed from public view.9 There are only limited options, therefore, for

okay, let's put it up...." What are we to make of the apparent disjuncture between this

accommodating publicly circulating contemporary religious images within the schemata

acknowledgment from a calendar artist that religious images are used without "artis-

of taste and aesthetic judgment. They can be aligned with the interested affections of the

tic evaluation" right across the spectrum of "development" or cosmopolitanism, and the

"taste of sense" and thus with "low culture," or they can be relegated to the past by catego-

rhetoric of others in the industry who deploy a distinction between "high" and Tow"

rizing them as "classical," or ethnologized—also an anachronizing move (Fabian 1983) —

taste, aligning "low" taste with religiosity and a lack of education?

by subsuming them under the "folk" or "traditional." In my conversations with artists

As I suggested earlier, the deployment of the high-low distinction has to be seen as a

and publishers mass-reproduced calendar art icons were subject to the first option, while

contextual, strategic response to someone perceived to be part of the art system: in this

other kinds of images such as B. G. Sharma's Nathdwara-style miniatures (though not

his printed icons) were subject to the second, anachronizing option, by being described
as "classical."
But once our shared speaking position as fellow cosmopolitans had been secured on
this basis, another option also became available: to recognize that the discourse of taste
and judgment has no place for religious icons. As Ram Kumar said, there is no "artistic
evaluation" in a situation of ritual darshan; similarly J. P. Singhal observed that there is
little place for critique when it comes to the gods:" For the people who buy them, nobody
makes any criticism of religious pictures, well, whatever it is, it's god, what criticism will
we make about god? That Ganeshji should not be like this but like that?" This recognition of the irrelevance of aesthetic judgment, however, was only possible after establishing
a high-low distinction that presupposed the performance of aesthetic judgment. So what
do these contradictions tell us about the status of taste and aesthetic judgment as a means
of performing and enforcing social distinction?
I would argue that the frame of aesthetic judgment is being deployed here at a pri-

cally fraught postcolonial context, where both the field of "culture" and the categories of
class are far less coherent than they appear in the world of Bourdieu's Distinction, it is possible that some constituencies might have internalized the discourse of taste and its social
distinctions, while others might have remained impervious to aesthetic categories. But
also, as we have seen, subjects do not behave in singular, consistent, self-identical ways
but move strategically between contexts of engagement. In this light I think it is inaccurate and unproductive to try and "freeze" constituencies of aesthetic response in terms
of class, caste, religion, region, urbanity, vernacularity, education, and so on. However,
given that post-Enlightenment and other ways of relating to and talking about images
coexist to differing degrees for the consumers of calendar images, as for the artists who
produce them, what we can try and specify are the terms ofnegotiation between these modes
of engagement with images: what it is that makes for the disjunctures, differences, and
articulations between them.
WHEN COLOR SHOUTS, WHAT DOES IT SAY?

marily rhetorical level, as a means of performing solidarity between educated, relatively
cosmopolitan constituencies while simultaneously asserting distinctness from others
of a greater degree of vernacularity. This guards against the threat of conflation with
these social others through mass production's institution of a shared realm of image consumption. In other words, the rhetoric of aesthetic judgment is adopted in particular
contexts to reinforce social distinctions that mass reproduction threatens to erode. Crucially, however, this rhetoric does not actually correspond to aesthetically enforced social
distinctions: in practice, as publishers and artists acknowledge (and my conversations
with consumers attest), aesthetic criteria are seldom deployed when choosing, using, or
circulating religious icons, and these mass-produced images continue to circulate among
all except a small but powerful section of the English-educated elite.
My contention here is not that social hierarchies do not exist in this context, but
that social distinction is not primarily performed through the exercise of taste or aesthetic

As we have seen, the calendar industry's non-self-identical, strategic deployment of the
categories of high and low taste can be specified in terms of a mismatch between the
contemporaneity of religion and historical narratives of its temporal supersession by art.
Similarly, it can also be specified in terms of a mismatch between the publicness of the
sacred and narratives of its secretion into the realm of the private. A manifestation of
the first kind of epistemological gap was artists' and publishers' displacement of the consumption of calendar images away from people like themselves onto an illiterate, rural,
or working-class audience. The second sort of gap is manifested in the contradiction between the almost excessive effort that the Sivakasi industry puts into intensifying the
colors in calendar prints and the uniform denunciation of bright colors by artists, publishers, and printers (as well as some consumers).
Sivakasi prints are associated with a characteristic "look": very strong, deeply satu-

judgment, as might have been the case in bourgeois Europe. To this extent the ambi-

rated, contrasting colors with bright highlights. This is achieved by extensive manual

guities I have sought to identify in the social mapping of aesthetic distinctions present

retouching of the color-separated negatives during the pre-press stage of the printing

us with significant departures from Bourdieu's hegemonic scenario. First, the discourse

process, and the use of two blue and two red plates in addition to yellow and black. Re-

of taste and the deployment of aesthetic categories emerge as relatively weak elements

touching artists work on each film separation for anything from two to twenty hours,

in the perpetuation and legitimation of dominant formations, which (as I elaborate in

brushing on photo opaque and "pink wash" (for areas of tone) and scratching ofFthe emul-

chapter 6) have more use for the contemporary, public presence of the sacred than post-

sion to achieve maximum saturation, tonal contrast, and strong highlights and shadows

Enlightenment narratives of aesthetic supersession can allow. Second, in this epistemi-

(fig. 87).10 This is often also the stage at which a lot of the ornamental detail is added

Sf.

87. A retouching artist at work on a calendar print, Sivakasi, 2001. He is using a blade to scratch
away the emulsion, so that the color whose separated negative he is working on appears completely
saturated. The pink areas are where that color is to be blocked out or subdued. The artist has the
original artwork (painted by another artist) in tront of him for reference.

88. A printed version of a calendar design by Sapar Brothers depicting Hanuman (left) next to the
original painting, Sivakasi, 2001. The retouching process gives the print greater saturation and color
contrast, creating a sensation of clarity, depth, and luster.

faithful reproduction but primarily indexes the printers' perceptions of what they think
to the picture, including an additional "golden" layer.11 Several explanations were prof-

their audience wants: intense contrast, smooth surfaces, deep, saturated color, and plenty

fered about why such extensive manual retouching is needed. The technical reason cited

of golden-yellow ornament.

was that it compensates for inadequate exposures during the color separation process,

These formal qualities cannot be achieved at the painting stage, only in the print-

due to inferior quality filters (a lot of presses use gelatin instead of the more expensive

ing process. Many artists complained that Sivakasi's printers completely changed their

glass), insufficiently sensitive film, uneven or fluctuating lighting, or inaccurate expo-

original colors through retouching, making the backgrounds much deeper than they

sure times. Also, more convincingly, retouching and the use of two blues and reds was

had intended and giving babies, gods, women, and freedom fighters alike bright red lips

said to smooth out a lot of the screened dots that would otherwise appear on the image.

and pink cheeks (while this has largely been true, in more recent instances the effect is

However, I am not sure that this is enough to justify the additional expense of sending

far more subtle: fig. 88). As the Meerut-based artist Yogendra Rastogi put it, "Even if

the separations out to a retouching studio or hiring skilled artists in-house, despite their

it's Ramchandraji [the god Ram] they'll give him [the actress] Saira Bano's lipstick—

low wages. And even if it is, this technical explanation is not the one most commonly

I didn't put it there!" As I mentioned earlier, almost all of the artists I spoke with as-

offered. Sivakasi's colors are usually attributed to "South Indian taste," or that of "the

sociated commercialism with this use of "cheap," "shouting," "thick" or "gaudy" colors.

common man": that imagined other created by mass culture. (I elaborate further on this

For Venkatesh Sapar, such colors were more strongly associated with framing pictures

notion in chapter 6.) So what might have started out as a technical solution has become

than with calendars: "Framing pictures, the taste is different—framing pictures, they

an integral formal feature of the genre, for now that many printers have gone digital, they

always want bright colors, cut colors, like blue or something.12 In that we have to sac-

are using computer software such as Photoshop to achieve similar effects, even though

rifice [laughs]—with our style and everything. . . . For the common people, or — the

digital scanning can produce perfect color separations. In short, retouching is not about

shopkeepers, they keep the god-picture in their house. . . . See, whenever they are in

the regular work, they always keep their mind to attract the god. That is why they want

So while the refined, subdued, private expression of bhava can be accommodated within

the bright colors. I think like that, huh? There may be a different reason." The vener-

this schema, the insistent clamor of color in Sivakasi's framing pictures asserts the pres-

able Nathdwara artist Indra Sharma also seemed to think like that, emphasizing the

ence of the sacred in the public arena, and the "failure" of its supersession or sublimation

attention-getting aspect of gaudy, distracting (chatkile bkatkile) colors: "Whether or not

by the aesthetic.

your gaze wants to go there it still goes." The bright colors of the framing picture are

The category of the aesthetic ambivalently refers both to a quality of the object and to

perceived as clamorous, "shouting," attracting the gaze away from its "regular work": in

an appropriate attitude ofjudgment (Harpham 1994,124). The way an image looks, its

other words, forcing the divine presence into the public arena.

color, "content," or "style," is indissociable from the way it is looked at, or the locations

So it is not icons' sacredness per se that associates them with "popular" taste, but

and modalities of its use. In the case of calendar art, then, the saturated colors of Siva-

their public claim for attention, indicated by this use of color. Both Sapar and Sharma de-

kasi prints are imbricated with a way of looking that interrupts the space and time of

scribed the more "artistic" use of softer colors as also associated with "godliness" (devatva;

everyday life, engendering a cross-contamination between the aesthetic, the sacred, and

Sharma), bringing out the "sweetness" (madhurya) in the painting or the gentleness of

the everyday. Correspondingly, the taste-related distinction outlined by publishers and

Krishna's smile (Sapar). The notion of the need of "common people" or "shopkeepers"

artists implicitly maps onto a distinction between publicness and privacy in religious per-

for images that attract their attention resonates with the association often made in the

formance. So even though prints that are tucked away in the domestic prayer rooms and

literature on bhakti (devotion) between the use of images as a support that the mind can

kitchens of those with a "modern progressive mind" often have much the same prove-

use to steady itself in focusing attention on the divine and the needs of "ordinary people"

nance as those that watch over the cash drawers of small shopkeepers or the machines

who might otherwise find it hard to concentrate (see, for instance, Vyas 1977, 57). This

of factory workers, it is the latter constituencies that are described as "lower class" and

idea that those unused to contemplation or meditation require stronger measures to turn

"uneducated." The crucial difference lies not in the veneration of these images but in the

their minds to god is easily cast in terms opposed to the "taste of reflection." In contrast,

ability to recognize or uphold the boundaries between private and public, spiritual and

the association of soft colors with a gentle, sweet godliness closely approximates the ap-

worldly.

peal to the "higher" emotions, bhava—the category that Balendranath Tagore evoked

The Sivakasi industry thrives on images that are predominantly religious but also

in 1894 in extolling Ravi Varma's work, though as we will see in the next section, his

circulate in commercial and institutional contexts. To this extent it perpetuates the pres-

formulation was somewhat different to that deployed by calendar artists (see chapter 2.;

ence of the sacred in the public arena (which thereby fails to qualify as a "rational,"

Tagore 1894 cited in Mitter 1994, 230-33, and Guha-Thakurta 1992,128-32).

Habermasian public sphere), and in so doing it refuses to play by the teleological rules

The relegitimization of bhava during the colonial period as a category of "classical

of Europe's narrative of history. But the powerful simulacra of that history pervade the

Indian aesthetics" provided a basis for the sacredness of the image to speak to the frame-

postcolonial field, its desires, and the terms of its self-knowledge, playing this aspect of

work of art, taste, and its corresponding social distinctions. Again, this was an anachro-

Indian modernity back to itself as a failure, an exception, a cause for disavowal, displace-

nizing, neoclassicist move, anchoring the expression of sacred affect in a classical past. But

ment, denigration. Sometimes in the course of my conversations with calendar artists,

the endorsement of soft, "refined," quiet colors in the treatment of religious themes also

I would ask what work of theirs had given them the deepest pleasure and satisfaction.

speaks to the self-understanding of bourgeois religiosity as a private, intimate, and un-

It was striking how many of them, in response to this question, showed me paintings or

worldly affair. The post-Enlightenment understanding of the aesthetic articulates with

drawings that employed a somber, almost monochromatic palette reminiscent of black

a separation between private and public, such that the spaces and times of the individual

and white photographs. Astonishingly, both Yogendra Rastogi in Meerut and S. Cour-

and family (domesticity and leisure) are opposed to those of the market, state, and civil

tallam in Sivakasi produced portraits of the Nobel prize-winning Bengali author Rabin-

society (public life, work). In this schema religion is relegated to the realm of the private,

dranath Tagore (fig. 89), similar to one by C. N. Row that the Sivakasi artist Ravi had up

while "culture" and the aesthetic are seen as supplanting the sacred in the public arena.

next to his desk. (The art critic Balendranath Tagore, champion ofbbava, was Rabindra-

89. A sketch of
Rabindranath Tagore
by S. Courtallam.

91. J. P. Singhal with one of
his "tribal beauties." (Smith
Poster Archive, Special
Collections Research Center,
Syracuse University Library)

nath's nephew; his writings were said to be greatly influenced by his illustrious uncle.)
S. Murugakani, also from Sivakasi, showed me a demure early portrait of the actressturned-politician Jayalalitha copied from a film magazine, again in shades of gray (fig. 90),
while J. P. Singhal cited his paintings of adivasi (tribal) women, done in browns and blues
(fig. 91). Ram Kumar Sharma described his most original work as a blending of "realistic
anatomy" from "Western art" with the "decoracive style" from "Indian art" to create his
own "fantasy" or "poetic" style. Both Courtallam and Shaikh also treasured their paintings of rural scenery for their depiction of the atmospheric qualities of light and dust
peculiar to Indian villages.
What these works had in common was not just their muted palettes but also their
secular and at the same time unmistakably Indian themes. Even as the influence of Western art was clearly in evidence in these pictures, it was equally clear that they could have
90. A gouache painting of Jayalalitha by S. Murugakani.

been created nowhere but in India. In both themes and techniques — and particularly

their colors — these pictures seemed to inhabit a highly specific, local, "fine art" imagi-

1985). Not only do calendar artists' multiple, overlapping mobilizations of realism bear

nary, forming a heterotopia, an alternative space outside both the calendar industry and

the traces of several histories and systems of valuing images, but they are also a site of

the mainstream art system, which grew in definition as artists talked about their work

continuing struggle and coexistence between them.

and careers.13 Particularly significant here was their use of the term "realism," something

The tension between colonially introduced aesthetic criteria and the frontal icons of

to which they all aspired, and which emerged in these images as a simulacral natural-

the bazaar is one such struggle, where realism is bundled, against the sacral imperatives of

ism: the realist depiction of ideal subjects. This is not to say, for instance, that there

the bazaar, with a post-Enlightenment schema of aesthetics, the historical imagination,

was no such person as Tagore, but that his portraits primarily enshrine a Nobel-prize-

and the secularization of everyday life. But at times calendar artists' characterizations of

winning, internationally recognized (and recognizable) version of "Indian culture" —

realism also mapped this tension onto other arenas of contestation in the symbolic realm.

just as the other images enshrine a secular national culture in figures of woman, Orien-

One of these arenas is a set of ongoing negotiations within the sacral arena, between a

talist poetic fantasy, or the romance of the Indian village. As naturalist simulacra these

reterritorializing religiosity that harnesses devotional affect to institutional spaces, tex-

monochromatic, secular images are akin to the polychromatic deities of Sivakasi, even

tual authority, and social hierarchy, and the deterritorializing, egalitarian impulses of

as they are direct inversions of them. But while the shouting god-pictures of Sivakasi be-

personalized, often ecstatic forms of worship, of the kind made available (but also often

long to the "alternative" modernity of the post-independence bazaar, the calendar artists'

quickly reinstitutionalized) by the bhakti or devotional movements arising at various

private, hidden works represent a path not taken, that of a properly bourgeois moder-

times and places on the subcontinent.14 Another such arena of symbolic struggle is the

nity. It is more than fitting that the man so often chosen to figure forth this unfulfilled

post-independence contest I have been describing between the culture of the English-

possibility was the grandson of Dwarkanath Tagore (whom we encountered in chap-

educated national elite and of the realms of vernacular modernity represented in part

ter 2), a merchant-entrepreneur, an equal partner in a British firm in the 1830s, and a

by the bazaar. These overlapping contexts emerged when artists elaborated on what

patron of Western-style fine art: the emblem of a stillborn — because impossible — mo-

they considered to be opposed to realism: the commercial imperatives of the bazaar;

ment of universal "history." If realism was the privileged artistic mode of the European

"traditional" work, such as the Nathdwara icons; and "modern art." Even though the

middle class, the Sivakasi calendar artists' shadowy, colorless portraits of Rabindranath

oppositions between iconic and realist imperatives were often framed in terms of the

Tagore are perfect embodiments of a postcolonial Indian realism: spectral projections of

differences between "Indian" and "Western" art, in each of these instances the desire for

the historical bourgeois subject that India could never have.

realism also spoke to concerns that were not simply reducible to a desire for mastery
of Western technique or to the attendant adoption of a post-Enlightenment aesthetic

A " S U P E R H U M A N " REALISM

Realism haunts calendar art: it is what calendar artists desire most intensely, perhaps because the bazaar tantalizingly allows them to pursue it, only to be brought up short—as
we will see—by iconographic imperatives enforced in the name of popular demand. But
"realism" as it was deployed in calendar artists' discourse was not necessarily opposed to
religious imagery per se. For instance, Indra Sharma, who as far as I know has seldom
painted anything other than mythic and religious subjects, insisted at one point that his
calendars were "absolutely realistic." In my conversations with artists, "realism" emerged
as an often contradictory, highly overdetermined term, in Laclau's and MoufFe's sense
as having a plurality of meanings, that was implicated in a number of symbolic structures, no one of which can ultimately be privileged over the others (Laclau and Mouffe

schema. When I asked Yogendra Rastogi the difference between commercial and fine
art, he replied:
It's very straightforward. One of our constraints is that a painting made for a calendar, whether it's Gandhi or a child, XYZ, or Nehru, or any other subject, a
woman, a beauty... now that beauty is there, you want publicity for the chappalwala (slipper man), she's putting on her slipper. Now whether she puts on her
slippers, or makes a beedi, or washes clothes, for soap, she has to look at you. That
child who is studying, if he's reading his eyes will be downcast, and if his eyes are
downcast the calendar will not sell. . . . The general public over here . . . by and
large they say one thing: "See here, sir, [god] isn't looking at us, and if he is not
looking at us how will he bestow benevolence on us (kripa kaise karenge)?" When

this Lakshmi is not looking at us, there's no way she can bestow benevolence on
us. So behind this is partly people's ideology.... Bold colors, bold figures, front
looking—these are the most important things.
These imperatives of the bazaar are not always or necessarily reflected in the images
themselves: these are primarily discursive categories, part of the bazaar's self-understanding. However, there is indeed an intense emphasis in calendar art on the face and
eyes of the icon, both as vehicles ofbhava or emotion and as a locus of the artist's originality and skill—to the extent that one printer singled out the treatment of the eyes as
the clearest indicator of an individual artist's style. This emphasis accords with the iconic
imperative of frontality in images meant for ritual darshan, where the devotee must be
able notjust to see but also be seen by the deity in order to receive its blessing. Indeed, the
way in which calendar artists tend to paint the eyes last, as part of the master strokes of
"finishing," coincides with other more overtly ritualized icon painting practices (such as
the netronmilana ceremony in the establishment of Saivite icons: see Davis 1997, 35-36).15
Rastogi's problem with this iconographic imperative regarding the frontal gaze is akin
to the problem of bright colors, for in both cases the gaze is spatially and temporally interrupted in its secular-realist course of action. Lakshmi, Gandhi, and the beauty putting on
her slippers or watching television (fig. 92) must look out toward us from their business
inside the picture, however lofty or banal; outside the frame, the picture's "bold colors"
drag our gaze away from its "regular work" to meet their eyes. The picture's rude claim to
our attention crosses the line between public and private, while the gaze from within it

92. Television, a 1969 calendar design by R. Arts. The "front-looking" imperative
means that the woman watching the game of cricket on television must do so
out of the corner of her eye, her face turned toward the viewer of the calendar.
Fortunately for us, the one-point perspective enables us to see both the woman
and the game. (Collection of JPS and Patricia Uberoi. Delhi; also included in
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum 2000.)

that acknowledges our presence returns us to the familiar lament of realism, foiled in its
attempt to construct a transparent narrath'e of everyday life. The denigration of iconic
frontality here resonates with the aesthetic unease with other characteristically frontal
forms such as pornography, propaganda, and advertising, which delink the image from
a self-contained diegetic world within the picture frame in order to exhort the viewer to
a performative or embodied response. (I return to this moral-aesthetic unease with the
viewer's corporeality in the following chapter.)
This is notjust a spatial issue, for the temporal register of these iconic visualizations
or materializations, and of the repetitious ritual engagements they invoke, also disrupts
the vector of "history." Often, therefore, the tension between fine and commercial art, or
between realism and the sacred imperatives of the bazaar, was mapped onto a contest between the authority of history and that of sacred texts. While Rastogi seemed poetically
resigned to a compromised realism, Ram Kumar Sharma, with his immense erudition,

Romantic persona, and intense passion for history, was unable to reconcile himself to
what he saw as the complete lack of "authenticity" in mythology.16 He quit the calendar
industry and returned to film and television, to work on storyboards and art direction
for "historically authentic" period dramas such as Askoka and The Great Mughals. Others
attempt to reconcile mythic and historical time by treating the "mythological period"
as more or less equivalent to the "prehistoric period." As I mentioned in the previous
chapter, one of the books used as a reference for mythic landscapes by the calendar artist
Ravi in Sivakasi is an illustrated popular science text on prehistory. Ram Waeerkar, who
as its first illustrator established the style of the Amar Chitra Katha mythological comic
series, also sought to co-opt mythic into historical time: "It means, mythological. So it's
a prehistoric period, or something like that. It should look like — whatever the Ramayana period, or Mahabharata period, it is in that period. You can find out, no?" This has

proved a useful working principle to fill gaps in scriptural description.17 However, where
textual prescriptions do exist, they prevail over this attempted chronologization; here
Waeerkar gives the example of how he had to depict horse-riding in the Mahabharata
despite history's dictum that it was introduced to India much later by Alexander. For
Anant Pai, the publisher of the Amar Chitra Katha comics, proper input from the shastras (sacred texts) has been crucial to the legitimacy of his retelling of the classics (see
Pritchett 1995, 80, 88).
Some artists also place a similar emphasis on textual fidelity. Indra Sharma shores
up his reputation as an icon painter (and, presumably, his status as a Chitrakar Brahmin) by invoking the shastras: "There's the whole description, for instance kamalnoyan
(lotus-eyed), mrignayan (deer-eyed). . . . Say I make a picture of god, of Vishnu. So I
won't just make it from my imagination. If a proper (sahi) artist makes that picture, first
what is written in our texts (shastron twin), that Vishnu's body is delicate (sukomal), yellow (pitambar) — there's a description of it, of the necklace, of the crown, so we follow—
we go along with that, that's how we know how to make a picture of god." According
93. Ram Ravan Yuddha
[The battle between Ram
and Ravan] by Mukesh,
print by S. S. Brijbasi:
even in battle, Ram and
Lakshman have heavylidded eyes and benign
countenances, (Courtesy
of Brijbasi Art Press Ltd.)

to Indra Sharma the reason why people sought him out to paint religious subjects, as
opposed to the more "realistic" S. M. Pandit, was that Pandit's figures look like people
rather than gods: "Now the body is very strong, but we will not show the anatomy. For
god's body, the description is of a gentle, beautiful (sukomal) body. . .. There won't be
any muscles, we people avoid muscles." The textual injunction against muscular gods
was the first (and perhaps hardest) thing that Ram Waeerkar had to get used to when
he started working for Amar Chitra Katha. This has been a common source of frustra-

Waeerkar puts it: "Bhagwan Krishna, Prabhu Ram . . . they have succeeded in fighting,

tion, not only for Waeerkar (who developed his early skills in figure drawing from the

but they are not fighters." This divine agency, at least in the case of Vishnu (of whom

Tarzan comics), but for all those artists who have studied human anatomy and feel unable

both Ram and Krishna are manifestations), is not so much a matter of labor but oilila

to use or display their grasp of proportion and musculature. Yogendra Rastogi said he

(sacred "play," in both senses of the word). Thus Waeerkar's plight in the epigraph to

has had to modify the "correct" (human) proportions according to those of the icons to

this chapter, of trying to reconcile the textual description of Ram as having half-closed

which people are accustomed: "If we don't make the face proportionately bigger, then

eyes with a plausible visual depiction of his pursuit of the golden deer. In the attempt

the bhavyata (divine beauty) that people see in it—that bhavyata — if you make it abso-

to figure myth as history, such depictions of action, of bodily agency, render irreconcil-

lutely correct, the right size, then people will say, Rastogi sahib, what have you done, how

able the differences between narrative "realism" and sacred textual imperatives: "It looks

have you made the face, there's no power in it." If the face and eyes are made larger and

ridiculous!" (fig. 93).

more visible, it is to enhance the benevolent emotion, beauty, and power (kripa, bhava,
bhavyata, shakti) centered there. And not only must the gods have smooth, gentle bodies
and large faces, their expressions must be tranquil, almost meditative. For divine will,
unlike that of the human, is not limited to the instrumentality of the human body, so as

Evidently, then, the formal imperatives of the bazaar enforce a distinction between
humans and gods, and the difficulties encountered by artists in their quest to implement
realism" alert us to the precise nature of this distinction. One element of realism that
encounters resistance in the commercial context of the calendar industry is the linear

time and perspectival space of the historical subject: this is interrupted, flattened, and
hypostatized by bright colors, the absence of a middle ground, and the frontal gazes of
icon and viewer meeting across temporalities. Here the potential ritual objecthood of
the image and the viewer's implied performative response dissolve the boundaries between historical and mythic time, and between extra- and intra-diegetic space. Another
element of realism that is resisted is the depiction of the bodily agency of the willing subject, as figured through the muscularity, non-frontal dynamic postures, and wide-eyed
alertness of human instrumental action. (I return to the issue of muscularity and agency
in chapter 7.) In these respects the realism desired by calendar artists is coextensive with
the spatiotemporal schemata of post-Enlightenment thought and its human subjects.
At the same time, however, some artists saw their practice not so much in terms of a
compromised realism but as a viable synthesis between "Western" realism and "Indian"
or "traditional" art. Not surprisingly, this was particularly the case for Indra Sharma and
B. G. Sharma from Nathdwara. As Indra Sharma put it: "I left [Nathdwara] because I
had learned to work in the Nathdwara tradition here, and for five-six years I had worked
here. Then I thought that I wanted to learn to work in the Western tradition , . . what
we call realistic work: you are sitting there, I look at you and make a portrait. And for
that, at the time the best institute in India [was] the Sir J. J. School of Art." Both he

ornamentation valorized by colonial administrators such as G. M. Birdwood of the India
Office (Birdwood 1880/1986). For Solomon, Indian art was characterized by "the union
of nature-study and decorative feeling" (Solomon 1926,118); he therefore supported the
training of Indian students in both "Western" and "Indian" pictorial techniques, a skill
set that was carried across into the realm of mass culture by students from the J. J. such as
S. M. Pandit and Indra Sharma. While most calendar artists I spoke to would not have
agreed with Solomon's polemical notion of an always, already realist Indian art, several
spoke of their own work in terms of a similar synthesis between nature, or reality, and
ornament, or decorativeness. J. P. Singhal, for instance, spoke of the way in which popular pictures "ornament reality" (yatbharth ko shringar karte bain), giving it "a poetic form, a
decorative form" {alankrit mop). Similarly, B. G. Sharma asserted the role of the artist's
imagination in enhancing a merely photographic reality, while Ram Kumar described
his "fantasy" style as a combination of "realistic" and "decorative" impulses.
What interests me here is the way in which these artists have taken on board colonial
terms for categorizing the elements in the "East-West" synthesis but have then overlaid
those terms with their own distinctions. For instance, Singhal also said that the ornamental or decorative aspect of images {sbringar paksh) often came to dominate religious
calendars at the expense of the emotional aspect (bbava paksb):

and B. G. Sharma valorized realism, with its key elements of "three dimensionality],

Indeed I would say that in between — not just in between but even now, people—

likeness, naturality" (B. G. Sharma), in opposition to the "flat work" of their "tradi-

including some of my other painter brothers — from the beginning they put rather

tional" style, placing it firmly within the "Western" or "foreign" lineage {paddbati) made

too much emphasis on ornamentation . . . very heavy-heavy ornaments and

available by the art school (although Indra Sharma later pointed out that realism was

backdrops, very decorated, overdecorated . . . because there was just no other

found in Mughal painting as well). However, this opposition was articulated within the

scope to do anything.... So because of that, the figure, its face, that emotional

framework of an acceptable — indeed, desirable—synthesis. B. G. Sharma, describing

dimension {bbava paksb) of the picture that is — was — there, over that emotional

the "classical" work in his gallery (of which he is justifiably proud), said: "So what I

dimension, the ornamental dimension {sbringar paksb) came to predominate.

have seen is that you should look at all the schools, and extract from them {unko nichod
ke) to start your own school. So whatever is there in that, three dimensions], shade,

Singhal may well have been alluding here to the work of artists such as Indra Sharma or

whatever, I extract them all and bring some interest."

Kondiah Raju, whose Nathdwara- and Tanjore-inspired icons are markedly more ornate

This confidence in a synthetic practice must owe something to the institutional legitimation, at least in Bombay, of "the Indian Art Student as the Superhuman Realist"
(Solomon 1926,115), following colonial debates over the relevance of Western naturalist
techniques to Indian art education. W. E. Gladstone Solomon, the principal of the J. J.
School of Art from 1920 to 1937, insisted that realism was an integral feature of Indian
art and perfectly compatible with the kind of essentially Indian imagination and flair for

than the largely narrative paintings of Pandit and Mulgaonkar. As I mentioned earlier,
Sharma had described his calendars as "absolutely realistic," meaning that nothing of
the Nathdwara style persisted in his work. Later, however, Sharma qualified this assertion in order to make space for his "traditional" skills: "But whatever—the tradition
of doing work, and so on — whatever I learned over here [in Nathdwara] has had a big
influence. That's bound to happen, bound to happen. . . . The influence [of the tradi-

tion] is that the kind of finishing we used to do, it's superior to what other artists do,
why? Because there is a tradition of doing detailed work." What emerges here is an alignment o( bhava, or the emotional dimension, with realism and the "genius" of the master
artist, whereas "finishing" and the painting of ornaments (shringar) is aligned with craftsmanship and "tradition." Here again, as in the argument about color, bhava becomes the
aesthetically acceptable aspect of the sacred icon, the site of a working synthesis between
fine art/realism and iconography. In this case bhava is opposed to excessive ornament
rather than loud colors, but it could be argued that as in the case of "shouting" color, the
problem with ornamentation is one of an insufficiently self-contained or private sacrality:
a conflation of the space and time of the image with everyday life outside the frame. The
ornamentation within the picture stands in for, and gestures toward, the adornment
(shringar) of the picture itself (as an embodiment of the deity or icon) during the prayer
ritual, blurring the boundaries between the picture as object, the active presence of the
viewer, and what is depicted "inside" the picture.
Here, however, I want to suggest that the post-independence calendar industry imparts a somewhat different coloring to bhava than Balendranath Tagore's colonially oriented, classicizing formulation. Tagore's notion of bhava as a key category of "Indian" aesthetics was derived from Sanskrit literature, the expression of "noble" sentiment or "the
glow of divine inspiration" establishing a lofty academicist parallel between Hindu gods
and those of Greece or Rome (Tagore 1894, 98-99, in Guha-Thakurta 1992,131). But as
it was deployed by calendar artists, the term appeared to draw more on the discourses
of visual desire in the devotional bhakti movements than on the reformulation of India's
"classical" heritage by the colonial elite: on the vernacular bhajans (devotional hymns) of

and heroes, but on the desires engendered by the intimate, personalized relationship
between deity and devotee, powerfully imagined in many strands of bhakti as a yearning for darshan. The benevolence, gentleness, and seduction embodied in these images
was not meant to provide a (neo)classical model for human conduct culled from the distanced, ideal realms of the aesthetic or the spiritual, but to facilitate a direct emotional
connection between gods and humans. So even though I have argued that the bazaar's
iconographic imperatives disrupt artists' aesthetic criteria by rendering present (in both
senses) the space and time of ritual and the sacred, there is also a sense in which "realism"
in this context is valorized for its ability to make manifest the benign, affective presence
of deities. We might better understand this latter sense of the term with the help of the
Hindi word that some artists occasionally used instead of the English "realism": sajivta,
more accurately translated as "livingness" or "lifelikeness." At issue here is not the reality
of the gods, but how alive they are: how the image brings them to life.
Not only did realism in this context have an affinity with sacred themes, it also carried
a strong ethical charge. Both these aspects were highlighted by the terms in which many
artists distanced themselves from "modern art," clubbing together what they saw as
the desirable elements of realism and the traditional, Western and Indian, or art and
craft, in opposition to modernism. Significantly, those artists who were relatively comfortable with modernism either do not paint icons (such as Shaikh, who specializes
in landscapes), or do not paint them exclusively (such as the highly eclectic Sapar, or
Aras the "baby artist"). But B. G. Sharma, who mostly paints religious images and describes himself as combining the "traditional" and the "realistic," was quick to correct
me when I suggested that "ordinary people" might prefer his framing pictures to his
"classical" work:

saint-poets such as Surdas and Kabir, or verse epics such asTulsidas's Ramcharitmanas, as
well as retellings of the Sanskrit Puranas or the dramatic texts of Kalidas and Banabhatt.

BGS: Someone who comes to see my collection, will they not understand it?

As active members of an artistic community closely linked to Nathdwara's Shrinathji

Or will they? What ordinary people don't understand, they don't understand

temple, B. G. Sharma and Indra Sharma were particularly lucid in their articulation of

modern.

the way in which the icon mediates the relationship of deity to devotee. B, G. Sharma

KJ: So you didn't go toward modern at all?

described the icon as "a means to bring oneself to focus," to bring a centeredness (efefl-

BGS: Toward modern? See, modern doesn't have a life... With modern, it'll go,

grata) to one's "restless mind." Accordingly, in Indra Sharma's words, an image must be

and something else will come to replace it, and a third will come to replace that

aakarshak (attractive), making the viewer mugdh (rapt) or mohit (seduced or enchanted).

Where is the work, the labor (tapasya)... more than painting a man has to give a

Similarly Yogendra Rastogi, analyzing the work of the Nathdwara artist Narottam Nara-

speech!

yan, linked realism with the ability of artists to figure the saumyata (benevolence) or the
I asked the young Nathdwara artist Raghunandan Sharma (Indra Sharma's nephew)
komalta (gentleness) of the gods.
The stress here was not on the deity's grandeur, or on the allegorical role of gods

the same question, to which his response was:

Actually the thing is that I don't understand what they are making, in modern art.

mystification of modernism, its lack of integrity and easy money? The name given time

What they are making, what they are trying to make . . . they just have brush —

and again to this "unsettling" presence was that of the most famous modernist artist in

color in the brush . . . so you can't tell what's going on. So it's a matter of different

India today, M. F. Husain, whose every canvas, sketch, and chalk mark trades for enor-

tastes, there are those who like modern, and you get good money in modern as

mous sums—and who also happens to be a Muslim. A couple of publishers denounced

well. You don't get that much money for these paintings.

Husain, with barely disguised anti-Muslim undertones, as an iconoclast in the most lit-

... Now a modern painting can be made in one or two days, four days. And then

eral sense of the word, citing the way in which one of his artworks involved physically

there are exhibitions after that, in Delhi and Bombay, [where] a painting sells for

eradicating an image of the goddess Durga; since then Husain has been in the news again,

hundreds of thousands (lakhs) of rupees. For this painting [gesturing toward his

this time when his work was vandalized by Hindu hardliners objecting to his "obscene"

own work] if you even ask for 50,000, they will say, what is there in this? Although

(that is, nude) depiction of Hindu goddesses. (I return to this episode in chapter 6.) But

there is a lot in it. From the point of view of effort (tnehnat), there's a lot in it.

it would be counterproductive, not to mention heavy-handed, to overemphasize this
communalization of the discourse around "modern art." If, not surprisingly, S. S. Shaikh

Others also expressed a concern with the way in which the "modern" subverts the hard,

(a Muslim) said that Husain, along with the early Indian modernist Amrita Sher-Gil,

honest labor shared by both "realism" and "traditional art" (or, more specifically, the

has been one of his greatest sources of inspiration, so did Venkatesh Sapar (a Hindu),

Nathdwara tradition): tapasya (privation), mehnat (effort), study, craftsmanship.

listing Husain after Michelangelo, Leonardo, and Picasso. The resonance between the

The terms in which these artists described their problems with "modern art" were as

calendar industry's discomfort with "modern art" and the general scapegoating of Mus-

universal and as local as "modern art" itself: it is hard to understand, it changes with the

lims by the Hindu Right cannot be taken to mean that this mistrust of modernism has

times and has no lasting value, it often unjustly rewards little effort or a lack of skill.These

an essentially communal basis.

opinions accord with the widespread populist view that an inability to understand the
modern has less to do with the inadequacy of the viewer (and his or her "reflective" capacities) than with a fraudulent practice that takes the critics and the art market for a ride
by using fancy rhetoric. Ram Kumar Sharma also brought up the apparent randomness
of modern art, and the role played by language as opposed to labor and craftsmanship:

Perhaps more germane to the industry's resentment of Husain, I would suggest, is
the well-known fact that he hails from a similar socioeconomic background to artists in
the calendar industry: he started out in the commercial arena, painting cinema banners
before becoming a "modern" artist. For one artist this made Husain a particularly suitable example of the fraudulence of modern art: he described Husain as "just a poster

But if you have no conception, and you start applying colors and something is pro-

painter " who "wasn't even able to make a drawing" when he started out; another claimed

duced, and then you give it a definition... if that's modern then I don't understand

that he could have far outshone Husain if he had chosen the path of modern art. It is

it, I haven't understood it from the beginning, what the definition of modern is.

no coincidence that these sentiments issued from two self-taught artists, while the art-

Though there have been good people working with color conceptions, that you
would call modern, but when there's no basic conception, I can't understand it.
It's unsettling (uljhan paida bojati hai).

, . . When the work of foreigners comes before us . . . it's such studied work,
and we don't have that study over here. Craftsmanship — it just hasn't survived,
has it? It's been spoiled by this modern, the craftsmanship in painting has been
destroyed.
Revealingly, the modern here is not aligned with "foreigners" (a synecdoche for "Westerners"), for their "study" is that of "realism." Who, then, might embody the unethical

school-trained Shaikh and Sapar expressed admiration for Husain; by attending the J. J.
School of Art, and excelling there, the latter two had enjoyed a privileged relationship
to the elite, nonvernacular world of modernism. While this exclusive world requires a
kind of social access that is relatively hard to obtain, the skill, craftsmanship, study, and
labor required to master "realism" have been more readily available to self-taught artists
from a range of backgrounds.
So what is it about "realism," as used in this context, that speaks both to artists' and
viewers' understandings of the work of the image in a way that "modern art" does not?
I would suggest that this realism is able to accommodate an ethical evaluation of the

image, both in the representational content of the pictures and in the practice of painting,
in a manner that is abhorrent to modernist aesthetics. Bourdieu identifies a tendency
in (what he categorizes as) "popular taste" to substitute ethical judgment for aesthetic
judgment, which threatens the autonomy of the aesthetic by performing a " 'reduction'
of the things of art to the things of life, a bracketing of form in favor of'human' content,
which is barbarism par excellence from the point of view of the pure aesthetic" (Bourdieu
1984, 44). Once again, it is the "livingness" of the image, its traffic with social life outside
the frame, that both qualifies it as realist and disqualifies it from the realm of aesthetic
judgment. Conversely, the formal experimentation of "modern art" removes any basis
for ethical judgment, any "content" to be "understood" — or, as with Husain's goddesses
(or, for that matter, Picasso's cubist women), it is seen as a perverse distortion of that
content. Here calendar art is more in tune with the ideology of academic realism, whose
equation between "the good, the true, and the beautiful," enabled the ethical and the
aesthetic to be thought together. (Indeed it was precisely this ambivalent accommodation of such ethical demands that informed the modernist denigration of academicism
as kitsch.18) However, as we have seen in both this chapter and the previous one, the
mode of signification through which academic realism established the correspondence
between art and life is not necessarily that of the "realism" of calendar art. If the former
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was mediated through allegory and historical reference, the latter often works in an indexical mode to embody not just an ethical idea or ideal but an efficacious presence. The
motto of "Indian" ethical-aesthetic culture, "satyam shivam sundaram," quoted by several
artists I spoke with, does not exactly translate to "the true, the good and the beautiful": shivam, as auspiciousness (here I am following the translation of Sivaramamurti
1978,1) is not quite equivalent to the moral "good" of the liberal ethos. (I return to the
notion of auspiciousness in chapter 6.) For what it evokes is a divine presence embodied
in the image: a presence that, I have argued, both underlies the aesthetic shortcomings
of realism in this context and also defines this realism's ethical goal, the inculcation of a
devotional attitude by bringing the gods to affective life.19

94. Krshna reveals his
true form to Arjuna on
the battlefield of the
Mahabharat. (From the
Krishna Gallery, www
.krishna.com, ©The
Bhaktivedanta Book
Trust International)

ketable devotional icons; their work is geared more toward illustrations for sacred texts
(the Gita or the writings of their founder, Prabhupada) and promotional material. So,
as with the earlier mythological oil paintings and prints that were also strongly positioned within the context of a revival of interest in and a retelling of pauranic narratives
(see chapter 2), the

ISKCON

work is embedded in a textual arena. This enables it to

take on many of the "realist" aspects that calendar artists must jettison for the sake of
frontalit) muted colors, subdued ornamentation, more "human" proportions, and dy-

We are now in a position to understand why so many artists independently singled

namic agency-orchestrating these to create emotional intensity and lifelike presence

out for admiration, as faithful custodians of the legacy of Raja Ravi Varma and Narottam

(fig. 94). If the realism of the private, secular images that calendar artists paint for them-

Narayan, the ethnically non-Indian U.S.- and U.K.-based artists of the International

selves constitutes a heterotopia in relation to both the mainstream art system and the

20

Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), also known as the Hare Krishnas. (The

bazaar, so does this brand of neospiritualist "superhuman" realism, circulating in a de-

artists who expressed this opinion included Indra Sharma, J. P. Singhal, Ranjit Singh,

territorialized, global cultural economy.

and Yogendra Rastogi.) The

ISKCON

artists do not need to produce commercially mar-

is said to have persisted in printing the controversial baby picture despite promises in
THE REINCARNATION OF THE AUTHOR (OR,

court to the contrary, shoring up the common wisdom in the industry that copyright

NAKAL MEIN AKAL, "INTELLIGENCE IN IMITATION")

simply doesn't exist. It is significant that this case involved a multinational firm (and, pre-

So far I have examined the social, aesthetic, and ethical aspects of the incongruent coexistence of cult or sacred value and a system of post-Enlightenment aesthetic value.
In shifting my focus to political economy, I investigate what this coexistence does to
notions of intellectual property in the calendar industry, through its discourses and practices relating to the artistic signature and the legal institution of copyright. In Walter
Benjamin's account of the secularization of art, the unique qualities of the cultic or sacral
image are displaced onto the authenticity of the work of art and the artist as a figure

sumably, an advertising agency) and therefore indexed a collision between two different
types of corporate culture—for within the calendar industry, artists and publishers alike
admit that everyone copies, so none of them can afford to point a finger at the others.
Also significant — indeed, taking us straight to the heart of the difficulty in enforcing
copyright in the calendar industry—is the fact that the picture involved was of a baby,
not a religious icon, where "originality" is particularly hard to establish.
Particularly when it comes to religious calendars, customers often want pictures of

of creative autonomy and originality (Benjamin 1969, 244 n. 6). But what happens in a

the same deity year after year. Artists and printers are therefore obliged to provide a

culture industry where ideas of auratic authorship have not entirely supplanted the cul-

constant supply of "new" designs on the "same" subjects, and a common complaint in

tic aura of the iconic image, and both authorial and cultic forms of value coexist in new,

the industry is that beyond a point there is very little that can be new or different in pic-

deterritorialized forms through the mass replication of images, shoring up the aura of

tures of gods and goddesses. As one Sivakasi printer disarmingly put it: "Even though

the commodity? My observations suggest that the calendar industry is a site where the

we are purchasing new designs, in the market they are telling, why are you repeating old?

encounter between liberal ideas of authorial property and religiously inflected systems

Even though we purchase new designs, people are telling, you are giving the same type

of value and power results in a set of mutual reformulations and accommodations — as

of designs. So then what is the use of purchasing new designs? . . . See, mythological

with the mutual transformations of "realism" and the idioms of worship. And, as in the

means gods. In that we cannot change anything. Only colors we can change, dress we

instance of realism, these reformulations occur at points of immanent stress — in post-

can change. Subject means same. Murugan means Murugan, Ganesh means Ganesh."

Enlightenment schemata on the one hand and in existing social and political structures

Or according to J. P. Singhal; "In religious subjects there cannot be much change, you

on the other.
Ever since the late nineteenth century, when Ravi Varma's prints were rampantly
copied, imitated, or simply photographed and painted over as soon as they entered circulation, plagiarism and recycling have been a structural feature of the calendar print
industry. The earlier lithographs from S. S. Brijbasi and Sons and the Ravi Varma Press
carried copyright warnings and registration numbers; however, in the transition to offset the copyright warnings tended to disappear, and most current Sivakasi prints only
carry numbers for the purpose of identification. Very few court cases have been initiated
to enforce copyright. The picture publishers S. S. Brijbasi and Sons were involved in
an unsuccessful attempt in the 1950s; another failed attempt was made in the 1960s, in
which Kondiah Raju was accused in the Madras High Court of "stealing" another artist's design (Inglis 1995, 74 n. 12); and an action was taken out in i960 by Johnson and
Johnson against the Bombay publisher of an Aras calendar alleged to have plagiarized
the "Johnson's baby," also published by the same printer. In the latter case the printer

will have to make Krishna Krishna, you will have to decorate him {shringar karna hoga),
because whatever change there is, it's in the decoration—what you do in the shringar,
ornamentation, how you do it...." In order to meet the market's demand for novelty
within the constraints of the iconographic recognizability of gods, publishers mostly
recycle existing designs with modifications in backgrounds, color, dress, and ornamentation (fig. 95). What is more, customers who buy or use a "ready-made" calendar from
a publisher's annual catalogue do not choose it on the basis of the artist but of the "subject," privileging thematic content over formal treatment or authorial expression. As one
Pharmaceuticals trader in Old Delhi put it, "I have no relation with the artist, I have a
relation with the picture." Most "end-users" would not be able to name any calendar artists beyond Ravi Varma or, at the most, S. M. Pandit, Kondiah Raju, or Mulgaonkar —
the name they are more likely to be concerned with is that of the deity whose image they
are after. The only people really concerned with identifying individual artists and their
relative abilities, and who distinguish between "original" artists and mere "copy masters"

As it circulates from artist to publisher to buyer to end-user, the calendar icon slips
from being an artwork to a commodity to a gift-cum-advertisement to an aestheticoritual object. So if the signature starts out for an artist in art school as the locus of authorial
or artistic creativity, with respect to the publisher it functions more as a brand name
for a particular type of work, and as it enters the marketplace for ready-made gods it is
more or less evacuated of its significance. The classic example of the brand name in the
Euroamerican culture industry is that of Walt Disney and the serialized production of
cultural goods along Fordist lines, authorized by his personal signature. The production
of goods in the name of Disney has continued well after his death. To this extent the
Disney example encompasses both the "designer label" version of value, which flourishes
around the persona of the creative individual and partakes of an authorial aura, and the
more depersonalized value of a product brand. Similarly in calendar art, even though
Kondiah Raju's illustrious pupil Ramalingam died in 1992, in 1994 Ramalingam's works
95. A work in progress
by S. Murugakani,
Sivakasi, 1995: in the
foreground is the
print from which this
painting of the mother
goddess is being
adapted.

were still being modified to produce "new" ones bearing his signature. Or again, I was
told in Nathdwara that paintings bearing Indra Sharma's signature were being produced
by his nephew, Raghunandan Sharma, presumably at Indra Sharma's behest, to keep
up with demand as the older artist's eyesight failed (unfortunately he has now lost it
altogether). According to Tryna Lyons (1997), certain Nathdwara merchants have routinely put their own signatures on paintings rather than those of the artists, while women
painters would typically sign their work with their husband's names (although Lyons

or hacks, are the publishers responsible for assembling designs for their files or "special
parties" from the larger firms who commission their own customized calendars.

also describes some notable exceptions).
In other cases signatures closely resembling those of a well-established artist are em-

And yet, despite consumers' emphasis on subjects rather than authorial expressions

ployed by others, as in the case of "Ram Verma" or "Chandra Varma," signed in the same

almost all calendar paintings carry a signature.There is an excessive aspect to this appear-

style as that of Ravi Varma (see fig. 70) or "Murugakani" in the style of "Mulgaonkar"

ance of the signature, and also to the ways in which signatures are used in the industry.

(figs. 96 and 97); "S. PRAS," which could be mistaken for "S. ARAS"; or "Sapan Studio,"

What these practices exceed is the limiting of authorial property to a singular creative

which is very similar to "Sapar Studio."21 Here the subject matter is also similar to that

individual (or specifiable set of individuals). In this respect they depart from the schema

of the more well-known artist, so the signature becomes part of the genre rather than

of value associated with "fine art," which is fundamentally tied to notions of authenticity,

the index of a unique locus of creativity. Similarly, when artists want to experiment with

uniqueness, originality, and creativity, and the assumption of a meaningful intention-

styles other than those which have already proved successful in the marketplace, they

ality, cathected into the figure of the artist (a schema of value that persists in practice

themselves might use different signatures.22 On the advice of one of his publishers, in

in the contemporary art market despite the postmodernist critique of these notions).

1994 Venkatesh Sapar was using the name of his five-year-old son Pratik when "signing"

Calendar artists' uses of the signature work to loosen the links between the signature,

paintings of subjects he considers childlike (birds, butterflies, and so on; fig. 98), and

the work, and the artist as the unique producer of the work, layering onto the authorial

likewise both he and his wife Maya use her signature on the more abstract or graphic de-

schemata of "fine art" the logic of the brand name in a commodity economy, as well as

signs, which are her forte (but which Venkatesh paints as well). So if any of these other

the logics of patrilineal inheritance and the guru-apprentice system.

types of subjects do not do well they will not detract from the aura of the signature on

96. R. S. Mulgaonkar, artist's signature.

98. Detail of "Butterflies"
by V, V. Sapar (signed
"S. Pratik"), a foursheeter calendar printed
by Coronation Press,
Sivakasi, 1996. (Courtesy
of Coronation Arts and
Crafts and the artist)

Frow has argued that this paradox with respect to the artistic signature goes to the very
97. S. Murugakani. artist's signature.

heart of the liberal conception of the subject, hinging around the way in which "the person is at once the opposite of the commodity form and its condition of existence, and

Sapar's more mainstream oeuvre of deities or his commissions for "special parties." (By
the same token, artists producing highly identifiable work on a single subject, like Aras
with his babies, must be careful that their pictures do not compete with each other in
different publishers' files, thus splitting their publishers' profits and endangering future
orders.) Here the strong alignment of a signature with a particular type of subject, delinked from the artist's individual identity, points us away from an authorial "designer
label" version of value and further toward the product brand version: the analogy here
would be, say, Lever Kitchen producing both Omo and Drive laundry detergents."
The easy yet paradoxical slippage between these two versions of value, that of the "autonomous" or "disinterested" artistic signature and the commercially motivated brand
name, points to a certain immanent stress in the institution of the artistic signature. John

in some cases enters directly into its philosophical rationale" (Frow 1996,177).24 On the
one hand the person is thought of as, at core, a free, willing, self-determining agent. It
is this subjectivity that underpins the self-definition of "fine art" as a sphere of image
making autonomous from the market and the state, addressing itself through various
modes of exhibition to a critical "public" (and that public's chosen spokespersons, critics,
and art historians). Such a conception entails the valorization of the freedom, originality,
and authenticity of the artist. On the other hand, this freedom is always already defined
in economic terms as the ownership of oneself, such that one has proprietorial rights
over—and thus the right to freely trade with — one's body and those unique forms of
information that flow from it, like the signed "creative" work of art.23 Thus "the signature

has become intrinsic both to aesthetic and to market value. As a metonym for the self-

ists and their work is often as acceptable a mode of training as the more direct, personal

possessed, self-possessing person, it is the foundation of all intellectual property rights"

interpretation of "life" or "nature." Almost all of the calendar artists I know of (includ-

(Frow 1996,181).

ing Ravi Varma) owe their skill, at least in part, to copying from artists they admire or

What Frow is describing here is a point of stress in a formulation central to post-

observing them at work. What is more, many freely admitted to having done this as

Enlightenment liberal discourse; once again, as with the mapping of aesthetic distinction

a legitimate form of learning. As B. G. Sharma put it: "You can copy someone, but in

onto the social, the predication of the aesthetic on the supersession of the sacred, and

copying you need to be smart (nakal mein akal chahiye)] To copy is not a crime (gunah),

the separation of the aesthetic from the ethical, this formulation of authorial property

but in copying also you need to be smart, so that it looks good. It should look good,

and value begins to unravel in the postcolonial context. And again, the terms with which

but one shouldn't copy too much. Without copying an artist won't learn, anyone who

it operates do not disappear but undergo reformulation in an overdetermined field. The

has grown up and come into this line . . . copying is not wrong, but it's like this, as the

relationships between the signature, the work, and the identity of the artist as producer

aptitude (hoshiari) comes, he makes his own thing and carries on." Under negotiation

of the work are reconfigured as the artwork moves from the aesthetic realm to the com-

here is an encounter between a (partially mobilized) notion of aesthetic information as

mercial. But at the same time, other kinds of reconfigurations also occur as the image

the private property of the artist, as in the schema of authorial value outlined above, and

moves from a realm that valorizes the creative human individual to one that is concerned

the location of iconographic knowledge and painting techniques within something akin

with familial and community lineage on the one hand and the agency of the divine on

to a "commons" or realm of public ownership (in this case of cultural knowledge and

the other.

practices) to which all, within a given frame of publicness, have access. Frow argues that

Take, for instance, the practice followed by Ramalingam and other disciples of Kon-

if the commodity form transmutes such common resources or public goods into private

diah Raju, such as T. S. Subbiah, of signing their master's name to paintings they had

goods and resources, it does so at different semiotic levels, which correspond to differ-

worked on before being able to add their names to that of Kondiah (Inglis 1995, 63; see

ent historical "moments" (Frow 1996, 192-94). A distinction must therefore be made

also fig. 81). Similarly Venkatesh Sapar, who is keen to acknowledge his father as his

between industrialization or the serialized mass production of cultural goods (such as

most important influence, had his paintings taken up for publication while he was still

calendar icons) and the commodification of intellectual property, a second level related

in high school, but until he graduated from thej. J. School of Art he signed his paintings

historically to the romantic formulation of authorship developing in eighteenth-century

"Sapar Son." The adoption of a senior artist's signature by a disciple marks the relation-

Europe, which also informed the category of "fine art." In this formulation of authorship

ship of subordination of apprentice to master and a blurring of boundaries between their

an attempt is made to separate the information contained within the work into "ideas,"

work. Of course, not all arrangements have been quite as happy as Sapar's. Voices were

belonging to the public domain, and their singular, unique, textual "expression" by an

lowered in evident censure while making allegations about S. M. Pandit's secrecy and

author, which is seen as an individual's private property, to be protected by copyright

refusal to share his knowledge, which in one instance was explained to me in terms of

law: this distinction, as the current status of copyright as a legal minefield attests, is far

caste, relating to the behavior of craftsmen. This is in pointed contrast to descriptions of

from clear cut. (This is homologous to the equally fraught liberal split between the sub-

Pandit's contemporary, Kondiah Raju, whose reputation as a teacher took on something

ject as part of a universal humanity, the "citizen," and the self- and property-possessing

of a Brahminical aura due to his "saintly" lifestyle. However, Kondiah was not immune

sovereign "subject.")

to competitive tensions: just as Pandit's assistant Mulgaonkar got fed up of signing his

The use of multiple and varying signatures by artists in the calendar industry be-

work "Studio S. M. Pandit" and opened up his own "Mulgaonkar Art Studio" in Bom-

comes a way of accommodating the — largely formal or simulacral—commodification of

bay around 1944, Ramalingam had a "painful and irrevocable" split with Kondiah in 1962

intellectual property alongside other regimes of transfer of intellectual goods. In these

(Inglis 1995, 74 n. 12).

other regimes a trans-subjective "commons" of artistic techniques and knowledge of

In pedagogic contexts supplementary to the art school, the imitation of senior art-

iconographic conventions ("ideas") is made available to an artistic community, family, or

ment of the commons or public knowledge within an individual, such as a teacher like
Kondiah Raju (rather than an impersonal institution like the art school), can lead to complications. Kondiah Raju emerged from the pedagogical traditions of Thanjavur painting, which, in accordance with the idea of an iconographic "commons," did not (at that
stage) feature the use of signatures. However, he also went on to attend art school, where
signing one's work was standard practice. Kondiah's professional use of a signature, with
its implication of a self-possessing subjectivity, aligned "his" aesthetic information with
private property, which did not sit well with his more traditionally styled pedagogical
role. In contrast, in those cases where rights to aesthetic information have coincided
with patrilineal property rights (as with Sapar and Rangroop) the negotiation of commodification via the signature has been relatively free of conflict. Also, Kondiah Raju,
who was teaching and working in rural Kovilpatti, did not (to my knowledge) think to
99. "The Death of
Jatayu," signed
Kartik Das, calendar,
date unknown
(compare with fig. 48).
(Collection of JPS and
Patricia Uberoi, Delhi)

use the depersonalizing word "studio," a strategy adopted by artists in the thick of Bombay's culture industry such as Pandit, Mulgaonkar, Singhal, Aras, and Rangroop (the
late Ram Singh, who moved back to Delhi). This device accommodates the possibility
that an artwork may be the result of a collaboration, with varying degrees of input from
different artists. Thus when S. S. Shaikh at one stage painted backgrounds for J. P. Singhal's "beauties" or S. V. Aras's babies, these paintings were signed "Studio J. P. Singhal"

"school" by a teacher (who thereby gains a special standing in that community), and/or by

or "Studio Aras"; similarly, Rangroop's sons and daughters all contribute to artworks

the mass reproduction and public circulation ofimages.The "expression" of these ideas through

signed "Rangroop Studio" (fig. 100).

individual artists' creative skill and ability to innovate is valorized and rewarded on an

Over the course of this chapter we have seen how, at various sites, the practitioners of

individual basis by the industry. If the very circulation of an image in the public domain

calendar art negotiate between two poles: on the one hand the marketplace, translated as

implies its assimilation into the commons, thereby becoming a resource available to all,

the desires of the consumer, and on the other a post-Enlightenment regime of aesthetic

it could follow that the physical act of (re)creating that image would count as individual

value and distinction embodied in the discourse and practices of "fine art," which are

authorial "expression." And indeed, ever since the earliest days of calendar art artists have

mobilized (in part) through institutions of a national modernity such as art schools and

not hesitated to put their signatures on work that is clearly based on existing and often

museums. The latter frame of aesthetic value is paradoxically bundled together with the

well-known prints (as with the almost straight copy of Ravi Varma's Death of Jatayu that

forces of a powerful (though not omnipotent) global corporate ethos, via fundamental

appeared as a calendar in the mid-1950s, boldly signed "Kartik Das"; fig. 99). According

conceptions of subjectivity and value that inform them both. The continuing attempt to

to one version of intellectual property rights this appropriation of images from the pub-

establish the hegemony of these notions of subjectivity and value is clear from the empha-

lic realm is plagiarism. However, it can also be understood in terms of a more artisanal

sis on patenting in trade forums such as GATT. But while the calendar industry's practices

approach to image production, which has not traditionally dealt in signatures precisely

tend to blur the boundaries between an iconographic "commons" and individual intellec-

because iconographic knowledge and techniques are seen as part of a commons (albeit

tual property, even these traces of the commodification of authorship are meaningless for

within a particular community or lineage).

most "end-users" of calendar art. As far as they are concerned the singular "expression"

In such a context of multiple, overlapping intellectual property regimes, the embodi-

of the common "idea" is located not in the persona of the artist but in the personality of

However—and this is a crucial caveat—my use of the term "commons" in relation
to iconographic image making in the age of technical mass reproduction does not imply
that it can be romanticized as a pure space of communitarian resistance to the regime of
the commodity. Here Frow's distinction between the commodification of goods and of
intellectual property is key. If I have been describing the calendar industry's resistance to
the commodification of intellectual property, this does not detract in any way from the
fact that the bazaar print is a commodity, and that calendar images in particular, in their
capacity as gifts and/or advertisements, are integrally bound up with a wider commodity
culture. Also, as the term's association with feudal society suggests, a "commons" has
its own rules and shores up its own power structures, its own regimes of value and exchange. In the instance of the calendar industry, these regimes are what resist the forces
of a globalizing Euroamerican neoliberal capitalism. As we have seen, one of the main
counterpoints to this globalizing force is the continued valency of the sacred in relation
to aesthetics, ethics, and political economy. The next chapter will follow the leads provided here by calendar artists and publishers to explore the nature of the nexus embodied
by calendar images between the realms of the sacred and the commodity, and to further
specify the terms on which images circulate between heterogeneous frames of value.
100. Artists Vijay Singh, his sister
Rekha, and their brother Manav
(back to the camera) at work,
Rangroop Studio, Karol Bagh,
Delhi, 1994.

the deity and the qualities of the image as object: in the difference of an image from that
of the previous year, or its fulfillment of other aesthetic and/or ritual requirements such
as the frontal imperative, iconographic accuracy, and the expression of bbava. The practices and self-reflexive discourse of artists and publishers create a performative field that
brings these otherwise disjunct frames together, enabling us to apprehend how other
forces operating in the postcolonial field recast the determinations of bourgeois modernity and othering in the colonial mirror. Thus the discussion on taste shifted the focus
from the performance of class to the performance of distinctions between public and private religion, while the valorization of "realism" pointed toward an ethos predicated on
an affective locus of exchange between the worlds of sacred and human subjectivity. The
practices around notions of authorial property embodied in the signature suggested that
the alignment of human subjectivity with the commodity relation must contend with a
certain formulation of a cultural "commons," which may or may not coincide with the
forms of publicness and commonality made available by either the state or "civil society."

5
THE CIRCULATION OF IMAGES AND
THE EMBODIMENT OF VALUE

Main ek vyapari [I am a trader]
Vyapar mera karm [Trading my destiny]
Dukan mera mandir [The shop my temple]
Grahak mera devta [The customer my deity]
Mehnat meri puja [Hard work my prayer]
Grahakon ka santosh [The satisfaction of customers]
Yehi mera prasad [My only reward]
POSTER ON SALE AT A DIWALI MARKET, NEW DELHI. 1995

Dadu, if you recite Ram's name you keep everything,
your principal as well as your profit; if you do not recite it
you lose everything; awake 0 simpleton.
DADU DAYAL SIXTEENTH CENTURY

T

here is a sequel to my anecdote about the Delhi calendar publisher
who, on hearing that I was writing about calendar art, joked that I

had chosen a singularly unattractive topic of research ("Aapko Madam
is se aur koi ganda topic nahin mila?"). Several weeks after that initial
encounter, I was sitting in his office on the eve of the festival of Diwali

(the Hindu festival of lights), and, in keeping with the occasion, we were talking about
calendars in relation to ritual and religiosity. Diwali is a big day for calendar manufacturers, since, as the beginning of the Hindu financial and ceremonial year, it is when many
businesses, particularly in the "bazaar" sector, distribute their calendars to their clients
and associates. At one point the publisher asked his assistant to move a long calendar
of Ganesh that had been hanging on the wall behind him, so that as he sat in front of
it on a chair with his legs crossed his foot would no longer point disrespectfully at the
deity (as it had probably done all year). Even though this sudden sensitivity and respect
for the kind of image he had earlier joked about in derogatory terms almost certainly
arose from our conversation, his explanation was directed not toward me but toward his
assistant (who was at least ten years older than him, and no relation, but whom he nevertheless addressed as "beta," son). This episode occurred as an aside to the conversation,
not as part of it; unlike his earlier denigration of the genre, which established a certain
shared cosmopolitanism, it seemed irrelevant whether or not I shared, understood, or
even registered this very corporeal concern.
The corporeality involved here was not just that of the publisher and his foot, but
also that of the image—its embodiment of a divine presence that demanded respect, and
which in turn meant that it had to be physically moved. This embodiment was animated
along both a spatial axis and a temporal one: the sacrality of the image was suddenly
intensified on this ritual occasion, so that the same image in the same space took on a
different meaning and value. On Diwali it is customary to (re)consecrate one's work-

101. Prayer space outside the
kitchen of a Brahmin household,
Sivakasi, 1994.

space and account books; in this publisher's case this included putting a ritual tilak mark

gift, icon, ornament, waste; they move in and out of people's everyday lives and frames

of red powder on the foreheads of the deities on the calendars surrounding his desk and

of value. In doing so they also move people in and out of their everyday lives, in and out

on the icons and photographs in the office shrine in a niche behind and above his head.

of history"; they act on bodies and create relationships between bodies. I argued in the

Similarly, calendars and framing pictures that are treated with little respect as they lie

previous chapter that it is this bodily intrusion of calendar images into everyday life, and

around on the print shop's floor, or are bundled together by a publisher for dispatch,

the bodily responses they provoke, that condemns them to denigration within the terms

take on a new valency as they are given by a retailer to a customer, or brought home by

of a post-Enlightenment aesthetic schema that makes a distinction between the "things

a pilgrim for those who could not take the journey—or again when they are put up in

of art" (aesthetics) and the "things of life" (ethics), or between the "taste of reflection"

people's homes and workplaces, garlanded, anointed, and ritually worshipped as sacred

and the "taste of sense." A large part of the problem, I suggested, is that these terms

icons (fig. 101).

of aesthetic value are predicated on the supersession of the sacred: on its relegation to
a private, anterior and/or nonworldly sphere. They are also predicated on a particular

THE AESTHETIC'S EVIL TWIN

formulation of the "free" productive individual as the authorial source and locus of value-

Images, particularly mass-produced images, are bodies that move: they move from sites

creation, and hence as a locus of (potentially alienable) proprietorial rights over oneself,

of production to those of circulation and use; they move across the states of commodity,

which need to be asserted and defended in the public realm. Walter Benjamin's analysis

of the secularization of art suggests that there is a relationship between these two fea-

of a similar unease with respect to the location of value in the sovereign productive indi-

tures, in that the auratic qualities once embodied in the cultic object are now displaced

vidual? In this chapter I explore how bazaar icons, as publicly circulating material em-

onto the figure of the artist and the uniqueness of the artwork (Benjamin 1969, 244 n. 6).

bodiments of the sacred, operate within frames of meaning and power that, unlike those

In other words, the value of the object now integrally derives from the qualities of its

of bourgeois moral economy, are underpinned by a trans-subjective, transcendent locus

producer, rather than from a transcendent source. However, Benjamin acknowledges

of value. Again my attempt here, as it has been throughout, is to map the ethos of a ver-

that a certain residue of "cult value" continues to inhere in the artwork even within a

nacular commercial arena whose mass-mediated modernity cannot be understood solely

secularized schema: here he cites the collector, "who always retains some traces of the

through a global narrative of embourgeoisement. To this extent my account supports those

fetishist, and who, by owning the work of art, shares in its ritual power" (ibid.).

economic anthropologists and historians who argue for the continued "embeddedness"

The previous chapter brushed against the grain of certain aspects of the post-

of modern capitalist markets in social relations and fields of power, against the idea that

Enlightenment formulation of the aesthetic in order to reveal something of the ethical

the market is an autonomous, impersonal, self-regulating mechanism—whether it is

and epistemological contexts in which bazaar images circulate. Here I undertake a simi-

seen as having always been that way, as in Adam Smith's classical model, or as having

lar procedure with another category that is closely linked with the aesthetic, but as its

become that way as the result of a historical transformation, as Karl Polanyi formulates it

evil twin, its putatively lifeless but nevertheless uncannily animated doppelganger: the

(Smith 1904; Polanyi 1944; on the culture-market relation, see Haskell andTeichgraeber

fetish. Fetishism, I want to suggest, is the one post-Enlightenment category that speaks

1993; Hefner 1998, who cites Granovetter 1985; Subrahmanyam 1990,1994). Indeed, as

to images as animated and animating objects rather than as static signs, and therefore to

Hefner points out, the characterization of "the" market has tended to be a universal-

the (tabooed) possibility that objects might embody value and power that do not derive

izing extrapolation of one historical ideal type; however, while certain features such as

solely from the qualities imparted to them by their agents of production at the moment

the tendency to expand the domain of wealth production can be identified as specific

of their creation. What interests me here is how and for whom this embodiment re-

to capitalism, capitalism is by no means a monolithic phenomenon, particularly in its

mains a fundamental source of not just aesthetic but moral unease: specifically, a source

"ethico-political entailments," its modes of social organization, and its moral economies

of anxiety that the value, power, and animation of objects exist at the expense of, or some-

(Hefner 1998, 11, 29). While the formal processes of economic globalization index the

how substitute for, the inherent value, unity, consistency, and (re)productive capacity or

continuing clout of the dominant ideal type, the growing scholarship on local forms of

agency of the sovereign subject. Thus in modernist thought the cultic or ritual power of

capitalist enterprise (particularly in East and Southeast Asia) has also highlighted the

religious objects becomes a figure for the way in which, in their capacity as commodities,

ways in which global capital is not very fussy as to the moral and performative regimes,

"the products of the human brain appear as autonomous figures endowed with a life of

or types of ethos, under which its "axiomatic" unfolds.2

their own," obscuring the role of labor (Marx 1976, 164-65). Similarly, as "Unsuitable

It is in order to pursue these "ethico-political entailments" that I wish to reclaim the

Substitutes for the Sexual Object" (Freud 1979, 65-66) fetishes subvert the "normal,"

notion of the ethos from its banishment by those Marxist economic historians of India

heterosexual reproductive order, introjecting putatively inanimate objects into the world

who have been — quite rightly—keen to foreground the colonial economy and British

of living beings and social relations. Even as bourgeois political economy from Ricardo

protectionism over the Weberian argument that "caste restrictions or the other-worldly

onward has taken into account the importance of the sphere of circulation and exchange

features of Indian value" were to blame for India's economic stagnation (see, for instance,

for the value of commodities, bourgeois moral economy has remained invested in the

Bagchi 1992, 157; Weber 1976). One problem for Weber in The Protestant Ethic and the

sovereign productive individual as the ultimate source of value. This tension between

Spirit of Capitalism was that he had only seen capital unfold and succeed within one par-

moral and political economy informs the terms of debate on the social, moral, aesthetic,

ticular ethos, the same one in whose terms the spirit of "capitalism" was defined. The

and psychic evils of commodification and the marketplace to this day.1

other problem was the essentialist tenor of his characterization not only of "capitalism"

To what extent do the moral economies in which calendar images circulate partake

but also of "Protestantism": for him ethik, far from describing the performative arena of

social practice, becomes an essence interchangeable with the smooth, ineluctable, im-

"Fetishism" first appeared as a theoretical term in print in 1760 (ten years after Baum-

personal vector of spirit or geist. I would like to reanimate the notion of the ethos, not as

garten's Aesthetica) to describe an idolatrous relation attributing supernatural powers to

a cultural essence, but in its performative sense as a realm of practices, with their suscep-

a material object mistaken for the divine. Soon afterward, in 1764, Kant dismissed Afri-

3

tibility to change as well as their gritty inertia. In this latter sense the ethos becomes a

can fetish worship as devoid of any sense of the sublime and thus the most debased pole

heuristic category for thinking about the differential articulations of social, political, and

of the principle of the beautiful (Pietz 1985, 9).

moral regimes with capitalism, and, crucially, with each other. The interface between

As William Pietz has persuasively argued, the notion of fetishism, with its origins

moral-ethical regimes is of central importance here. As I have argued throughout, the

in the translations and transvaluations attendant on European merchant capitalists' ad-

bazaar has to be seen as a product of the colonial encounter, and to this extent its ethos

ventures on West African slave routes, marks the centrality of intercultural encounters

cannot be thought apart from its constitution within a field of colonial power and dis-

to the modern, post-Enlightenment delineation of subjects and objects and the relations

course. What is more, as William Pietz's indispensable history of the fetish reminds us

between them (Pietz 1985, 1987, 1988). The fetish was initially taken up in the bour-

(Pietz 1985,1987,1988), the traffic between bourgeois society and its others has flowed

geois public sphere as the transgressive other of Christianity's transcendental, abstract

in both directions: the notion of fetishism, emerging from the context of intercultural

spirituality, and, indeed, as the antithesis of Enlightenment itself. However, through

trade, indexes the centrality of bourgeois society's others to its own self-definition.

the nineteenth century it came, via the discourses of anthropology, art, psychoanalysis,

In the first part of this chapter I locate the circulation of calendar art within the ethos

and political economy, not just to describe the "primitive" other but to index the (dis-

of the bazaar, and specifically in its reliance on personalized networks of exchange to

avowed) otherness within the bourgeois subject and liberal political economy.4 For Freud,

shore up an informal credit system. It is in this light that we can understand the con-

for instance, the targets of aberrant forms of desire were "likened to the fetishes in which

tinuing circulation of sacred imagery within the commercial arena despite the strong

savages believe that their gods are embodied" (Freud 1979, 65-66). By naming the pos-

association of commodity culture with desacralization. But this does not amount to the

sibility of a corporeal, affective, desiring engagement with an inanimate object, I would

reinstatement of "economic" imperatives as determining "in the last instance," for what

suggest (following Foucault) that this discursive frame of abnormality and moral censure

emerges is an ethical system that confounds the separation, let alone the hierarchization,

enabled the fetish to become a productive category. Similarly, in Marx the category of the

of commercial, sacred, and libidinal economies, or of "economy" and "culture." In the

fetish named and thereby (reproduced an anxiety about how objects might come to embody

latter part of the chapter, then, I outline some of the specific forms of religiosity and of

the relations between people, such that "... the products of the human brain appear as

the social management of desire with which the bazaar's commercial culture has been

autonomous figures endowed with a life of their own, which enter into relations both

enmeshed. Here I revisit in some detail the image culture of Pushtimarg, which has

with each other and with the human race" (Marx 1976,164-65). Here the animation of

emerged in the preceding chapters as a major influence on calendar art since the 1930s. I

commodities ("a life of their own") dislodges the locus of value production in social labor-

end by considering the relationship between bourgeois moral economy and these other

time: their circulation and exchange establishes their potential equivalence to each other

frameworks of value, meaning, and power that operate in the bazaar, arguing that their

and thereby to capital as money, which is then seen as the ultimate source of value. The

incommensurabilities are central to their mutual dependence, and to a coexistence that

fetish par excellence is interest-bearing capital, a magically self-reproducing form of value

is intimately linked with the expansive movement of capital.

often viewed with suspicion and mistrust (as with the hostility associated with the emergence of financial credit in Europe in the eighteenth century and the early nineteenth,

IS NOTHING SACRED?

its textual instruments seen almost as fiction: see Sherman 1996). Jean Baudrillard reads

The category of the fetish made its appearance in the European bourgeois public sphere

this Marxist characterization of commodity and money fetishism in bourgeois political

in the late eighteenth century, at around the same time as modern formulations of art

economy as itself a "fetishization of the conscious subject or of a human essence," predi-

and the aesthetic and their correlate, the institution of authorial or intellectual property.

cated as it is on a distinction between the false or magical (unnatural) efficacy of exchange

value, and the true, objective (natural) production of value by "real" labor or the agency
5

calendar industry did to some extent take on the post-Enlightenment discourse of the
aesthetic, deploying terms such as autonomy, originality, taste, and realism to register

of rational subjects (Baudrillard 1981, 89; also 1975).

In a world flooded with seductive new objects by the twinned forces of imperialism

their discomfort with the iconographic-cum-commercial imperatives of the bazaar. But

and industrialization, discourses of the late nineteenth century and the early twenti-

while many artists were keen to make a distinction between the realms of "commercial"

eth about the fetish worked to (re)inscribe the boundaries of realms of alienability and

and "fine" art, there were no such expressions of unease with the idea of worshipping

inalienability in bourgeois moral economy, asserting an inalienable realm of human cre-

or desiring images (except from secularists such as Ram Kumar Sharma), or with the

ativity and social relations against the impersonal, alienable, and alienated world of com-

use of sacred imagery in the marketplace. While the devotional use of images was asso-

modities and the market. Most societies seek to prevent or restrict the occupation of the

ciated with those incapable of "higher" forms of worship, it was nonetheless seen as a

commodity state by certain objects, or to more narrowly demarcate them as "market-

perfectly legitimate practice. In other words, fetishism and its moral denigration do not

inalienable"; art and ritual often constitute such an "enclaved zone" (Appadurai 1986;

appear to be notions that inform the self-understanding of the calendar industry, even

6

N.Thomas 1991). Indeed, for Durkheim, writing in the early twentieth century, such a

as their correlative, aesthetic distinction, does.

separation formed part of the very definition of the sacred as a socially demarcated, pro-

The "vernacular" commercial arena of the bazaar articulates with capitalism and its

tected, and restricted realm that has power and value in and of itself (Durkheim 1965).

expansion of the commodity realm, but there is little sense here of a polarity between

Hence the common association of "de-sacralization" with societies dominated by a capi-

sociality and the market corresponding to that in bourgeois moral economy, no similar

talist system, which tends to expand the domain of commoditization, where value is

anxiety to displace the agency and sacrality of objects/ images onto that of subjects. The

said to be derived from "impersonal" exchange in the marketplace rather than from any

bazaar's commercially produced images of the divine make their presence felt not just

"intrinsic" qualities of people or things (qualities often described in the anthropological

in the domestic kitchen or prayer room, but also at the sites of the basic operations of

literature in terms of the embodiment of a "spirit," as in the hau of the gift in accounts of

quantification proper to the mass production and exchange of commodities. They ap-

Maori culture). At the same time, however, particularly in the case of liberal-bourgeois

pear on packaging, where consumer goods like beedies,fireworks,incense, tonics, and

societies, the defense and reclamation of market-inalienability arguably becomes a par-

hair oil are held together in specified amounts; they watch over the machines that pro-

ticular focus of intensity, such that the human subject and its unique products (such as

duce these and other goods and the vehicles that transport them, countering the risks of
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works of art) come to occupy the equivalent of a sacral "enclaved zone." In this context

technology and travel (fig. 102), blessing the conversion of labor time into money. They

the censure of fetishism, marking as unethical and immoral the blurring of the lines be-

sacralize the calendars where this time is marked out into the "homogeneous, empty"

tween the value of people and that of objects (or of their wholes and parts), or between

units of bureaucratic administration alongside the parallel demarcation of the sacred

social and market relations, shores up the construction of an inalienable, sovereign, and

time of fasts and festivals; they grace the spot just above the cash register in the shops

unified bourgeois subject as the ultimate source of value.

where commodities are sold, casting their benign aura over the day's business (see figs. 1,

As we have seen, the post-Enlightenment schema of the aesthetic was predicated

and 2). The typical pattern of worship for icons located in workplace shrines is once in

on a teleological supersession of the sacred. Similarly, the "sacralization" of the subject

the morning before starting work and then once at dusk when turning on the lights.

in bourgeois moral economy and the opposition between sociality and the market are

The ritual usually involves lighting incense or a lamp, garlanding, and/or placing a tika

based on a "post-sacred" universe where the enchantment of material things must be

or tilak on the image (anointing it with red powder), and on occasion offering sweets

disavowed, however rampant it might be in practice. (Again, an exception here is the

or fruit. Often shopkeepers also offer a quick prayer with their first earnings of the day

sanctifying association with persons, as in the case of art, gifts, or heirlooms.) As with

(called bohni in the north), waving the money in a circle around the image before putting

the aesthetic, the continuing circulation of sacred imagery within the commercial realm

it away. How are we to understand this compact between capital and the sacred forged

of the bazaar confounds such a "post-sacred" teleology. However, in the case of the fetish

by mass-produced icons in the bazaar?

there is a difference. As we saw in the previous chapter, the people I spoke with in the

I would argue that while the Durkheimian view of the sacred as socially "set apart"

103. Prints of sacred and secular subjects for sale on a continuum with eggs, cigarettes, and other
petty commodities, Delhi, 1994.

102. Japan Airlines calendar
featuring an image of Ganesh,
displayed in a shop in Chandni
Chowk, Delhi, 1992.

framing pictures the auspiciousness of the occasion on which they are bought or given
(usually Diwali, but also other festivals such as Vishwakarma Jayanti), or, in the case of
the almanacs and calendars, their association with time itself as the essential medium of
festival and ritual imparts a kind of sacred contagion (another Durkheimian notion) to

can still be seen as salient to bazaar images, what does bear rethinking is the idea that

the image, smoothing its passage to a performative context of rhythmic ritual worship.

relations of exchange in the capitalist marketplace are necessarily "impersonal." The en-

Similarly, the trade in framing pictures has largely been associated with pilgrimage sites

claved—and hence sacred—character of bazaar icons needs to be understood not so

and powerful temple icons, partaking of the latter's more "properly" sacred aura, which

much in terms of a radical spatial segregation from the world of commodity exchange

often has to do with their putatively miraculous origins or powers. Neither of these,

in general, but in terms of a temporal and performative separation from their own com-

however, are essential preconditions—after all, they do not apply to images of gods and

modity phase. As Igor KopytofFhas argued, in the course of its "cultural biography" an

saints used on packaging (as in Ganesh brand beedies, Lakshmi flour or fireworks, Kali

object can move in and out of the commodity state (Kopytoffi986), so the fact that

cigarettes, Shri Ambal coffee, or Panchajanya incense that features an image of Krishna,

mass-produced images are associated with commodities, and briefly inhabit the com-

see figs. 55, 56, 59, 61), from which I have seen the pictures carefully cut out, "framed"

modity state themselves, does not mean that they are permanently consigned to this

with colored insulating tape, and placed in a prayer niche for worship. In the final analy-

state. So the sacredness of the iconic image is suspended as it is produced and traded (on

sis, what renders the icon sacrosanct is its representation of a divinity, coupled with the

the artist's easel or the factory floor, in transit, or while displayed in a catalogue, shop,

worshipping viewer's ritual engagement with it as an object.

or stall; fig. 103), but it is able to return once the image leaves the realm of circulation.

When I asked manufacturers whether the commercial use of sacred imagery was con-

Thus in the story with which I began the moment of sacralization was marked by the

sidered sacrilege, the only instance cited where popular disapproval had been widespread

calendar publisher's awareness of his disrespectful foot. In the case of both calendars and

enough to affect consumption (and force a change in manufacture) was when an image of

the goddess Lakshmi had appeared not just on a fireworks package but on an actual fire-

the goods or services that a firm provides, but the company or business house itself. As

work and therefore got blown apart. In the same vein, in 1995 the No. 10 beedi company

mass-produced yet customized gift-cum-advertisements, such calendars are liminally

was giving away key rings with small metallic images of Shankar, Mata, and Hanuman

placed between the "impersonal" form of generalized corporate publicity characterized

packaged inside their bundles of beedits, but the ashtrays with which they were gifting

as proper to capitalist mass production and the personalized networks of reciprocity

their "special clients" were not to carry sacred imagery. In other words, while the gods

and trust that, as I outline below, are seen as proper to the ethos of the bazaar. This

can help to sell cigarettes, fireworks, and other commodities, they cannot be blown up,

liminality is enabled (as we saw in chapter 1) by a cumulative appropriation of technolo-

or smoked, or have cigarettes stubbed out on them. What seems to be at work here is

gies: by the persistence rather than obsolescence of the small-scale letterpress after the

the enforcement of unwritten rules with respect to the cultural biographies of religious

introduction of offset printing. The relative economy of short print runs on the letter-

images in the marketplace, preventing their subjection to inappropriate uses once they

press allows for the personalization of the mass-produced image through the addition of

leave the realm of circulation. One Sivakasi printer did cite an unsuccessful court action

the name of the firm that will distribute the calendar, often accompanied by the phrase

instigated by the Shiv Sena in Maharashtra against the manufacturers of the widely sell-

"With Compliments of. .." (fig. 23b). The embodiment of the firm through its name

ing Ganesh brand beedies. However, this too can be understood as a protest not against

can be seen as imbuing the calendar with the "essence" of the donor, seen in the Maus-

commercialization as such but against the use of iconic images in conjunction with inap-

sian reading as comprising the "spirit of the gift" (Mauss 1967).10 This permeation of

propriate products (those that are ritually polluting, known to inflame the passions, or

commodity exchange by the spirit of the gift begins to make sense in the light of the his-

are otherwise associated with immorality—such as tobacco and alcohol). Similarly, the

torical and anthropological scholarship on business cultures and the morality of exchange

glee with which another elderly printer told me that the image of Mahatma Gandhi (an

in the Indian bazaar, which points to the centrality of informal, personal networks of

abolitionist and a paragon of purity) has been used on a label for country liquor signaled

exchange and a moral economy for which value emanates primarily from a diffuse or dis-

afrisson associated with the trespassing of boundaries.

persed trans-subjective realm of circulation, rather than from a bounded, autonomous,

The moral problem here lies with the forms taken by corporeal, performative engage-

and individualized locus of production.

ments with the iconic image — the physical fate of the image, or its material association

In homing in on this distinction I am developing an argument that the anthropologist

with polluting substances —rather than with the conceptual issue of instrumentalizing

Jonathan Parry (1989) has made about the "ethical neutrality" of the realm of commerce,

the gods to further worldly profit (thereby fetishistically conflating divine and mortal

money, and the marketplace within what he —rather problematically—calls "Hindu
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worlds). The individual cultural lives of divine images have a relatively restricted com-

thought." Despite the essentialist, overly polarized (and decidedly Brahmanical) char-

modity phase, but they have been used extensively in the bazaar in association with

acter of his discussion, certain of Parry's insights are compelling because they help to

other commodities, as advertisements — particularly in the form of calendars — and as

characterize the moral-ethical schemata according to which sacred iconic images are able

commercial giveaways such as key rings. To the extent that such "gift" objects facilitate

to nestle so comfortably in the spaces of commerce, and vice versa. Parry's main concern

other, "proper," commodity exchanges they occupy a special position as simultaneously

here is with the view taken by priests in Banaras in the late 1970s and early 1980s that

meta-commodities and arch- (or indeed arche-) commodities.9 In this capacity they do

ritual gifts or dana are morally "perilous" to them because by accepting them they are

not merely precede or accompany but also animate other exchanges, other commodities,

taking on the sins of the donor. It could be argued, along strictly functional lines, that in

precisely preventing exchange from becoming "impersonal."

exchange for their intercession with the divine and the promise of salvation it entails for
the householder, Brahmins are given thegoods that provide for their subsistence. The so-

TO THE WORSHIPPER'S ETERNAL CREDIT

cial expression of such a view, however, would enact an untenable blurring of boundaries

While the calendars produced in Sivakasi from the 1960s onward are undeniably ad-

between the realms of the sacred and the commodity. So it is essential that the ideology

vertisements, what they have tended to advertise is not primarily a product brand, or

of priestly transactions is that of the gift: the goods offered to Brahmins are called dana

(literally, "that which is given") or dakshiria (more like a fee for a particular ritual), and

1994 on the Nattukotai Chettiars in colonial south India). At the local level the system

both the giving and acceptance oidana is seen as a moral—indeed, sacred—obligation

of credit meant that an individual's spending could be relatively delinked from his or her

or duty.11 This is in contrast to commerce (or the bazaar) per se, where exchange is not

available income and/or his or her direct capacity for production, thus balancing pro-

seen as morally perilous in this way; nor is it seen as inherently evil or polluting as it was

duction and consumption across the social strata. Importantly, it also served to maintain

in medieval Christian thought, where money, mercantile profit, and most of all usury

a hierarchical social order by enabling the various local social groups to meet their expen-

were reviled as the work of the devil (as Parry puts it, "Incarnations of the gods do not

ditures on religious and social obligations, thus ritually reinscribing their status within

roam about chasing money-lenders out of temples"; Parry 1989, 78).

the community. This form of "non-productive" consumption was integral to maintain-

Addressing this latter distinction, Parry relates the Christian suspicion of usury and

ing flows in the rural economy, since providing loans for spending on ritual obligations

a commodity economy to the rural valorization of self-sufficiency and production for the

meant that the merchants were able to keep their hold on any future surplus (Vidal

use or benefit of the producer, that is, the local community; the moral problem arose

1997, 97).

when trade went beyond that community, diluting local communal ties. In this moral
schema, deriving a living from means other than productive labor, that is from trade or
money-lending, was not only "unnatural" but equivalent to theft. Parry counterposes this
"autarkic" ideology to that of an interdependent division of labor, such as that inscribed
by caste, where the ties that bind communities and individuals together are embodied
in the objects, including money, that circulate through socially defined relations of exchange. These exchanges are subject to the social and moral imperative of an incremental
return on what is given. This not only serves to maintain an ongoing reciprocal flow of
objects but also inscribes circulation as the realm where value is produced: every time
you give something, you get more back (though not necessarily more of the same thing).
Thus the very act of exchange adds value, but only insofar as it occurs within a context
of sociality.

As we saw in chapter 2, on the strength of their reputations and alliances, merchants
in the precolonial and colonial bazaar were able to connect the rural economy with vast
trade networks stretching well beyond the subcontinent, combining the use of monetary
forms with credit instruments such as hundis (bills of exchange or promissory notes).
The so-called informal trading systems (that is, not subject to a standard, centralized
system of legal enforcement) through which these communities operated were able to
persist alongside the formal market structure regulated by the colonial state; mutual
adaptation and coexistence were in both sides' interests. The reliance on these informal long-distance networks of trust meant that participation in the ethos was crucial
to, and indissociable from, business success.12 A key notion emerging from C. A. Bayly's
historical accounts of mercantile communities in northern and western India is that of
creditwortbiness, which depended on social, moral, and religious performance as much as

Even as we might not wish to align Parry's distinction with the monolithic categories

economic performance, such that the moral qualities of piety and frugality would, some-

of "Christian" and "Hindu" morality I think we can deploy it in a heuristic fashion to try

what paradoxically, translate into wealth and status (Bayly 1983 and 1986). As Philippe

and specify the terms on which the negotiation and expression of value has taken place at

Cadene and Denis Vidal point out, the morally inflected ability to provide the relevant

particular moments, and in the interest of certain constituencies. First, Parry's distinc-

resources when required was integral to the social reputation of debtors as well as credi-

tion between moral economies clarifies how an ethos of self-sufficiency and the sovereign

tors, big and small (Cadene and Vidal 1997, 15). This social reputation depended not

productive body persists in the liberal formulation of the subject, even as bourgeois politi-

so much on having the resources yourself, but on being able to call on your networks

cal economy has sought to overcome a feudal valorization of agricultural production and

whenever the occasion demanded. So participation in the bazaar's ethical-commercial

antipathy to mercantilism. Second, when it comes to South Asia, Parry's description of

system meant keeping these networks well oiled, as it were, maintaining a profile within

a moral schema based on the centrality of circulation is consistent with the work of schol-

the community, fulfilling your obligations, and generally maintaining the appearance

ars such as C. A. Bayly and Denis Vidal on the role of traders and money-lenders in late

(for here appearances are key) of being an honorable, morally upright, god-fearing—or

precolonial and colonial north India, and particularly their regulation of economic ac-

rather god-loving and society-fearing—soul.

tivity through the skilful manipulation of credit (Bayly 1983; Vidal 1997; see also Rudner

Within the mercantile ethos of the bazaar, notions of value in the marketplace as

they affected, say, interest rates or the conservation and mobilization of capital were inseparable from the moral economy that enabled the circulation of goods, money, hundis,
and people: agents, marriage partners, migrating segments of families (see Bayly 1986,
394-426). This moral nexus between the marketplace and the sphere of religion and the
sacred also tended toward a blurring of the boundaries between the corporate domains
of merchants, ascetics (such as the^cvams who operated as traders and money-lenders
between Bengal and the area of Mirzapur and Banaras in the eighteenth century and the
early nineteenth; see Cohn 1964), and Brahmins (certain of whom, like the Saraswats
and Chaubes, also came to participate in the activities of their merchant associates). Thus
while most northern and western Indian merchants were adherents of Vaishnavism, and
those emanating from the "Bania heartland" were grouped under the Vaishya caste category, the mercantile networks and marketing institutions through which this intermedi-

104. Envelope for gifting money being sold on Delhi's Nai Sarak, January 1998.

ate class between rulers and peasants took shape were also instrumental in extending
what Bayly calls a "sense of moral community" across caste and sectarian boundaries to

Reading against the grain of Weber's specific argument about the rise of Euroameri-

include ascetics (such as the Shaivitegwains) and Brahmins. In Bayly's account, conti-

can capitalism within the Protestant ethic, therefore, it is possible to retain his broader

nuity between the moral-economic networks of the marketplace and the religio-political

insight in stressing the ethical or performative dimension of a society's links with the

mobilization of this "moral community" developed through strong urban mercantile and

axiomatic of capital by arguing that it is primarily a strong, resilient ethos — whatever its

religious corporate associations that engaged in activities of common "moral interest"

other characteristics — that provides the moral conditions of trust to enable the abstrac-

such as the building of temples, ghats, dharamsbalas, and gaushalas — activities that came to

tion of capital as credit. Parry's account is useful for our purposes in that it describes an
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take on a communal dimension around issues such as cow protection. There is a strong

ethical system in which the inalienability of the sacred must be protected by ruling out

suggestion in Bayly's work that while this intermediate alliance did not consolidate itself

any overt suggestion that divine power can be bought via the priest (that is, dragged into

into an indigenous bourgeoisie during the colonial period by channeling capital toward

the realm of the commodity), but where at the same time commerce as such is not seen

industrial production, as a moral community its ethos formed the basis for an alternative

as inherently evil or polluted in a way that might prevent the presence of the gods in the

public sphere (alternative, that is, to the more secular liberal formulation of civil society

spaces of trade, manufacture, and publicity. There is nothing about these spaces as such

as well as to the (post)colonial state) that has resurfaced from time to time as a socio-

that makes them inherently unsuitable for the presence of icons, as long as it is possible

political presence. Bayly explicitly links this formation to the Hindu Mahasabha of the

to maintain the icons' inalienability and their ritual upkeep.14

1930s and thejana Sangh of the 1970s, precursors of the later Hindu nationalist Shiv
Sena, Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP),

Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh

(RSS),

and Vishwa

Hindu Parishad (VHP) (Bayly 1986, 449-57).

My contention, then, is that the social lives of calendar icons index the further adaptation of the bazaar ethos, with its imbrication of sacred and commercial value (fig. 104),
to industrialized mass production as it developed in the context of colonial and postcolo-

Returning to Parry's formulation in the light of this work on the bazaar, to the extent

nial India up until the era of liberalization. The flexible and expansive networks within

that religious, moral, ethical, and economic considerations were deeply interconnected

which merchant communities operated continued their consolidation through the colo-

in the bazaar economy I would suggest that the credit-driven realm of commerce was

nial period, proving resilient to the political upheavals of the eighteenth and nineteenth

not so much ethically "neutral" as humming along in top ethical gear, fueled by the per-

centuries and articulating the mercantile system of the bazaar with a colonial industrial

formance of social status and the need to establish and maintain one's creditworthiness.

economy and a capitalist labor market. In a discussion of the different forms of value at-

taching to cloth in Indian society from 1700 to 1930, Bayly (1986) has argued that over this

ing its social-commercial networks lubricated, of keeping open the channels along which

period the mercantile ethos resisted the de-sacralization of things and persons associated

resources will flow, particularly (contra Bayly) in a scenario where centralized mass pro-

with capitalism and "impersonal" exchange in the marketplace. For Bayly, however, this

duction means that trading partners and other associates (bureaucrats, local politicians,

absence of the "mental and moral conditions of capitalism" qualifies the notion that the

members of community and business associations, extended kin) are likely to be scat-

precolonial market system's extensive monetization, use of credit, and capital accumula-

tered far and wide. In other words, the calendar stands in for a more local, immediate

tion constitute a "proto-capitalist" formation (as suggested by Perlin 1983), If there has

(that is, unmediated) sociality of exchange. It does so without explicitly asserting motiva-

been a "de-sacralization" of attitudes toward commodities and the marketplace, Bayly

tion (referred to in Hindi as matlab, literally "meaning") or the expectation of reciprocity,

concludes, "it is the very recent mechanization of production through factories, rather

operating within the discursive and ideological framework of the gift and thereby forging

than pre-colonial merchants or the colonial state, that has effected the transformation"

and maintaining relationships that are as much social as they are commercial. Albeit no

(Bayly 1986, 317).

longer as a commodity per se (that is, in this phase, unlike the framing pictures, it is not

This is where I depart from Bayly's otherwise convincing account, for here again, as

exchanged for the "impersonal" medium of money), the calendar continues to circulate

with Weber, it would appear that capitalism is being defined in terms of one specific

in the marketplace as an annually reiterated assertion of the ethical dimension within

ethos, which does not take into account the other, nonbourgeois forms of power and so-

which the rest of a firm's commodities or services must be seen. As a demonstration of

cial organization with which it has been closely imbricated and on which it has depended

plenitude or excess it is an index of profit, signaling sound commercial practice. How-

from the very outset.The issue of whether or not thebazaar constitutes capitalism proper

ever, the harnessing of this profit to divine (or otherwise noble or sacred) content also

or even proto-capitalism is something of a teleological red herring, for "proper" capi-

indicates goodness or adherence to the ethos, while the act of giving reinforces the firm's

talism has always relied on "improper" relations of exploitation (feudal and colonial, as

goodwill toward its associates, as well as their mutual dependence.

well as those based on race, caste, and gender): the more pertinent question is that of

The fact that this gifting often occurs on Diwali marks it as an auspicious ritual act,

the relationship between these "proper" and "improper" forms.15 Also, if "mental and

as does the auspicious nature of the images on the calendars: most obviously the deities,

moral conditions" are indeed so central to a "properly" capitalist transformation, it is un-

but also other potent or pleasant and fecund themes such as the babies, "leaders," "beau-

clear how the mechanization of production alone would result in such an ethical change.

ties," and landscapes (fig. 105). And of course, these are depicted in bright, cheerful, and

While a change in the commercial ethos might well be under way in India after liberal-

auspicious colors, with a great deal of attention to surface decoration or ornament, which

ization, this too has to be seen as a result of ideological and institutional work—which

again evokes a ritual context. Here "auspicious," sbubh, is a term of value that becomes

might have gathered impetus in the post-independence period of industrial consolida-

efficacious, or gains a material force: the ethical and/or sacred nature of the represen-

tion, particularly with the development of labor movements and trade unions, but which

tation in a calendar image, as well as its ritualized annual prestation, works to enhance

after liberalization has taken on a different character and a different order of intensity

the reputation and thereby the creditworthiness of the firm whose name is printed onto

and momentum.

the calendar. (I return to the notion of auspiciousness in the following chapter.) What is
more, the very newness of a calendar is auspicious in itself, not as ontological originality

GIFT, COMMODITY, ADVERTISEMENT, ICON

but as a renewal, indexing freshness, fecundity, plenitude. In this sense the auspiciousness

So how does post-independence calendar art index a bazaar-style moral schema based

of the calendar as an annually reiterated gift is directly enabled by the calendar industry's

on circulation and credit? The moral economy I have just described manifests itself at a

use of modern technologies of mass reproduction. And similarly, in relation to newness, I

number of levels when it comes to bazaar images: in their raison d'etre, in their modes

would suggest that even "secular" subjects in calendar art, such as the healthy babies play-

of production and circulation, and in the way they look (in both senses).

ing with the apparatuses of modernity, the women pictured in fantasized middle-class

For a start, the annual distribution of calendars by a business house is a means of keep-

living rooms or with modern modes of transport (seefig.27, orfig.92), or the views of

105. Marnta [Affection], a mother and baby calendar by Studio S. V. Aras. publisher
unknown. (Courtesy of the artist)

cities (again featuring vehicles as signs of movement and progress; figs. 106 and 107) — in
fact, the newness of modernity itself—can be understood within this not-quite-secular
frame of the auspicious.

r:

Conversely, iconographically incorrect, ugly, disproportionate, or otherwise depressing or violent depictions are seen as inauspicious, and this can often be the basis for a
picture's rejection by publishers or their customers (figs. 108 and 109). Indeed, it appears
that depictions of divine power that are not unambiguously benign, such as the inauspicious planetary deity Shani (Saturn), Krishna's awe-inspiring cosmic form revealed
on the battlefield in the Mahabharata, or Kali in her more terrifying aspect, common in

NflVVUB CPLEMDPR CORP.
Leading Offset Calendars & Piattk Navvftie* Manufacture

in Northern India

Chowk P u r a n i Kotwa.il,

the early days of chromolithography (figs, no and in), have gradually disappeared from
commercial prints or have given way to interpretations with a quite different affective
charge. Nowadays Krishna is portrayed much more as a sweet, seductive, androgynous
youth, and similarly the sensuous treatment of Kali's tongue sometimes verges on softfocus eroticism (figs. 112 and 113). My hypothesis is that this disarming of images started
to occur after the early 1960s with the rise of the Sivakasi printing industry and the in-
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106. A 1969 calendar for Navyug Calendar Corp., Pat iala (Punjab). "Navyug" means "new era."
(Collection of JPS and Patricia Uberoi, Deihi; also included in Fukuoka Asian Art Museum 2000)

PUNJAB PEN & STATIONERS
m

*«

8

Wedding Cards. Calender!,
S, Fabric Painti

'JS Books Market, LUDHIANA.
107. "Two Friends"; the calendar design, artist, date (possibly 1960s), and publisher are
unknown. (Collection of JPS and Patricia Uberoi, Delhi)

108. A calendar design by K. C. Prakas, unfinished because it was rejected by the publisher,
Sivakasi, 2001, While themes celebrating the militaristic defense of the homeland were
popular in visual culture (particularly the cinema) after the 1999 conflict with Pakistan
in Kargil, unlike some of Prakas's earlier work (see fig. 109) this calendar evidently did
not strike the right balance, its inauspicious figuration of a threatened mother and child
unmitigated by a more positive contextualization.

• ; • :

109. A 1974 calendar by Studio K. C.
Prakas for Punjab Pen and Stationers,
Ludhiana: here the inauspiciousness
of scenes from the Bangladesh war is
counteracted by the more dominant
image of a smiling Indira Gandhi.
(Collection of JPS and Patricia Uberoi,
Delhi)

110. Vishvaroop Darshan (Virat Svaroop),

Krisha's universal form, an early print
signed "K. G. Khatu" from Modern
Picture Publishers, Bombay.

111. Kali, published by the Ravi Varma
Press, Malavali, and distributed by
Anant Shivaji Desai, Motibazaar,
Bombay. (Collection of Bari Kumar and
Samantha Harrison)

113. An early 1990s calendar design by V. V. Sapar for the "Bengali market," depicting Ramakrishna
Paramhansa surrounded by seductive rather than terrifying Kalis. (Courtesy of the artist)

112. "Krishna ka Virat Roop" [Krishna's
universal form], by R. S. Mulgaonkar,
from Ratnaprabha magazine, 1974.

creasing use of calendars as gifts by companies and institutions in the growing domestic
economy.
The significance of the calendars' auspicious newness as gifts means that they must be
reproduced every year. Publishers said that even though clients often demand pictures of
the same deity from year to year they cannot repeat exactly the same design, as it would
not be "new." This is why by now thousands of iconic figures have been published with
the same iconographic characteristics but with varying backgrounds, ornamentation,
color schemes, and composition—and why there is a continuing role in the industry for
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the so-called copy masters or hack artists who churn out endless modifications of exist-

Reji. : 7272334

of Jain merchants in rural Rajasthan is his emphasis on rhythm: that is, the rhythms of

KHURANA TRADERS

spending and income, and their orchestration and manipulation by merchants through

«*khi, Woora, Fire Works, HoC Goods, Section Badges, Rubbers lands, Calendar,

ing designs. One of the striking things about Denis Vidal's (1997) description of the role

the provision of credit. Essential to this rhythm, as I pointed out above, is the cycle of
religious and social observance for which spending is required, often beyond one's immediate means. The annual distribution of calendars thus emanates from and shores

Dealers in ;
Potter

and Geneial

Merchants

5201/1, Main Bazar, Sadar Bazar, DKLH1-1I0006.
114. A poster for Khurana traders, Delhi.

up a system that has crucially depended on widespread adherence to this ritual cycle.
(I should emphasize here that I am not positing some kind of conspiracy on the part of

(as in the case of S. S. Brijbasi and Sons in Delhi, which has much of its calendar and

merchants or money-lenders, only that the usefulness and desirability of the calendar

poster printing done in Sivakasi). The trader is also not necessarily tied to one product:

becomes quite "natural" within this schema.) In this respect, even though illustrated cal-

calendar agents might additionally deal in stationery, fireworks and other seasonal fes-

endars as a means of advertising were introduced into colonial India by the British early

tive goods, various types of corporate giveaways, or political propaganda items (fig. 114);

in the twentieth century, I would suggest that there is a continuity between the religious

one agent I met also ran a local agricultural newspaper, collecting orders for calendars

almanacs (which, as we saw in chapter 2, were one of the first local forms to appropriate

from traders who advertised in his paper. So, as I suggested earlier, the aim of advertising

print technology) and the mass-produced calendars that provide a proforma for religious

within the bazaar's networks (as in the case of the calendar) is to establish a personalized

observance alongside the marking of secular time.

relationship with a firm, not necessarily with a product as such, for the vast majority of

Calendars reinforce social and trading relationships not only through their circula-

traders are not themselves producers.

tion as gifts-cum-advertisements by the firms who order them, but also in their capacity

In Parry's account the valorization of circulation is counterposed to the valorization

as commodities that are themselves produced and distributed through the bazaar's net-

of "autarkic" self-sufficiency and the centrality of production for the benefit of the pro-

works.The extensive system of agents or middlemen (a characteristic feature of the colo-

ducer. In the previous chapter we saw how the artistic signature in the calendar industry

nial bazaar) used to garner orders and distribute the calendars ensures a high degree of

has been a site of disjuncture over where to locate productive value, its heterogeneous

flexibility and responsiveness to customer demand at the most local level. The primacy

uses loosening the links between the work and the artist as producer of the work. The

of agents and middlemen within the bazaar has also meant that, as in other industries,

pedagogical and canonical traditions of iconographic image making make it difficult to

there are often better profits to be had from trade than from manufacture (Cadene and

locate the value of iconic images as emanating primarily from their origination by singu-

Vidal 1997,17). So even as calendar publishers might run their own presses, they con-

lar creative individuals such as those within the art system. Accordingly, I want to suggest

tinue to maintain a hold over distribution and often prefer to outsource their printing

that the bazaar's moral economy has a necessary blind spot, and that is its systematic

devaluing and/or elision of the productive body. This is necessary to the extent that it

still continues in several sectors where, it could be argued, ongoing relationships remain

enables divine value to stand in for socially produced value without a social acknowledg-

essential to the business; common Western examples include the printing and building

ment of the signifying process by which this occurs — in other words, it maintains the

industries. What does stand out in the Indian case, however, is the way in which sacred
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ideological inalienability of the sacred.

imagery has continued to figure as an integral element of this moral-commercial ethos.

This devaluation applies in particular to the working-caste or -class body and the

Even though there is a St. George Bank in Australia and "St. Michael" has been the brand

female body. Unable to locate the source of productive or even reproductive power in the

name of the Marks and Spencer department store chain in Britain, societies adhering to

laboring body as such, the bazaar conceives of power and value in transcendent terms

the Protestant injunction against idolatry and the bourgeois horror of the fetish do not

(as in its sacralization of the mother), while simultaneously inscribing the working-caste

use images of holy figures in a commercial context. In this respect the Indian instance has

body as polluted and rendering abject or asocial the sexual body of woman. This, too,

closer parallels to the culture of business calendars in Mexico, Taiwan, or the Chinese

is reflected in calendar images, not only in their themes but also in the way they situate

diaspora, where religious icons figure alongside a range of secular themes. While such

power in relation to bodily agency. In the previous chapter I described how several calen-

comparisons would require substantiation, the critical role of informal money markets

dar artists expressed a certain frustration with the iconographic imperatives emanating

and broad social networks based on guanxi (interpersonal relationships, connections,

from the bazaar, according to which iconic figures must be depicted with "disproportion-

or worth) in Chinese "network capitalism" suggests a similar moral economy to that of

ately" large heads and eyes, must look directly at the viewer, and cannot be shown to have

the bazaar, where gift exchange is one way of maintaining and furthering interpersonal

muscles. These imperatives conflicted with the demands of anatomical accuracy and the

ties, with material objects and images serving as vehicles of auspiciousness and luck (see

dictates of "fine art" and "realism." Unlike realism, this iconography works to shore up a

Hefner 1998,15-17; Gold, Guthrie, and Wank 2001; M. Yang 1994).

transcendent locus of power and agency, for, as Anuradha Kapur (1993a) has brilliantly

The characteristics of a business ethos, however, are only one side of the coin when it

argued in relation to popular images of Ram, its representational strategies have been

comes to thinking about the presence of sacred imagery in commercial contexts. The dif-

predicated on the idea that the power of deities is unbeatable in bodily instrumentality

ferences between Protestant image cultures and those informing Indian, Mexican, and

(until recently, that is; I discuss the historical trajectory of this formulation in more detail

Chinese/Taiwanese commercial calendars suggest that this is also a matter of different

in chapter 7). This transcendent power is not of a physical order, and therefore it is not

modes of religiosity, and of the different social and institutional arrangements through

visibly manifested through the depiction of musculature or violent conflict, but through

which religiosity is enacted in specific contexts. If the question so far has been what

a kind of effulgence of benign affects via the face, eyes, gesture, radiance — and the highly

kind of business ethos might allow for the circulation of iconic images in the spaces of

worked decorative surfaces of the image. The stress on iconographic accuracy in these

commerce, it is equally pertinent to ask what structures of social power, and what for-

matters makes perfect sense in the light of the preeminence of circulation in the bazaar,

mulations of the sacred, make this possible. To ignore these dimensions would be to fall

for it is consistent with the moral and ethical burden the calendar carries as an object: to

back into the trap of economism and the mechanistic attribution of ultimate causality

shore up a firm's reputation while lubricating its networks with a bit of divine effulgence.

to "market forces."

I do not wish to suggest here that the bazaar in India has had an exclusive purchase on
personalized networks of reciprocity in business dealings, or on the imbrication of moral

RETERRITORIALIZED DEVOTION

and commodity economies. The gifting of calendars in the context of business is not ex-

Ever since the institution of image-based temple worship became prevalent by about

clusive to India; it has been a common practice in many parts of the world. Indeed, as we

the eighth century CE (Davis 1997; Inden 2000), temple icons all over India have been

saw in chapter 3, the early advertising calendars in the Indian market were circulated by

embedded within the kind of consecrated space described by Benjamin in his character-

Western firms. Neighborhood butchers in Britain gave out calendars until at least the

ization of "cult value" (Benjamin 1969), with access and exhibition strictly regulated and

1960s, as did large international companies such as Singer and Coca-Cola. This practice

mediated by priests. Social power in the Brahmanical schema has been based on priests'

privileged intercession with the divine and shored up by the restriction of public access to

origins with its reinstatement of caste and, significantly, by its strict policing of access to

icons. How is it, then, that the bazaar formation is able to deploy mass-produced iconic

its temple icons (both in terms of the social background of the viewer and the duration

images in the mobile, public manner I have been describing, making them available to

of viewing).

all and sundry?

The message of god's love and grace (pushti) toward the lowliest of the low that was

I want to suggest that the possibility of the circulation or mobility of sacred images

propounded in the sixteenth century by Pushtimarg's founder, Vallabhacharya, extended

arose in precolonial India as part of the political, social, and economic upheavals of the late

to untouchables and Muslims. In the mid-1970s, however, the anthropologist Renaldo

medieval period, particularly in the north and west: conquest by invading forces; warring

Maduro described "burly Rajput warriors, weapons in hand" guarding the entrance to

princely states forming and breaking alliances; challenges to caste hierarchy and gender

the Nathdwara temple to prevent the entry of "non-Hindus, tribals, untouchables and

roles and their reinstitutionalization; the movement of peoples displaced by war and op-

scheduled castes" (Maduro 1976, 31). (However, when I visited the temple in 1995 these

portunity; and ideas and goods circulating along with conquerors, preachers, traders,

strictures were officially announced only for non-Hindus, and there were no guards.)

pilgrims, and refugees. Central to the reconfiguration of religious power in this scenario

For those who are allowed into the temple, daily viewing of Shrinathji continues to be

were the socioreligious bhakti movements, many of which espoused an unmediated, per-

restricted to eight darshans or jhankis (literally "glimpses"), where the crowds are herded

sonalized devotional relationship with the divine, putatively delinking religious practice

past the image by priests wielding cloth whips — although special prayers and individu-
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from the priesthood and the caste-based division of labor. However, this delinking

alized offerings can be arranged at a price. For Maduro this return of exclusivity and

was mostly made possible by finding virtual alternatives to temple icons—and material

priestly control dates back to 1671, when the Shrinathji idol was relocated from the rural

images in general—by privileging poetry, song, and dance. The bhakti saint-poets either

ambience of the Braj area near Mathura (where it had miraculously appeared around

conjured their own ecstatic visions (as with Surdas, who was blind), or advocated the

1410) to Nathdwara, where it attracted a following among the wealthier Gujarati and

formlessness of the divine (as with Kabir). So the animation of material icons, I would

Marwari mercantile communities (Maduro 1976,30). Norbert Peabody provides a fuller

contend, accompanied the reinstitutionalization of these bhakti cults and the attendant

understanding of this moment in his account of how the sacred power of such nomadic

reterritorializing reimaging of the divine. This reterritorialization occurred in the con-

images, pushed into circulation as they fled the iconoclasm of the emperor Aurangzeb,

text of an expanding bazaar economy that sought to reconfigure earlier forms of privilege

was used to shore up political power during the unstable period from the late seven-

and power through new alliances between merchants, Brahmins, kings, and, eventually,

teenth century to the mid-nineteenth (Peabody iggi).18 Peabody describes how Vallabha

the agents of colonial incursion.

priests set up the icons known as the nav nidhi (the "nine treasures" of Pushtimarg) in

This process of refiguring the divine to address expanding constituencies and chang-

a hierarchy of power and value through periodic rituals of refortification or empower-

ing hegemonic formations has taken different forms at different moments. In chapter 3

ment (as well as daily worship), thus providing the basis for negotiation with successive

I described one such moment in relation to Nathdwara artists and their use of new

rulers in the region over the location of these deities. Rulers (such as the rajas of Kota,

visual technologies ("realist" painting techniques, photography, and technological mass

Bundi, and Mewar) who could claim association with the mythic powers of the deity

reproduction). However, in the case of Pushtimarg (the Krishna-worshipping sect for

were able to validate and perpetuate their authority, while the priests were able to bargain

which Nathdwara is a primary shrine) the modern refiguring of icons by and for mass

for their own upkeep and that of the costly rituals required to maintain the potency of

reproduction in the late colonial bazaar was preceded by an earlier moment of de- and

the images. In other words, then, the deterritorialization or circulatability of icons served

reterritorialization involving the sect's temple-based idols, the sacred svarupa or living

to set in train their reterritorialization, or a reconfigured interface with social-political

embodiments of Krishna. The temple-based institutionalization of Pushtimarg and its

power, through a reintensified priestly control of images.19

development of an elaborate culture of images and image worship can be seen as a recuperation of the radical impulses of bhakti, belying its egalitarian philosophy and inclusive

Even as the booming pilgrim economy that these icons brought with them mediated these transactions between Vallabha priests, merchants, and kings, it maintained

the boundaries between sacred and commodity economies by upholding the ideological

processes of de- and reterritorialization is no coincidence, as it indexes the confluence

barrier against thinking of devotion either in terms of investment or of trade. Indeed,

of two features that lend themselves to such social-political reconfigurations. First, the

Pushtimarg, the "way of grace," is so called because nothing but the grace of god can

Nathdwara icons were positioned at the expanding frontiers of commerce through their

assure liberation, so the devotee must simply love god without expecting anything in re-

primary constituency from the late seventeenth century onward, the increasingly mo-

turn, not even liberation: this was a crucial move (echoing Parry's account oidana) given

bile yet tightly networked mercantilists of northern and western India. Second, their

the preoccupation of the sect's followers with trade and accounting. However, this un-

trajectories have also articulated with forms of religiosity that have a similarly expansive

conditional investment of affect by pilgrims happened to be accompanied by donations

character to that of the commodity realm, driven by the possibility of universal circu-

to the temple and spending in the bazaar. A healthy bazaar meant greater contributions

lation and generalized exchange. Specifically, I am suggesting that the universalizing

to royal taxes, all of which translated to greater donations to priests and the temple, pro-

theologies and visual-cum-libidinal attractions of image-based Vaishnava devotion, and

viding the resources for the spectacular rituals that further shored up the power and

especially certain strands of the Krishna-worshipping Bhagwat bbakti cults, have particu-

reputation of the deity. The difference between this and more "territorialized" forms of

larly lent themselves to a nexus with hierarchical social power and to dominance over

priestly value production is the greater agency of the devotees themselves in exercising

the devotional modalities of other sects and religions (including those that eschew the

a choice as to which manifestation of the divine to worship, which is in turn related to a

use of images).22 We have seen this at work in the case of the medieval worshippers of

given icon's reputed power. For instance, the rulers of Mewar worshipped the Shaivite

Eklingji; we have also seen (in previous chapters) how Muslim, Sikh, Shaivite, and other

Eklingji as their territorial deity, but when Shrinathji was installed at Nathdwara and

themes have been processed through Vaishnava iconic idioms such as those of Tanjore

gained in popularity, they also became devotees of Shrinathji, adapting Eklingji rituals

and Nathdwara, in an era of mass reproduction dominated by Vaishnava merchants and

to Vallabhite worship through (among other things) the introduction offixeddarshan

artists. So what is it about Vaishnava theologies that fosters an image culture with such

timings (Peabody 1991, 745). This relay through the public arena adds value to the cultic

expansive, hegemonic articulations?

deity (or depletes it) in much the same way as value is produced in the realm of "circulation" (as opposed to "production") through publicity in the mass-mediated commodity

FREE AFFECT: VAISHNAVA VISUALITY

economy. Here what is being consumed is not so much the commodity itself but the

AND ITS HEGEMONY

power of its popularity (the fascination, curiosity, and sense of participation evoked, for

While most deities appear in several forms or roop, the multiple material incarnations of

instance, by box-office success, high television ratings, notoriety, blockbuster sales, or

Vishnu have been particularly amenable to a culture of visual imaging. Vishnu has ten

public scenes of mass adulation), which constitutes a kind of meta-commodity. (I return

avatars or worldly manifestations as listed in the Vishnu Purana; one of these avatars,

to this formulation in the following chapter.)
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Krishna, the supreme locus of devotional desire, is celebrated for his self-replication for

In other words, once icons are loosened from one set of cultic territorial links within

the benefit of his wr-devotees, the^opis or cowgirls of Braj (during the dance known as the

a particular power formation, they become available to an expanded trans-subjective

ras-lila), in what could be considered an instance of proto-mass-reproduction. Krishna

"public" realm, which mediates their reinstatement in the context of another territo-

is one of the principal characters in the Mahabharata, while Ram, another avatar of
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rialization, or a reformulated structure of social power. In medieval Rajasthan, icons

Vishnu, is the hero of the Ramayana; both of these epics have afforded rich possibilities

rendered nomadic by the threat of iconoclasm were appropriated to the reconfiguration

for narration and illustration, readily lending themselves to reinterpretation, along with

of princely power in the region; in late colonial India the mobile icons made available by

themes from the Puranas, whenever new formal means have become available. What is

mass reproduction were harnessed to pan-Indian nationalist state formation as well as

more, as we have seen, the predominantly Vaishnava mercantile communities have not

to the articulation of regional and communitarian identity (as described in chapters 2

only been associated with the circulation of prints (as with picture merchants such as

and 3). The preeminence of Nathdwara and the Pushtimarg sect as a case study of these

Anant Shivaji Desai in Bombay, Hem Chander Bhargava in Delhi, S. S. Brijbasi in Kara-

chi, Harnarayan and Sons ofjodhpur, or Nathmal Chandelia of Calcutta and Jaipur),

non-dualism with image worship in Vaishnava bhakti. It has also been key to the ability

but have also figured prominently as consumers and as sources of capital for their mass

of sects such as Pushtimarg to maintain the conceptual inalienability of the sacred while

production (as in the case of Ravi Varma's partner, Govardhandas Khatau Makhanji, or

simultaneously bringing a universally accessible divine into a hierarchical frame of value,

the Brijbasi brothers). Thus the first Brijbasi print was a depiction of the child Krishna,

which articulates with social power. This latter move is enabled by those non-dualist

and popular plays by writers such as Radheyshyam Kathavachak and the earliest fea-

theologies that slip between allowing for the votive use of images as representations and

ture films, such as those of D. G. Phalke, revolved around episodes from the Ramayana

as manifestations or embodiments of the divine. In what follows I will briefly outline my

and Mahabharata (Pundalik, often cited as the first Indian feature, told the story of a

understanding of the relevant aspects of these approaches; however, I should emphasize

Vaishnava saint). Even the Amar Chitra Katha comics led with Krishna, followed again

that this is necessarily a highly reductive and synthetic account of a set of complex, subtly

by themes from the two major epics. However, I want to suggest that the real index of

differentiated, historically and regionally varying schools of thought.

Vaishnava hegemony is not so much the preponderance of Vaishnava imagery but the

The "pure" non-dualism (shudhadvaita) of Vallabhacharya (1479/81-1533 CE), the

very framework of visuality, value, and power within which icons have been mobilized.

founder of Pushtimarg, is seen as a synthesis of the ascetic, aniconic non-dualism (ad-

Key to this framework is the way in which strands of bhakti such as Pushtimarg estab-

vaita) of Shankara (eighth century CE) and the more sensualized, image-based "qualified"

lish the sacred as a form of value to which all have access in principle but simultaneously

non-dualism (visishtadvaita) of the later Ramanuja (1017-37 CE). What all three have in

mediate this access to the sacred through differentially accessible manifestations. (This

common is a shift from Vedic polytheism and an emphasis on ritual to the more abstract

is homologous to the way in which capital and the market are in principle universally

conception of a single absolute or infinite reality (called Brahman), with which the soul

accessible, but in practice access to credit is subject to constraints.)

or self seeks to be reunited in order to attain its true nature, or a state of bliss.25 While

According to the more influential formulations of bhakti, in principle anyone, regard-

the aniconic theologies hold that the supreme being is formless or nirguna ("without at-

less of social status or sectarian affiliation, can engage at some level in exchanges with

tributes"), in both Ramanuja and Vallabha as well as many bhakti poets the devotee's

the divine. Importantly, this is a matter of choice rather than an obligation attendant

aspiration to the state of divine bliss is characterized in terms of a primarily visual desire,

on a particular position within a fixed social structure. Indeed, here the most lowly or

as darshan (sight or vision; the enjoyment of the sight of, or being in the presence of, the

subaltern tend to occupy a (theoretically) privileged position (on the privileging ofsub-

divine). Crucially, this is geared not so much toward an annihilation of the self in the

alternity in Vaishnava bhakti, see Sangari 1990, particularly part 1,1470). We might think

ultimate union with an abstract Absolute beyond subject and object, as in Shankara, but

of this relationship of the devotee with the deity in terms of an investment of free devo-

to a kind of permanent intuition of a more or less personalized divinity, a pure gazing

tional affect or desire, much as the worker, released from feudal bonds in the Marxian

intensity.26

formulation of the conditions of capitalism, is able to invest "free" labor.23 The investment

For Ramanuja, who sees icons as essential for the emotional sustenance of the devo-

of free affect through the devotee's ritual performance provides the "necessary labor" to

tee, visualizing the divine as a means of harnessing devotional intensity is geared toward

produce value in a sacred economy (where economy is understood broadly as a system

a personalized 5a£Mttd divinity (that is, possessed of qualities or attributes): the "qualified"

of exchange). This labor activates or calls into being the power of the particular iconic

form of the formless. Here the icon does have a representational (or iconic in the Peircian

object being worshipped and the more abstract deity of which that object is a manifes-

sense) aspect, but even in Ramanuja the understanding with regard to all descriptions
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tation: the Vedantist Absolute (god, the divine). The publicness of this devotion or

and images as iconic signs is that while they are important as a means to ultimate darshan,

its circulation within the ethos increases the power of the deity and/or specific icon by

no single one can ever be adequate or exhaustive.27 Vallabha goes one further, arguing

enhancing its value to others, in effect creating a kind of surplus.

that the existence of manifestations does not necessarily impute attributes to the Abso-

Crucial to the assimilation of other devotional forms and new constituencies to this

lute, so that the use of images does not conflict with a nirguna conception. Much of the

socially expansive sacred economy has been the influential combination of Vedantist

literature on bhakti is at pains to emphasize that the icon is merely a support that the rest-

less mind can use to steady itself in focusing attention on god: in other words, its semiotic
character is that of an indexical sign that points toward the true nature of reality. As I
mentioned in the previous chapter in relation to the use of color in the calendar industry,
this use of images as spiritual props is often seen as a particular need of those "ordinary
people" (characterized as unused to meditative activity), hitherto excluded from temple
worship, whom bhakti now welcomes to its fold (Vyas 1977, 57). Rather than doing away
with images, however, on the contrary these arguments for the inadequacy of icons serve
to sanction an infinite multiplicity of images, all of them inadequate.
Despite the iconic or representational inadequacy of all images, however, they are not
all equally inadequate, for images can have differential values as embodiments of the divine
or repositories of power: that is, as signifieds rather than signifiers. Although it could be
argued that all manifestations of the infinite must be qualitatively equal, in their formulations of the relationship between the divine and the devotional subject both Ramanuja
and Vallabha open up the possibility that things can contain the essence of the divine but
be of a lesser formal or substantial order. Ramanuja compares the jiva (self or soul) to a
spark emanating from the fire of Brahman; Vallabha, in a trope well suited to the mercan-

115. A shrine behind a calendar manufacturer's desk, New Delhi, 1994. The centra
photograph of the deceased patriarch is flanked by two-and three-dimensional images of
Ganesh and Lakshmi,

tile constituency of Pushtimarg, likens the relation of god with the individualjiva to that
of gold with golden ornaments (Chattopadhyay 1964, 73). So even as everything in the

Not only does this sliding scale place temple icons on a continuum with more infor-

universe partakes of a divine essence, it is possible to distinguish between manifestations

mally sanctified objects, but it also allows for a catholic (or rather, Vedantist) incorpora-

of this essence in quantitative terms (big or small sparks, ornaments containing more

tion of secular figures and icons from multiple religions, on the principle that all forms

or less gold). Richard Davis has described how image-based Shaivite temple worship

of worship ultimately lead to the same universal godhead. At the top of this scale today

is predicated on a theological formulation of the iconic image as embodying a "special"

are hugely powerful icons such as Balaji, Vaishno Devi, and Srinathji in the inner sanc-

or "marked" (visishta) presence of the divine (Davis 1997, 34; 1991, 119), which needs to

tums of their temples, or cult leaders such as Sai Baba. These are followed by myriad

be invoked or activated and maintained by the labor of priests. In effect, the Bhagwat

greater and lesser manifestations in the form of temple deities, gurus, saints, and other

bhakti sects reinstate this "special presence" by making visual and poetic images of deities

public personages (such as politicians and film stars), as well as ancestors (fig. 115). The

available to affective investments that are simultaneously intensely personal and publicly

more powerful temple icons are usually associated with mythic origins, as in the Push-

mediated. Buying into a discourse of visual desire, therefore, leads the Bhagwat bhakti

timarg svarupa images, whose divine genesis means that they are already imbued with

cults back into a realm where divine power can be converted into graded forms of value

the divine essence. The man-made murtis (images or statues), in contrast, are seen in

embodied by objects, and thence into social power (as in the case of the Pushtimarg nav

terms of a more temporary occupation by the deity and therefore require consecration

nidhi). The extent to which a particular manifestation is imbued with divine power is

by priests through the pran-pratishtba (life-breathing) ceremony, followed by constant

reflected in the level of ritual expenditure or investment (of goods, money, time, psychic

ritual maintenance in order that they remain suitable residences for the deity (see Davis

intensity) at the interface between sacred and commercial economies. So even as the

1991)- At the lower end are countless unconsecrated objects and natural beings: painted

socially acknowledged inadequacy of the idol as a signifier of the divine maintains the in-

pilgrim souvenirs, clay figures produced by potters, sacred cows, rivers, trees, or stones

alienability of the sacred, its performative efficacy as the manifestation of a divine essence

with painted eyes, and of course the mass-produced calendar icons, key-rings, incense

simultaneously situates it on a sliding scale of value.

packages, and beedi wrappers. Their claims to sanctity rest either on iconic resemblance

or on an association with beneficial (or other) powers; their state of empowerment, such

Harishchandra (himself a member of the Aggarwal trading community and a Pushti-

as it is, is maintained through myriad varyingly personalized, everyday ritual acts (see

margi) from 1869 to 1884, developed in relay with Orientalist and missionary discourse

H. Smith 1995).

on Indian religion to inscribe Vaishnavism as the core faith of "Hinduism" (Dalmia 1995).

The potential inclusion of all the things of the world in a sacred economy points

Dalmia relates the hegemonic influence of this move both to the position of Banaras as a

to a further homology between the expansive character of the sacred in these image-

powerful source of sacral authority as well as to the legitimacy it drew from Orientalist

worshipping forms of bhakti and the de- and reterritorializing movement of capital, which

scholarship. A key aspect of this assimilative Vaishnavism was the polemical stance of the

strives "simultaneously for an even greater extension of the market and for greater an-

sanatan dharma or conservative Hindu grouping (with which Harishchandra was aligned

nihilation of space with time" (Marx 1974, 539). Here we might profitably turn Marx's

in his capacity as an official of the Kashi Dharma Sabha), against the more puritanical

notion of commodity fetishism back on itself, using the commodity to describe (this par-

and reformist Arya Samaj, that the use of images in worship constituted an essential

ticular case of) the "fetish," rather than the other way round. What emerges is a sacred

feature of Hinduism. Dalmia does not dwell on this aspect, concentrating instead on

economy where the production of value emanates from the general accessibility of icons,

Vaishnava self-representation through written texts. But as we have seen, the articu-

akin to the general circulation of commodities. Just as fetishized commodities are treated

lation of the bazaar ethos with an increasingly generic icon-based Hinduism was also

as though they have intrinsic value, iconic objects are "endowed with a life of their own"

expressing itself in other areas of the print industry developing around the same time.

inasmuch as they are treated as manifestations of the divine. And just as exchange value

There is, however, a significant difference between the conscious, self-reflexive articu-

in the capitalist schema thrusts people as labor into a qualitative equivalence with the

lation of identity and communitarian interest in the polemical writings of the Vaishnava

commodity, the entry of icons "into relations both with each other and with the human

"middle class" and the far more polysemic products of the early culture industries. Bazaar

race" is enabled by a common divine essence that establishes an equivalence between

prints, the popular theater, and the cinema inscribed a realm of address that exceeded

people, icons, and all of the other bodies in the world.

that of the mostly urban literate public sphere of novels, journals, and caste societies

This theology of potentially universally accessible and sacralizable icons is one aspect

(although, as I suggested in chapter 3, the real "massification" of calendar art did not

of Vaishnava non-dualism's propensity for expansion. Another aspect, pertinent to late

occur until after independence, with the rise of offset printing and the Sivakasi indus-

colonial and early post-independence nationalism, has been Vedanta's self-positioning

try). My emphasis here in describing the ethos of the bazaar has been on processes of

as an overarching monotheism in the image of the other "world religions," assimilating

reterritorialization. However, insofar as the powerful figures of resistance and forms

the diverse forms of "Hinduism" (and indeed of Indian "spirituality" in general) within

of affect unleashed by the bhakti movements have continued to provide subaltern con-

its fold. These (re)inscriptions of an essential Hinduism are not uniform but reflect

stituencies with a basis for social and political mobilization, there is also space for a

the many competing strands of thought within Vedantism. One elite secular-nationalist

redemptive, Benjaminian view of the expanded sphere of address enabled by new image-

strand, representedby the philosopher-president S. Radhakrishnan, has sought to recast

making technologies and the enriched sensorium that they call into being. Here the

advaita as a species of idealism constituting the great common denominator of "Hindu-

sajivta or "livingness" brought to images by illusionist techniques in painting, theater,

ism" or "Indian philosophy."28 Another version of Hindu nationalism represented by

and cinema (see chapter 4) can be seen as reanimating the affective registers of desire and

Tilak and Gokhale appropriated the Bhagwad Gita's formulation of karmayoga as a kind

wonder so intensely invoked by the oral traditions of bhakti poetry (verse recitation and

of Protestant ethic for an Indian middle class.29 Yet others consolidated the alternative

bhajan singing). Similarly, the mass reproduction of images and the collective address

mercantile public sphere of caste and community associations by repudiating advaita

of the mythological cinema, theater, and television replay a personalized relationship

monism in favor of the prem marg or bhakti marg (the path of love and devotion). As an

with gods rendered universally accessible within a devotional "commons." If, as I have

instance of the latter, Vasudha Dalmia has traced how the negotiation of community

argued here, the sacred economy of Vedantist bhakti, like capitalism, is characterized by

identity by the Vaishnavas of Banaras, represented through the writings of "Bharatendu'

an axiomatic of expansion and hence by twinned processes of de- and reterritorializa-

tion, neither of these realms nor the media or cultural forms associated with them are

ritual engagements with the divine and, in the public sphere, to supersede them with

inherently "progressive" or "regressive," egalitarian or hierarchical, hegemonic or resis-

the aesthetic. The bazaar, in contrast, is happy to perpetuate, orchestrate, and indeed to

tant: their cultural forms have to be seen as variously aligned with both hegemonic and

intensify such engagements. To this extent the two kinds of ethos can be seen as articu-

resistant processes at particular moments (for an elaboration of this in the context of

lating with different libidinal economies or structures for managing desire. The Oedipal

calendar art, see chapter 7).

bourgeois ethos represses fetishism as an abnormal or perverse form of desire; however,
this discursive denigration only serves to mobilize the fetish in a psychic realm where

FETISHISM AND THE MANAGEMENT

desire (which never takes "no" for an answer) converts prohibition into another form

OF EMBODIED DESIRE

of libidinal investment. The ethos of the bazaar, in contrast, harnesses the power of the

In describing how commercial and power relations in the bazaar have articulated with

fetish, and hence has no use for it as a discursive category.

the sacred economy of Bhagwat bhakti my aim is not to reduce all social exchange to

Unlike the deterritorializing subject of bhakti, the reterritorialized subject of the

commercial profit seeking or the pursuit of power, positing rational self-interest as the

bazaar can scarcely be idealized as a decentered, communitarian, egalitarian obverse of
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ultimate basis of the bazaar ethos and thereby re-universalizing the bourgeois subject.

the bourgeois subject. Here my analysis departs from critiques such as that of the early

This would be to ignore the discursive and ideological distinctions drawn by this ethos

Jean Baudrillard, where Bataillean notions of waste, loss, sacrifice, and excess are op-

between sacral and commercial realms or between gifts and commodities, which, by

posed to production, value, and an exploitative accumulation of power (here Baudrillard

underpinning the rules of exchange, mark the social trajectories not only of objects (see

posits a continuity between bourgeois political economy's investment in the rational,

N. Thomas 1991), but also of subjects. To the extent that subjects in the bazaar operate

self-interested, utilizing, or laboring body and what he sees as Marx's fetishization of

within the kinds of devotional framework I have been describing, the ethics and aesthet-

production; Baudrillard 1975, also 1981). Baudrillard's critique, both of Marx and of capi-

ics of their relations with objects and each other do not hinge on notions of willing agency,

talism, is based on an even more radical Utopia than unalienated labor: the primitivist

autonomy, and self-interested rationality associated with the post-Enlightenment bour-

fantasy of what he calls symbolic exchange. What he does not account for is the way in

geois subject. Specifically, even as the "fetishistic" engagement addressed by images in

which such "excessive" forms might be harnessed, as I would argue they are in the ethos of

the bazaar might be seen in functionalist terms as perpetuating a productive and repro-

the bazaar, to generate value via a libidinal economy of the sacred that is interconvertible

ductive socius, it is predicated on a corporeally permeable subject of ritual, devotional

with power and value in political economy.31 With the bhakti movements affective invest-

surrender or abjection, social obligation, and mutual interdependence.

ment in the divine is freed from the constraints of priestly regulation, in a movement I

If the blind spot of the bazaar ethos — that which it disavows — is the link between

have compared to the "freeing" of labor from feudal ties in bourgeois Europe. However,

labor or bodily agency and the production of value, the blind spot of the bourgeois ethos

just as those productive, laboring bodies are set to work by the expansive movement of

is the role of social transactions in the process of constituting individual subjects and,

European industrial capitalism, the affective engagement with the divine is appropriated

concomitantly, in constituting the value inhering in or created by them. Both the valoriza-

to an expansive sacred-commercial economy of ritual obligation and the circulation of

tion of sovereignty and the denigration of the fetish belong to this blind spot of bourgeois

credit in the bazaar.

subjectivity, for the category of the fetish works to uphold a symbolic universe in which

Here again, one of the clearest instances of the social harnessing of "fetishistic" desire

the autonomous, unitary subject is under constant threat of dissolution—particularly

is Pushtimarg, specifically in its advocation oinirodh, the sublimation or channeling of

through its engagements with objects. The fetish attempts to police the boundaries of the

worldly" desires that must be recognized as nothing but the desire for god. Pushtimarg's

locus of value, ensuring that it remains within sovereign, productive, and reproductive

ritual culture and theology of intense love for the divine have come to reflect a certain

individuals and guarding against any interconvertibility or permeability between sub-

rapprochement with materiality and the senses, as distinct from the more ascetic and renun-

jects and material things. The bourgeois socius therefore seeks to privatize affective and

ciative forms of bhakti Consistent with the perpetuation of a (re)productive, business-

oriented socius, Pushtimarg does not favor giving up property, wealth, and family: one
of its distinctive features has been a repugnance toward both asceticism and Vedic sacrifices, while the veneration of ancestors is an important part of Pushtimarg practice.32
Vallabha has theorized a reconciliation with materiality as a manifestation of the divine,
such that the socius — and with it the bazaar—becomes the object of preservation, not
rejection. The position here is one of playing along, as it were, with Vishnu's game (lila),
and preparing oneself, through uninterrupted love and devotion, for selection by the
divine (Krishna) as worthy to behold him as revealed in his true, ultimate, transcendent
state. Here the enjoyment of god's sensual attributes encourages the channeling of desires toward the divine, for the ascetic repression of desire is seen as counterproductive.
As one English-language pamphlet on Pushtimarg being sold at the Shrinathji temple
bookshop in 1995 put it:
The desires may be compared with Hydra's heads, which will not be destroyed,
even if they are cut, Frudians [sic] arc also inclined to this view. By killing desires
they are not killed but will rise again from their ashes.... So Vallabhacharya has
advocated his theory of Nirodha, which teaches how to sublimate desires without
suppressing them. . . . Change their focus only and the same desires, instead of
being hostile will be friendly to you

It prevents the mind from being attached

to worldly objects and directs it towards God. It is a simultaneous process like tide
and ebb. (Shah 1978,131)
Instead of material renunciation, what is needed is mental discipline, nirodha, which sees
property and wealth as transient, belonging if anything to god, and all desire as the desire
for god.33 Hence the extraordinary sensuality of Pushtimarg ritual, with its emphasis
on painting, music, fine food, and rich textiles, all subtly attuned to the seasons and
times of day, or the insistence on calling Krishna's abode at Nathdwara a haveli (palace or
mansion) rather than a mandir (temple), and his Brahmin guardians, thegosains, maharaj
(king) rather than pandit (priest, learned one).34 The Shrinathji image in Nathdwara and
the other Pushtimarg idols (svarupa) art seen as living embodiments of the god Krishna,
and their worship — or rather their service {seva) — is one of the most important ways in
which a devotee can attract thcpushti (grace of the Lord). The temple rituals of Shrinathji
include eight daily darshans (public viewings); for these the image is specially dressed,
ornamented, perfumed, and "fed" in accordance with the time of day and the season
(fig. 116). Other forms of seva of the icon include musical performances and poetry recita-

116. 25Darshan, a souvenir print sold at the main Nathdwara temple, showing twenty-five views or
forms of Shrinathji, 1995.

tions, as well as thoughtful gestures such as leaving clothes and jewelry out in case Radha
joins Shrinathji for the night, or ensuring that there are no obstacles in Shrinathji's path
should he decide to visit Braj and play with thegopis (Ambalal 1987, 21-25).
The "problem" with fetishism for psychoanalysis is the short-circuiting of desire via
the substitution of a part for the whole. This structure is preempted in Bhagwat bhakti,
where the notion of manifestation or incarnation (a part) is coupled with an abject
jouissance in the state of separation (vimha) from the divine (the [un]attainable whole).
Worldly separation from the divine is posited as an originary lack, and the image as an
inadequate representation of the deity recalls and recreates this separation. At the same
time, as a material manifestation of the deity within the frame of ritual, the image holds
out the promise of making good this lack. The conception of all the things of the world as
part of the divine substance means that desire for the image is acceptable, as it does not
detract from the ultimate religious goal (the "substitution" fear of iconoclastic religions;
see Halbertal and Margalit 1992): this would be absurd, a case of the deity competing
with itself, the part with the whole. And yet, the quantitative difference between manifestations of the divine, and their inadequacy to the whole, means that the image remains

117. Ganesh Linga Puja, a calendar by V, V. Sapar. (Courtesy of the artist)

an inadequate object of desire—which, according to the "laws of lack" (Deleuze and

bodies solicit uncontrolled bodily responses from the audience, provoking aesthetico-

Guattari 1987,154) is the only sort there is. This bhakti has all its bases covered; by simul-

moral condemnation for their supposedly contagious mimetic effects (Williams 1991,

taneously acting as a ritually repetitive hook for desire and an inadequate object of desire,

2-13). I would suggest that this schema could be extended to include advertising, with

the devotional image conforms to the very definition of desire, becoming the object of

its frontal spectacle of ecstatic bodies of consumption, and "kitsch" iconic genres that

desire par excellence.

both depict and address the ecstatic devotional body (see fig. 117).

So, for instance, one devotee, married into a Marwari family, rhapsodized to me about

Within the ethos of the bazaar, images are deployed in their capacity as objects of

how the Shrinathji icon at Nathdwara "did something" to her, giving her goose bumps

exchange, and bodily engagements with the image constitute an integral part of the in-

(mungte) in a kind of quickening all over the surface of her body; as she spoke she gave

tended "viewing" situation. Not only does the framework of bhakti informing bazaar

a little shudder. In contrast to this sensualized libidinal involvement with the icon, the

images have little moral problem with the devotional "body genre," I would suggest that

post-Enlightenment aesthetic's "taste of reflection" is predicated on an autonomous sub-

the very distinction between ocular reflection and corporeal performance has little sa-

ject that has self-critically distanced itself from its sensory passions, desires, and affects,

lience here. For the gaze here is conceived not as a means of distanced contemplation, but

35

even as sensual apprehension is acknowledged as their basis. As we have seen, the frontal

as a fluid medium of desire that enables corporeal engagement and exchange. Through

address of the bazaar image to a performatively engaged subject consigns it to the "taste

the simple acts that characterize the kind of demotic ritual made possible by bazaar

of sense," and the "low" or "popular" pole of social distinction. Inasmuch as the "taste

images—joining one's hands in prayer, lighting incense, anointing with a tilak, garland-

of sense" in the bourgeois ethos has strayed from the realm of the aesthetic it also has a

ing with flowers — the image is consecrated and becomes an embodiment of the divine,

morally suspect dimension, aligned as it is with sentiment, greed, excess, abandon, and

with the gaze becoming a means of incorporating divine substance. Lawrence Babb de-

indeed corporeality itself.Thus the film theorist Linda Williams has used the term "body

scribes a fluid "current of sight" {drishti ki dhar), which courses between the devotee and

genres" as a rubric for horror, melodrama, and pornography, whose depictions of ecstatic

the guru in the Radhasoami sect's discourse of visuality: this current exerts a pull on

the devotee's "inner sight" while leaving particles of itself behind (Babb 1981, 391). Or, in

the socius in general. While some images are kept in a constant state of empowerment

a passage from the Kularnava Tantra, quoted by Ramnarayan Vyas in a treatise on the

through regular worship and ritual management, others undergo intense, spectacular

Bhagwat bhakti cults (Vyas 1977,11-12), the image is "milked" by the devotee: "Just as the

public investments for a delimited period, typically in an annual cycle. Examples of the

milk residing in the limbs of a cow comes out from the nipples of the cow, in the same

latter include the actors in the Ramlila of Ramnagar who are treated as gods over the

way the all-pervading God appears through images. It becomes possible because of the

period of the performance, or the images in community-based shrines that are set up for

unwavering faith, sincere meditation, and liking of the meditator."

the duration of particular festivals such as Durga or Ganapati Puja and are then taken

At times there is an attempt to incorporate the power embodied in the image by means

out in great processions leading to the immersion of the icon in a body of water. The

other than the gaze, as in the case of the Nathdwara painter who ingested a printed pic-

intensity (conceptualized as heat, energy, or power) generated in the course of the fes-

ture of the goddess of smallpox in an attempt to cure himself of the disease (Maduro 1976,

tival is channeled back to the great reservoir of lack: the more intense the outpouring

63), or Ruhani popular medicine in which sacred diagrams, drawn in ink, are dipped into

of devotion on these occasions (often accompanied by states of trance), the more de-

water that is then drunk. And in the case of living embodiments or images of the divine

limited their duration and the greater the imperative that they be given proper closure.

(such as cult leaders and gurus), not only darshan but also listening to holy discourse is

And yet as public spectacles they are particularly susceptible to auratic contagions: to

described as an internalization of fluid amrit or nectar (here again see Babb 1986 on the

value switching tracks from the sacred to the political and commercial realms, or from

Radhasoamis). In the theological formulations I have considered here, devotional desire

one centralized sign formation to others.36 The Ganapati festival in Maharashtra, for

is also characterized as a fluid: for instance, Ramanuja describes the uninterrupted devo-

instance, has been a means of orchestrating and intensifying Hindu nationalism from

tion required in order to attain god in terms of an unimpeded flow of oil (Chattopadhyaya

the anti-colonial Tilak to the post-liberalization Shiv Sena (see Kaur, 2000), while spon-

1964, 71). To this extent the image of bhakti can be thought of not so much in terms of the

sorship of Calcutta's Durga Puja has leapfrogged from neighborhood and community

solidity of the idols of stone and wood that lump the "fetish" so clearly into the material

associations to corporations and advertising firms. This is no carnivalesque inversion of

realm, but as a permeable receptacle for fluid media, where the gaze is akin to water,

the status quo but the reinterpellation of devotional subjects by a libidinal economy that

fire, smoke, blood, wine, semen, cow's urine, milk, or, of course, money ("currency") as

harnesses them back to a nexus between the sacred, political power, and commerce. At

a vehicle for the transmission of powerful essences. As both signs to be interpreted and

the same time, to the extent that they are caught in and driven by the cyclic pulsions

media to be physically encountered and incorporated (that is, in some way made one

of ritual temporality and fetishistic desire, these devotional, political, and consuming

with the body), in a ritual context these fluids physically render transcendental, divine

subjects are not quite the good bourgeois subjects of "history."

agency immanent to the social field, and vice versa. Permeated by these substances, the
devotional subject is strung into networks of intersubjectivity, trans-subjectivity, and

TRANSGRESSIVE INTIMACIES

abjection.

The role of fluids in notions of ritual pollution and purification has been central to

Another ritual fluid that permeates this devotional subject is time. Earlier I men-

anthropological descriptions of South Asian society, particularly those of the Chicago

tioned the importance of rhythmic ritual observance to the system of credit and social

school from the late 1960s to the mid-1980s. This literature abounds with descriptions

obligation in the bazaar; there is also a libidinal aspect to the repetition inherent in ritual,

of transactional "flows" of "biomoral" "substance-code" in every aspect of "Indian cul-

with its cycles of intensification and deintensification. Like the Nathdwara temple's eight

ture," where such processes are seen as a particular characteristic of "Hindu" life (see in

dailyjhankis, these libidinal pulsions constitute an endlessly repeated foretaste or prom-

particular Marriot 1976).This transactional and transformational approach has been in-

ise of a permanent state of darshan (Bhagwat bhakti's characterization of divine bliss),

valuable in destabilizing the boundaries between the material and the ideal and between

reawakening the desire for transcendence and liberation from the cycle of rebirth even as

the hierarchical categories of caste. However, it has tended to locate this permeability in

they inscribe the devotee as a member of the worshipping community in particular and

an essentialized, ahistorical, usually rural, Hindu/Indian/South Asian (the terms tend

to be collapsed), "dividual" subjectivity, whose flows of substance-code are, ironically

it clear that liberal political economy and bourgeois morality are fundamentally predi-

(or perhaps appropriately, given that this is primarily Western scholarship), placed in

cated on an intimate working relationship with their others. Yet at the same time, as the

binary opposition to the Western individual's dualistic rationality. But given the sub-

index of a blind spot and a site of denigration, the fetish also reminds us that this inti-

stantial history of exchanges between "India" and "the West," is such a stark opposition

macy with the other does not necessarily imply mutual recognition or regard, nor does

really tenable? Even if one were for a moment to accept the terms of this distinction,

it countervail inequalities in the relationship.

what about the possibility that the permeable Indian "dividual" might have to deal with

What brings these moral-commercial economies together, weaving the matrix of

permeation by Western codes and substances, or that the dualistic Western "individual"

their coexistence, is the nomadism or circulation of objects, which links the expansive

might be integrally constituted through a binary opposition to its others?

movement of capital with similar movements in other economies, such as the expansive

There are two concluding points I want to make in this context. First, I want to re-

economy of devotional affect or bhakti. William Pietz has described how seventeenth-

invoke the publisher with whom I began this chapter, and his foot, whose corporeal

and eighteenth-century European merchants and slave traders found themselves seal-

devotionalism suddenly kicked in on the eve of Diwali. If this foray into sacred and li-

ing contracts by swearing to African fetishes or some counterpart thereof (the Bible, for

bidinal economy has somewhat better equipped us to specify the terms of negotiation

instance, but also a "potion" made from English beer), despite their discomfort with this

between the universalizing self-representations of the bourgeois public sphere and the

overvaluing of what to them were trivial material objects (Pietz 1987, 43-44). With the

ethos of a bazaar historically imbricated with the sacred economy of Bhagwat bhakti, we

illustrated "tickets," packaging labels, advertisements, and calendars depicting Puranic

need to remember that both of these systems are embedded in the postcolonial arena in

scenes and Hindu deities issued by British firms in the late nineteenth and early twen-

which calendar art circulates. Subjects, like images, are able to move in and out of these

tieth centuries (discussed in chapter 3; see figs. 55, 56, 59) we have seen how Protestant

economies and ethical frames, depending on contingent constellations of moving images,

manufacturers did not merely compromise with a schema of value and image efficacy

animated bodies, and the cycles and vectors of time. I have sketched a comparison here

that was radically different from their own but were also instrumental in extending it

between the location of value as it pertains to images in two broadly delineated, ideal-

into the arena of trade. In doing so they fundamentally configured the visual culture

typical forms of commercial ethos. However, while each arose in the context of specific

of "Indian" commerce as it, in turn, became enmeshed with nationalism. Here images

hegemonic struggles at particular moments, colonialism in particular has meant that

and commodities as circulating objects rendered the putatively sovereign bourgeois sub-

very soon neither of them could be completely contained within either a geographically

ject heterogeneous and the permeable subject of the bazaar identitarian, stringing each

or temporally specifiable site. In previous chapters we have seen how the colonial and

into the other's economies. As the common elements between different constellations of

postcolonial articulations between these moral-commercial cultures have varied, in dif-

value and signification, circulating objects draw these constellations into a relationship

ferent registers, from incorporation to disjuncture. In the context of post-independence

of exchange where it becomes possible for value to switch tracks, to jump from one econ-

calendar art, then, I want to emphasize that the negotiations between them are con-

omy to another, enmeshing their subjects in each other's networks. This relationship

ducted not between hermetically sealed entities designated as "Indian" and "Western/

does not necessarily entail mutual translatability or the overcoming of difference: on the

but across or within (in)dividual subjects, like the Delhi publisher steering (and being

contrary, it works with and on difference, exploiting, perpetuating, and codifying it.

steered) between contemporary, local modes of cosmopolitanism and vernacularity.

As I have argued, neither of the different schemas of value described above has an ex-

Second, I want to go one further and argue that the ethical systems I have described

clusive or privileged relationship to capitalism as such; indeed, I speculated that it might

have always been more interdependent, if not mutually constitutive, than their differ-

be the sheer strength of an ethos rather than its other features that provides the "internal"

ences might suggest — indeed, that their differences have been crucial to their coexis-

conditions for the consolidation of a capitalist economy. At the same time, however, it is

tence. Here I would reinvoke the history of the fetish, particularly its multivalent role

the encounter with difference that has enabled both capital and the devotional economy

in bourgeois self-understanding from the late eighteenth century onward, which makes

to expand their frontiers. Modernity at its colonial interface perpetuated and benefited

from local modes of exploitation such as the bazaar economy's informal credit systems; at
the same time, "Hindu" or Vaishnava devotionalism was being reinvigorated by imagemaking techniques appropriated from a "post-sacred" ethos.These genealogies of moralethical value and interfaces of exchange from the precolonial to the post-independence
periods are now intricately crosshatched into the conduct of both commerce and the
sacred in post-liberalization India. Players in these arenas, both formal and informal,
have at their disposal an arsenal of moral-commercial codes and techniques of the image
that they can mix and match to their best advantage. The next two chapters look in
more detail at these processes of imbrication of moral economies and their image cultures in calendar art and the culture industries in the post-independence political arena.
So far I have analyzed how the modernity of the sacred has posed a challenge to postEnlightenment aesthetics and bourgeois moral economy. In this chapter I sketched an
outline, albeit speculative, of the sacred, libidinal, and political economies that inform
the field of calendar art, I now attend to the ways in which the efficacy of mass-produced
images draws on their ability to sacralize—and libidinalize—the signs and forms of
modernity.

ART 3 EFFICACY

35- A rasik is one who partakes of rasa, meaningenjoyment or flavor, connoting aesthetic pleasure in a manner
more akin to the earlier Greek meaning oiaestbesia with its emphasis on the senses,

4 . THE SACRED ICON

36. The Diwali specials were printed using a mixture of letterpress and offset: the artwork for the text pages

1. The title of this section in the chapter literally means "kitsch loses something": something is lost or

and monochrome halftone illustrations was prepared on letterpress and offset printed on newsprint

missed by using the word "kitsch." This is a play on the title of a show of contemporary art and design

while the color plates were offset printed separately on art paper. The 1968 issue of Deepawali provides

inspired by bazaar imagery called Kitsch Kitsch Hota Hai (loosely translatable as "Kitsch Happens";

five different addresses, for the publisher, offset printer, color printer, block maker, and (presumably

India Habitat Centre, New Delhi, March 2001), which in turn plays on the title of a popular Hindi film,

letterpress) "printer."

Kuchb Kuchb Hota Hai (literally, "Something Happens"), 1998 (dir. Karan Johar).

37. Like other magazines proliferating after independence, the popular Marathi magazines of the 1950s

2. In all translations from Hindi, words originally spoken in English are indicated in bold, while original

and 1960s were sites for the delineation of an Indian modernity where "Indian" religion and culture,

Hindi words are added in italics wherever I feel they are particularly relevant or untranslatable. None of

often formulated in opposition to a decadent, materialistic "West," negotiated its relationship with the

the names of the artists interviewed here have been changed, in keeping with the disciplinary conven-

discourses of science, technology, and progress, the practices of commercial and industrial capital, or

tions of art history rather than of anthropology. I have been less forthcoming about naming individual

models of gender and sexuality. The Diwali specials often carried articles on the lives of prominent in-

printers and publishers, because unlike artists they have not already elected to circulate their "private"

dustrialists, on Western influences on modern youth, or celebrations of Indian womanhood, as well as

names in the public sphere (although even the way in which this occurs with artists is, as we shall see,

meditations on, for instance, space exploration and atomic energy in relation to Indian philosophical
treatises.
38. Pramod Kale cites the Kirloskar magazine as a possible inspiration to V. Shantaram in his "rags to riches"
success (P. Kale 1979,1515). The Kirloskar carried articles on "scientific, social and industrial matters . . .

far from straightforward).
3. When I was conducting most of my interviews I was a Ph.D. candidate in the University of Sydney's
Department of Fine Arts, which changed its name in 1997 to the Department of Art History and
Theory.

[and] was seen by the reading public not merely as the messenger of a business group and its products,

4. S. M. Pandit studied at Bombay's J. J. School of Art in the 1930s, as did Indra Sharma and B. G. Sharma

but also as an instrument of social change" (Tripathi and Mehra 1990,139). Its success encouraged the

from Nathdwara and S. V. Aras (the "baby artist") in the 1940s and 1950s, the landscape specialist S. S.

Kirloskars to start Stree, for women, and Manohar, an artistic and literary magazine, both in Marathi.

Shaikh in the early 1960s, and Maya and Venkatesh Sapar in the 1980s. S. M. Pandit attended three

Laxmanrao Kirloskar, the founder of the Kirloskar industrial house, had attended the J. J. School of

art schools: the Madras School of Art, thej. J. School of Art, and G. S. Dandavatimath's Nutan Kala

Art; his first job was as a mechanical drawing teacher at the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute (VJTI)

Mandir in Bombay. Other calendar artists who studied at the Madras School of Art include C. Kondiah

in Bombay. He was assisted in the early stages of his entrepreneurial efforts (producing ploughs) by his

Raju, who began his studies there in 1916, K. Madhavan, who studied there in the 1930s, and S. Cour-

friend from VJTI, Balasaheb Pantapratinidhi, who provided a factory site in his principality at Aundh.

tallam, who studied under Debiprasad Roychowdhry (who moved from the Calcutta School of Art to

This later grew into the township of Kirloskarwadi.

become the principal of the Madras school in 1928) in the 1950s.

39. Neither of the latter, for instance, gave much credence to cinema as a cultural form, whereas the 1963

5. S. M. Pandit decided to give up commercial painting to concentrate on his own work, including portraits

issue of Ratnadeep carried a debate on the impact of film music on musical culture, with contributions

and mythological subjects such as the Mahabharat war (on which more in chapter 6). Indra Sharma

from the film industry as well as champions of classical music. In their illustrations, too, neither would

and S. S. Shaikh said they preferred to take up commissions for personal clients or to do interior murals

include the kind of eroticized nayikas whose bosoms obtruded from the pages of the Diwali specials;

for luxury hotels (although Sharma's eyesight was failing when I met him and he was spending an in-

the Bbavan's Journal in the 1950s featured art plates on its back covers and in its annual issues, but these

creasing amount of time with his daughter in the United States; sadly he is now blind). J. P, Singhal, in

were usually "fine art" works by contemporary artists such as Chughtai and Haldankar or "traditional"

contrast, has switched almost entirely to studio photography, for which he is now well known and well

miniatures.

regarded in Bombay film circles.

40. Such companies were a common source of entertainment in the early twentieth century: Kondiah's was

6. Some titles, all from Mandala Publishing in San Rafael, include Swami B. V.Tripurari and B.G. Sharma,

one of several that toured Tamil-speaking areas as far as Sri Lanka and Singapore. (A few companies

Form of Beauty: The Krishna Art ofB. G. Sbarma, 1998; Indra Sharma, In a World of Gods and Goddesses: The

still survive but can now only afford to perform part time; see Seizer 2005.) It was from one of these

Mystic Art of Indra Sharma, 2003; B. G. Sharma and Indra Sharma, Beauty, Power and Grace: The Many Faces

companies, with their mix of mythological epics and Tamil folk narratives, that one of the most power-

of the Goddess, 2004; B. G. Sharma and Ranchor Prime, Prime ofDbarma: The Life of the Buddha, 2004;

ful products of the culture industry, the film star-cum-politician M. G, Ramachandran, emerged into
the Madras cinema in 1936. Among other calendar artists who started out in theater companies were
T. Subbiah, initially a theater electrician, and K. Madhavan (mentioned above).

and B. G. Sharma and Ranchor Prime, Ramayana: A Tale of Gods and Demons, 2004.
7. I must emphasize that in my usage here am I reducing the "aesthetic" to just one of its historical avatars, one that subjects its Greek forebear aesthetikcs or sense perception to "the colonization of reason"

41. By 1949 Sivakasi had enough work to be able to advertise in Madras for commercial artists who could

(Eagleton 1990,15). Even the version of the aesthetic in Kant that I am engaging with has to be under-

produce designs as well as transfer them to blocks. One artist who moved to Sivakasi as a result was

stood as a very particular version, often construed as a misreading of Kant, but nonetheless a misreading

Ravi (b. 1929), originally from Kerala, who learned his trade in Madras working with K. Madhavan in

that has taken on enormous currency. Martha Woodmansee describes in detail how Kant's text took

films and advertising before joining Sivakasi's Raja Litho Works.

on an afterlife in publicly circulating ideas about art and the aesthetic in Britain and Germany in the

42. Two reference books used by Ravi were Vallejo 1985; Augusta and Burian i960.

late eighteenth century and shows how these ideas were closely imbricated with the growing culture of

the book and debates around authorial property rights (Woodmansee 1994). It is these ideas (rather
than Kant's text as such) that then came to be mediated by a colonial realm of art discourse to impinge
on the calendar industry.
8. Ethnicity is not a variable in Bourdieu's overwhelmingly class-centered research. We therefore get little
sense from him of where, say, the Algerian or Turkish immigrant population in France stood in relation
to these categories of distinction.
9. At the same time, however, in these thinkers there is a certain resistance to this historical narrative of
the supersession of the sacred, so the unraveling of this narrative in the postcolony takes place at an
immanent point of stress. In both Benjamin and Belting, to different degrees, there is a trace, if not
an acknowledgment, of a certain unfinished business between the aesthetic and the sacred. Benjamin's
account of cult value and exhibition value is sensitive to the auratic artworks ambivalent location across
these two modalities of reception despite their posited polarity. He writes of "a certain oscillation," which
crucially hinges around the changing contexts of the image (his example is Raphael's Sistint Madonna,
whose removal to an obscure location circumvented the church's injunction against using at the altar
images that had been associated with obsequies; Benjamin 1969,245 n. 8). Also, as he points out, within
a Hegelian idealist frame this polarity can never be fully realized; so the cultic basis of the artwork is
not actually replaced in the progression to "exhibition value" but persists within a fine art conceived as a
"secular cult of beauty" (Benjamin 1969, 224). Along similar lines, Belting speaks of the aesthetic sphere
as "a kind of reconciliation between the lost way of experiencing images and the one that remained" (Belting 1987, 16). Revealingly, just as he finishes describing how the Reformation entailed a loss of power
for cultic images, which were then seen as artworks, Belting distances himself from what he calls the

rated in a posthumously published essay by Foucault describing "a kind of effectively enacted Utopia in
which . . . all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented,
contested and inverted" (Foucault, 1986, 24).
14. During the late colonial and early post-independence periods these latter forms, particularly those inflected by Vedantist ideas, gained legitimacy as modern reformulations of the essence of Hinduism via
influential thinkers such as Gandhi, Vivekananda, and S. Radhakrishnan.
15. "Finishing" is the term used for the painstaking surface effects in which the artist's labor is most clearly
evident: the fine, smooth brushwork used to add subtle tints and highlights to the picture after the basic
color scheme has been put in place. While this is one of the most important skills on which a calendar
artist's quality is judged by the industry, often the more tedious parts of "finishing," such as the details
of jewelry, textiles, or architectural ornaments, are delegated to assistants. However, the final touches
to the face and eyes, which breathe both emotional and sacred life into the figure, are handled by the
artists themselves.
16. Rastogi said, "It's a bit different for someone who doesn't even know he's made a mistake. But the one
who understands, he suffers. So now this suffering of mine has turned into a habit, now there's no
suffering."
17. Such a strategy of equating mythic and prehistoric epochs is also evident in the presence of dinosaurs in
the Ramayana (or Ramakien) mural adorning the Wat Phra Kaew at the Royal Palace in Bangkok. Here,
as in the comic book form, a mythological narrative unfolds in a form situated between the mythic still
frame's frontal interruption of history and the restoration of linear narrative through the moving image.

"element of exaggeration" inherent in historical narrative. It is as though the vector of historiography is

18. European commentators on realism were to look back on it in terms that emphasized this crossing

making him say things he doesn't fully endorse, but he can't do without it either—for, as he says, in a

of boundaries between the "things of art" and the "things of life." Thus, for instance, in the 1950s the

peculiarly tautological sentence: "The history of religion or the history of the human subject, both of

French art historian Germain Bazin dismissively wrote: "Realism pandered to the lazy imagination of

which are inseparable from the history of the image, cannot be narrated without a schema of history."

the middle class, by making art a means of reptoducing the material world which was all they cared

Perhaps this is just a bad translation, but it does seem to index an anxiety about the "schema of history."

about" (Bazin 1968, 396-97).
19. Some artists, such as Venkatesh Sapar and Indra Sharma, felt that they were able to achieve this goal in

10. This procedure is in part related to the touching up or coloring of black and white photographs, a common practice in India from the beginnings of photography up until the rise of cheap automatic color
labs in the 1980s. But as I suggested in chapter 2,1 think it also relates to the South Indian reverse glass
painting tradition (which came from Europe via China around the late eighteenth century), particularly
since some artists from communities associated with Tanjore glass painting are known to have found
employment with the Sivakasi presses, sometimes after a stint at a photographic studio. In reverse glass
painting, the finishing lines were painted first and the background colors last. For this process artists
needed a strong visual memory and a grasp of layering and negative space, which would have easily
transferred to retouching the glass plates initially used for color separations in offset printing.
11. For those consumers paying for "glossy" or "fancy" calendars, a separate plate is prepared for areas or
gold, which are picked out with a layer of golden powder (the golden plate designates areas where an
adhesive is printed onto the calendar; these areas are then manually dusted with powder by workers
hired by the hour).
12. The phrase "cut colors" is most likely a reference to the physical scraping of the emulsion off the colorseparated negative with a surgical knife in order to achieve a 100 percent color saturation.
13. Foucault defines "heterotopology," or the systematic description of heterotopias, as "a simultaneously
mythic and real contestation of the space in which we live," The notion of the "heterotopia" is elabo-

their own work. Both strongly emphasized the close link between the devotional feeling communicated
by their paintings and that in their own "hearts"; Venkatesh Sapar's most satisfying work so far, he said,
was a recent commission for a series of illustrations of the Gita for a Californian Hindu organization.
Others, however, confessed—sometimes with evident regret—to seeing icon painting in a more detached, "professional" manner (so even if they did perform some kind of ritual before starting work, it
was more to do with the sanctity of work itself rather than with the subject matter of their paintings).
20. However, the work of these artists is based on inputs from artists such as Indra Sharma, who was invited
to Los Angeles in 1979 as a consultant to ISKCON artists.
21. There is a continuity herewith the tradition of early chromolithographs produced in India, which sometimes bore the legend "Made as Germany" (here, obviously, the emphasis is mine), which continued in
all manner of Indian imitations labeled "Made as Japan" or "Made as USA," In another pre-liberalization
variation, the acronym in "Made in USA" was commonly known to stand for "Ulhasnagar Sindhi Association."
22. Many calendar artists extend their range to a number of different subjects, each with its own appropriate
style, in the manner of designers or art directors rather than "fine" artists. (S. V. Aras said, "Actually,
we are not painters, we are designers.") As Venkatesh Sapar put it: "That is why—the main, what 1
am today — I am not stuck in any particular style. I always keep changing. I really want to fulfill the

demand of those people, printers, I always think about that, that is why." Thus Sapar's work for the
1996 "English" season included an "Indian art style" Omar Khayyam four-sheeter series, the "figurative
abstract" series depicting folk dancers in a "modern" style, a series of late-nineteenth-century "picturesque" views (entitled Ancient India) in the style of colonial lithographs (see fig. 155), and a series of what
he termed "Chinese style" illustrations of flowers and butterflies. This was all in addition to the usual
gods and goddesses in a "realistic" style. Yogendra Rastogi, too, has been able to combine the staple of
deities with photo-realist "beauties" and "babies," more recently turning his hand to neotraditionalist miniature-style depictions of the Radha-Krishna theme (fig. 24), and even a more abstract graphic
design in response to a client's demand for something a bit more "disco."
23. Similarly in the Euroamerican culture industry best-selling authors have written in different genres
under different names (I thank Jennifer Milam for pointing this out to me). Instances of these include
Stephen King writing as Richard Bachman and Anne Rice writing as A. N. Roquelaure and Anne
Rampling.
24. Frow (1997b) develops this formulation at length in relation to the gift and commodity economies and
the encroachment of commodification onto human bodies and ideas. My schematization here hardly
does justice to Frow's complex, nuanced and far-reaching argument, which reintroduces an economic
dimension into post-Enlightenment critiques of the rational subject.
25. Frow locates this formulation of the liberal subject in relation to property in Locke, while the notion
of authorship develops in post-romantic thought: to this extent, as Etienne Balibar argues, the modern
subject can be seen as "invented" by Kant across his three Critiques (Balibar 1994). Frow's argument
here has sttong parallels with that of C. B. Macpherson, who similarly sought to demonstrate the imbrication of liberal ideas of subjecthood (particularly those of Hobbes, Harrington, and Locke) with
contemporaneous ideas about markets and value (Macpherson 1962).

3. An ambiguity is built in to the notion of the ethos, which Jakob Wisse identifies in a discrepancy between Aristotle's uses of the term in the Rhetoric and the Ethica Nicomackea (Wisse 1989,29-31). Between
the Ethica and the Rhetoric, ethos subtly slips between referring to essential, inherent moral qualities and
referring to the performance of such moral qualities in a supplementary register of persuasive practice.
The ethical slips between that which simply "is" and that which must be continually pointed toward,
(re)asserted, (re)established, (re)made, in a realm of repetition into which the potential for difference
is thus structurally inscribed.
4. In this scenario, as several commentators have pointed out, the disavowal embodied by the fetish, which
takes the properly ideological form "I know, but even so .. ." (in Oedipal terms, the disavowal of the
threat of castration represented by the mother's missing penis), itself becomes the subject of a fetishistic
disavowal: (I know) the fetish does not exist, but (even so) the fetish must not be allowed to subsist
(see, for instance, Baudrillard 1981, 90; Taussig 1993a).
5. This is not necessarily to endorse the way in which Baudrillard develops his semiological reading of
Marx, replacing the fetishism of the signified with a fetishism of the signifier, a passion for the code itself.
Indeed my attempt here in working with the notion of material incarnations is precisely to counter such
a recuperation by signification (for a materialist critique of semiological readings of Marx's notion of
fetishism, see Pietz 1993).
6. Nicholas Thomas (1991) argues for a recognition of the ways in which societies distinguish the market
from other social and cultural realms, marking out objects as market alienable or inalienable—for instance, by making a distinction between gifts and commodities. Arjun Appadurai's discussion of the
politics of value in relation to the "social life of things" (Appadurai 1986) takes up Bourdieu's (1977)
extension of Mauss's argument that gift exchange is never devoid of economic interest or calculation
by expanding the economic realm to include nonmaterial (social, cultural) realms of value. Thomas,
however, argues against abandoning the social distinction between gifts and commodities, as this would

5. THE CIRCULATION OF IMAGES
The first epigraph to this chapter refers to prasad, an offering of food made to the deity by the devotee
(usually via a priest); this is blessed or sanctified by the priest and redistributed to devotees as they
conclude their worship or make monetary offerings. The second epigraph to this chapter is translated
from the Hindi by Hatbans Mukhia in Mukhia 1976, 449.
1. The political historian J. G. A. Pocock identifies a central tussle in the development of a modern secular, political, and historical self-consciousness, between "virtue" and "providence" on the one hand and
"corruption," "commerce," and "fortune" on the other. Here an ethos in which men of virtue earn the
right to reap the steady benefits of divine providence or nature is confronted with fickle forms of wealth
that appear and disappear as though out of nowhere (Pocock 1975).
2. According to Deleuze and Guattari, the flow of commodity exchange coupled with the flow of free labor
institutes the "axiomatic" of capital, driven by the mutual tension between its two poles (their emphasis here is not so much on production but on circulation: capital as a system of metamorphoses). At
one pole, capital is a self-perpetuating deterritorializing "machine" designed to surpass all limits. At
the other, however, because it institutes itself at the site of previous territorializations, its axiomatic
comes up against immanent limits: while not allowing previous codings to subsist it must still incorporate them in some way. These codes must therefore be reinscribed, "reterritorialized" in a manner that
necessarily circumscribes some kind of transcendent organic body, maintaining the structural integrity
of the socius by perpetuating and reinforcing its psychic and material networks (Deleuze and Guattari
1977,1987).

"obscure precisely the factors which mark the biographies of objects and sometimes break them apart
through recontextualization and transgression."
7. Durkheim himself observes that moral individualism has a religious dimension: "Whoever makes an
attempt on a man's life, on a man's liberty... inspires in us a feeling of horror analogous in every way to
that which the believer experiences when he sees an idol profaned" (Durkheim 1973,46), (Durkheim's
critics, however, accuse him of deifying society, rather than the individual, in just the same way; see
Taussig 1993a, 226-29). In the case of the "secular cult" of the aesthetic object within the liberal ethos
the negotiation of the boundary between commerce and the autonomous space of art has itself become
a major preoccupation of artists. John Frow (1997b) argues that the expansion of commoditization is a
systemic—not to be conflated with ineluctable — feature of contemporary capitalist societies; he traces
this process through an examination of changes in legal doctrine pertaining to the sale of parts or functions of the human body, an issue fraught by the dual nature of the individual in liberal thought as the
ultimate repository both of inalienability and of the right to property.
8. The issue of pollution also bears on whether and/or how such images are thrown away. Printed icons
are either disposed of through ritual "cooling" (immersion in a body of water such as a river or lake) or
simply passed on to others (this is particularly the case with calendars). It is considered inappropriate
to put images of deities in the garbage, as a friend in Delhi found out when she was photocopying an
article on popular icons for me and put some rejected photocopies of pictures in the wastebasket: the
man in charge of the machine ran after her and handed them back.
9. The reference here is to the Derridean notion of "arche-writing," writing understood not simply as an

inadequate derivative of speech but in terms of the practices of differentiation, appellation, and classifica-

object interpenetrate in the significance of collective sentiment" (Taussig 1993a, 233). Here he quotes

tion at the basis of both writing and speech (Derrida 1976,109-12). Similarly, it is the social mobilization

Durkheim: "In general a collective sentiment can become conscious of itself only by being fixed upon

of objects that is at the basis of both gift and commodity exchange: in this sense one cannot conceive of a

some material object; but by virtue of this very fact, it participates in the nature of this object, and recip-

society without the (arche-)commodity (just as one cannot conceive of a society without arche-writing).

rocally, the object participates in its nature" (Durkheim 1965, 269). The sacredness of the object thus

10. "To give something is to give a part of oneself... what is in reality a part of one's nature and substance,

inheres in the way in which it simultaneously inscribes the social and erases the social nature of this

while to receive something is to receive a part of someone's spiritual essence" (Mauss 1967,10).
11. For wider evidence of such a denial of reciprocity or exchange, one need look no further than the religious advertisements in the Bhavan'sJournal. Here contemporary devotees are, for instance, exhorted to
"streamline the fulfillment of your religious obligations" (emphasis added) by the Dhanalakshmi Bank,
which automatically forwards the interest on deposits to the Kanchi, Sringeri, or Rama Vittala maths
(religious institutions) to pay for rituals. The advertisement even goes on to reassure us that we will
teceive something in return: "Prasadams for your offerings will reach you from HIS HOLINESS"
(Bhavan's Journal 30 [10] [16 December 1983]: 48). The denial of exchange thus persists as a Zizekian
"meaningless prohibition" (the prohibition of something that is not supposed to exist) even as the interface between commercial and sacred economies readily appropriates "impersonal" mechanisms of the
capitalist matketplace such as advertising, banking, and the commoditization of ritual (Zizek 1989,
36-47)12. Similarly, Clifford Geertz describes the Moroccan bazaar economy as one where reliable information,
personal relationships, and exchange skills are at a premium precisely because the quality, value, and
availability of commodities is not standardized (Geertz 1979).

inscription.
17. The bhakti (devotion) movements are thought to have emerged more or less independently in vatious
parts of the country, arising first in the south around the eighth centuty and moving northward during
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Mostly centered around the teachings of par ticular gurus or saintpoets, these movements have not been exclusive to "Hinduism" (bhakti is central to Sufism, for instance,
and to the Sikh followers of Guru Nanak); elements of bhakti have cropped up at different times in
various Hindu, Muslim, and Christian sects. The emphasis in bhakti on ecstatic, personalized forms of
devotion, often expressed through poetry, song, and dance as well as pilgrimage, sought to establish a
universally and unmediatedly accessible divinity as an alternative to dependence on intercession by the
priestly class (or the lack thereof, for those denied access to temples). Their egalitarianism, challenging
caste and other hierarchies (class, patriarchy), has been related, on the one hand, to the influence of
Islam and, on the other hand, to the rising aspirations of an artisanal class becoming increasingly affluent through technological development and increased production during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries (Habib 1965, cited in Mukhia 1976, 451).
18. Peabody's article is entitled "In Whose Turban Does the Lord Reside?: The Objectification of Charisma

13. Ghats are steps leading down to a body of water to facilitate washing and bathing; a dharamshala is a rest

and the Fetishism of Objects in the Hindu Kingdom of Kota," referring to the way in which the smaller

house for pilgrims, often free or only accepting a token fee for lodging; a gaushala is a holding place for

of these icons were often carried from place to place hidden in someone's turban. His analysis develops

stray cattle.

the work of S.J. Tambiah on sacra in the service of political power (particulatly Tambiah 1984).

14. Again, it is important to keep in mind that the ethos of the bazaar is not that of a generalized "Hindu"

19. This is not to say that notions of sacred territoriality were no longer powerful: on the contrary, these

culture (although, as I argue below, the bazaar does come to lay a hegemonic claim to the representation

wete used as a means of legitimizing the "deterritorialized" idol. Thus myths attached to Shrinathji

of such a generic Hinduism). In other words, this does not mean that there has never been any form
of moral opposition to money and the marketplace. Sanjay Subrahmanyam, for instance, suggests that
devotional poetry from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries reflects an ambivalent set of attitudes
toward the market (Subrahmanyam 1994, 22-28). Thus poets such as the fifteenth-century Kabir explicitly shun wealth and the bazaar as spaces of worldly illusion, but at the same time Kabir himself, like
later poets such as Dadu (cited in the epigraph to this chapter), also deploys mercantile and commercial
metaphors to describe the virtues of a "spiritual" path.
15. Deleuze's and Guattari's characterization of "capitalism" in terms of a generalized axiomatic characterizes specific social formations as "models of realization" that remain fundamentally heterogeneous
even as they tend toward "isomorphism" with a global capitalist axiomatic. But simultaneously, at the
"peripheries" where capital encounters and repels its own immanent limits, social formations also exhibit a certain organizational "polymorphy" or "heteromorphy." These "certainly do not constitute vestiges
or transitional forms since they realize an ultramodern capitalist production . . . b u t . . . are nonetheless
precapitalist, or extracapitalist, owing to other aspects of theit production and to the forced inadequacy
of their domestic market in relation to the world market" (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 436, emphasis
in the original; see also 464-46).
16. Here I am drawing on Michael Taussig's reading of Durkheim's Elementary Forms of Religious Life, where
Taussig formulates Durkheim's sacred object (which Taussig calls the fetish) as "where thought and

(as indeed to other Krishna idols shoring up the authority of the medieval kingdoms of Rajasthan and
Bundelkhand) link the idol to the sites of Braj, such that at certain times the idol was said to fly back
there to play with thegopis.
20. On the formulation of the triangular operation of desire, where desire is fundamentally imitative of
other desires, that is, mimetic and mediated, see Girard 1978 (particularly chapter 3). Here I am also
drawing on Michael Warner's observations on the "metapopularity" of Reagan, wherein "the myth of
Reagan's popularity is itself'ever popular.'... The major task of Western leaders has become the task of
producing popularity, which is not the same as being popular" (Warner 1992, 391).
21. The phrase "public" is in scare quotes here because this religious, affective community cannot be conflated with the Habermasian characterization of the "public" as a realm of rational debate in the context
of bourgeois Europe (Habermas 1989). Similarly, I use the term "trans-subjective" rather than "intersubjective" in order to take into account phenomena associated with a community as such rather than
as an aggtegation of individuals. (I return to this notion in the following chapter.)
22. The Bhagwat or Bhagwata bhakti cults are those centered around devotion to Krishna as outlined in
the Bhagwat(a) (also Bhagvat or Bhagwad) Purana, also known as the Shrimad Bhagavata, the most
popular of the Puranas (also the most recent, dating from about 1300-1400 CE).
23. Again, this is a heuristic analogy whose explanatory power rests on a Durkheimian social interpretation
of the sacred. I should also emphasize here that the word "affect" is not synonymous with "emotion": I

am using it in its specific sense as a form of experience that radically calls into question the individual

describes Brahman as having two modes (the gross and subtle universes) and five colored forms, fol-

subject as the repository of identity and consciousness (see Massumi 1995, who goes so far as to char-

lowed by the phrase "ntti neti," "not this, not this." For Shankara, the latter is an absolute negation of

acterize affect as autonomous). This is important, as it signals a major difference between the "subject"

any attributes, while for Ramanuja neti is broken down as na + iti, to read as "not only this," serving

of free affect and that of free labor.
24. The philosophy of Vedanta (literally, "end of the Veda") is so called because it is centered on the Upamshads, texts seen as the last portion of the Vedas and thought to have been composed between about

thereby to warn of the limits of representation. (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad IV.4.22, see also III.9.26;
Basu 1916/1974).
28. In Radhakrishnan's authoritative version of Indian philosophy, "monistic idealism . . . is the highest

1000 and 300 BC E, that is, predating the rise of Buddhism. Perhaps the most influential interpretations

truth revealed to India

of the Upanishads, and particularly their distillation in the Brahma-Sutra or Vedanta-Sutra (as well as

Indian thought, we shall find that it has a disposition to interpret life and nature in the way of monistic

If we can abstract from the variety of opinion and observe the general spirit of

of other texts informing bhakti practice such as the Bhagwad Gita and the Bhagwat Purana), represent-

idealism, though this tendency is so plastic, living and manifold that it takes many forms and expresses

ing two distinct viewpoints, have been Shankara's non-dualism (advaita) and Ramanuja's "qualified"

itself in even mutually hostile teachings" (Radhakrishnan 1948, 32). A later Marxist tradition in the in-

non-dualism (visishtadvaita).

terpretation of Indian philosophy, represented particularly by Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya and Rahul

25. The varying characterizations by Vedantist philosophers of the world, the self, and the absolute and
the relationships among them have meant different levels of emphasis on bhakti, with its connotations

Sankrityayana, has opposed this idealist valorization of Advaita Vedanta, foregrounding the more "materialist" movements (see, for instance, Chattopadhyaya 1992).

of love, devotion, and surrender as the primary path toward the Absolute. A key area of divergence is

29. Tilak's Bhagwad Gita Rahasya was a particularly influential reinterpretation in this vein, shored up by

the concept of the world as part of the web of maya, or illusion. This is a realm of pain, finitude, and

the ideas of Vivekananda and Gokhale among others (see Subramanian 1987). The industrialist G. D.

false desires, from which humans seek liberation, a return to the divine essence of which they are a part.

Birla's writings index how the notion oikarmayoga as selfless action had enduring appeal as a legiti-

The divine is immanent in all things, but maya intervenes to introduce a separation from god. Maya

mating ideology for indigenous capitalists (see for instance Birla 1994, 64-69). The Bhavan's Journal, A

for Shankara is an illusion: the path to attaining the truth beyond maya and becoming one with god is

major contributor to this reinscription, in its turn described "Poojya (literally "worthy of worship") Shri

to shun worldly desires and ignorance and become pure of mind, body, and soul. Shankara therefore

Ghanshyamdasji Birla" as a "Karma Yogi" (Ramakrishnan 1983, 9). This appropriation of the Gita ex-

advocates a path of ascetic renunciation and the pursuit of knowledge to attain liberation. In the bhakti

tends to the deterritorialized diasporic imaginary of a portable karmabhoomi (realm of action), now seen

marga (way of devotion) advocated by Ramanuja and Vallabha, while worldly experiences are an illu-

as separable from the janmahboomi (birthplace; here I am citing the description of his own situation by

sion, this world is equally a manifestation of god, the lila or play of Vishnu (Vishnu as Krishna is seen

a U.S.-based Saraswat Brahmin cousin). The latter formulation draws on the nationalist middle-class

as the supreme being in the Bhagwat bhakti cults). All that devotees can do, therefore, is to stay pure

reinscription of karmayoga even as it dissociates sacred value from the nation-space.

of heart and abandon themselves to god's mercy, dedicating all of their practices and harnessing all of
their desires to the love of god.
26. This formulation of the relationship of the human soul or self to Brahman, centering on the interpre-

30. lam grateful to Whitney Davis for alerting me to this danger as part of his generous and incisive feedback
on portions of this chapter presented as a seminar at the Getty Research Institute.
31. In this respect Baudrillard is uninterested in systems that are not idealized inversions of bourgeois so-

tation of the Vedantic principle "tat tvam asi," "thou art that," is what constitutes the "qualified" aspect

ciety, or in the varied ways in which these other systems might articulate with the axiomatic of capital.

of Ramanuja's monism (visishtadvaita), which it shares with Vallabha's "pure" monism (shudhadvaita).

The implication of his semiological reworking of Marx is that all societies interfacing with capitalism

While Shankara's nirguna Brahman is the only reality, indeterminate and formless, which is obscured by

eventually succumb to the fetishism of the code. Here an ethnographic approach to material cultures is

ignorance or maya, Ramanuja and Vallabha query the status of this maya: after all, it too must be part of

useful in shifting the emphasis from the semiotic constitution of subjects to the performative mechanics

god in someway. For Ramanuja Brahman can be internally differentiated, the world of souls and matter

by which this constitution takes place and is undone.

constituting a somehow less pure part of his body, thus "qualifying" the divine. For Vallabha, however,

32. The early development of the craft of portraiture using painted photographs responded to Pushtimargi

nothing can taint the purity of Brahman, and the world as jagat is a real manifestation of the divine, as

merchant families' desire for images of their ancestors, as well as to the gosains need to continually re-

opposed to Shankara's purely imaginary construct—though he does accommodate Shankara's schema

assert their descent from Vallabhacharya and thus reinforce their aura. (On the role of images and official

as well by employing the further category of samsaraforthe world imagined by the soul due to ignorance.

genealogies in shoring up the legitimacy and authority of the gosains, see Peabody 1991, 741.)

These two conceptions of the world in Vallabha enable a liminal zone (jagat) between immanence and

33. Nirodh is also the brand name of the first government-subsidized condom to be made widely available

transcendence, enabling a slippery formulation of the devotee in the state of blissful enjoyment of the

in India as part of the "family planning" initiative of the 1970s, and therefore in India the word nirodh(a)

divine. This devotee has not vanquished desire by merging in the cosmic absolute. Here the devotee
remains a distinct subject, for in order to perceive or experience this enjoyment she or he cannot be

has to some extent become synonymous with "condom."
34. Similarly, the sixteenth-century bhakti poet Dadu refers to god in kingly terms, as "Sahib," "Sultan,"

completely continuous with the divine—as one poet put it, "I want to eat sugar, and do not want to

"Maharaj," "Malik," or "the Rao of Raos," while addressing the merchant in the vocabulary of trade (as

become sugar" (cited in Radhaknshnan 1948, 242)—yet at the same time there is no longer a "subject'

in the verse cited at the head of this chapter; Mukhia 1976, 447).

in that it now has no other existence, purpose, essence, or consciousness.
27. The key formulation here is the interpretation of a section of the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, which

35. In one of Kant s slipperiest moves, the "subjective" judgment of beauty must be intersubjectively validated, but without resorting to reason and concepts. This shared critical understanding guards against

an overly intellectual engagement with the object as well as an overly interested one, which threatens the
autonomy of the aesthetic by dragging the object into a realm of instrumentality that includes purveying commercial value, pleasure, satisfaction, and even meaning. So even as the intersubjective validity
of judgment means that the art object takes on a communicable, shared value and thereby becomes exchangeable, it becomes vulgar to think of an art object in terms of its value as a commodity (though in
the age of the blockbuster exhibition such squeamishness seems increasingly quaint and old-fashioned).
36, Different centralized sign formations are able to make metaphoric, metonymic linkages with each other
(god-father-state-capital) at the transcendent level of symbolic representation (Massumi 1992,112-13).
Thus the nation-state constitutes itself as a circumscribed body of devotees (of a nation denned in terms
of aprimordial "Hindu" identity), children (of Bharat Mata, Mother India), or consumers andproducers
(of Swadeshi, "ethno-chic," or the products of a global marketplace).
6. THE EFFICACIOUS IMAGE

1. The theory of rasa as a set of emotional principles or dominant moods characterizing artistic production
received its first known systematic formulation in Bharata's Natyashastra. It was inscribed as one of the
essential elements of Indian art by Ananda Coomaraswamy and other Orientalist scholars around the
turn of the century (see,forinstance, Coomaraswamy 1956; Goswami 1986).

this Sapan Studio image in conjunction with another print in which women of the same four faiths
(shown against their respective places of worship) are shown with four paths each leading to a central
lamp, arguing that both the lamp and the cow have a specifically Hindu ritual symbolism and to this
extent are signs of Hindu dominance (Uberoi 1990, WS-46).
7. Recall the developmentalist terms of Ram Kumar Sharma's secularist discourse, cited in chapter 4:
"However much they are developed, nobody avoids religion. The picture of Ramchandraji [the god
Ram] will be up in the home of a man of a modern progressive mind, and in that of a mythological
man as well,"
8. Chatterjee's delimitation of the term "civil society" anchors it firmly within the specific historical and
cultural genealogy of the bourgeois public sphere in Europe. However, others such as Sandria Freitag
seek to redefine the term in a manner that encompasses what Chatterjee is calling "political society,"
arguing that the Habermasian distinction between "civil" and "political" society, formulated in relation
to the bourgeois public sphere, is untenable when thinking about public arenas in South Asia (see, for
instance, Freitag 1991a; I thank Sandria Freitagforpushing me to clarify this difference). While Freitag's
usage is perhaps more common, as is reflected, for instance, in the current parlance of nongovernment
organizations, Chatterjee's usage has the virtue of taking into account the continuing discursive and institutional valency of "civil society" in the restricted (and restrictive) sense, theteby foregrounding the
historical circumstances of its discutsive and institutional introduction into the Indian context.

2. Operation Blue Star was carried out in 1984 in an attempt by Indira Gandhi, who was the prime minister at the time, to assert the central government's authority over Sikh militants, who were demanding
a separate homeland in Punjab. The militants were using the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the most
important shrine of the Sikhs, as a hideout and cache for weapons. Four months later Indira Gandhi
was assassinated by a Sikh bodyguard, triggering anti-Sikh violence in which Congress Party workers
are known to have played a significant part.
3. I have been unable to identify the particular incident Pandit is referring to here, "a few years" after 1984.
However it is possible that "Bhiwandi" in this narrative has come to stand in for communal violence in
general, with Pandit invoking it by association (given that the infamous Bhiwandi riots of 1984 occurred
in the same year as Operation Blue Star).
4. There is a case to be made for distinguishing between the early Congress regime under Nehru and
the later phase under Indira Gandhi; my reading of bazaar images as manifestations of a hegemonic
compromise formation is more pertinent to the later period, after the mid-1960s.
5. My argument in this section needs to be read as specific to the calendar industry and the circulation
of discrete printed images, even though there may be parallels in other vernacular culture industries.
To reiterate the point made in chapter 3, despite the apparent homogenization of the vernacular culture industties under the sign of the "masses" this arena was in fact one of variegated address, which
included stf ands of vernacular secularism (as in the writings of Premchand, Bhagwaticharan Verma,
Yashpal, and Amritlal Nagar) and articulations of socialism with alternative nonsecular traditions such

9. See chapter 1, note 22 for an explanation of the phrase "Jaijawan, Jai Kisan."
10. The icon's embodiment of divine presence is closely aligned to the notion of darshan, a centtal term in
the literature on modes of engagement with sacred temple images on the subcontinent, which has also
come to be commonly extended to otherwise powerful iconic figures (see Eck 1985; Prasad 1998,74-78).
While darshan literally means sight or vision, it describes a two-way visual ttansaction between icon and
devotee, where the point is as much (if not more) to be seen by the deity as to see it. What is irreducible
in this transaction is actually being in the presence of the divine in the form of the icon: here visuality
and corporeality are indivisible.
11. This is not to say that the mass media have been the only sitesforthe political use of images, which have
typically extended to performative arenas at the community level such as processions, spectacles, and
statues.The Ganapati festival in Maharashtra has a long history of such political deployment; revived in
the 1890s by the anti-colonial exttemist leader Tilak as a means of nationalist mass mobilization, it was
redeployed a century later by both the Congress Party and the Shiv Sena. It is no coincidence that Tilak's
harnessing of the power of iconic images came not long after the first presses producing mythological
and iconic prints were set up around Bombay and Pune, not that the later intensification of involvement
in the festival followed, and indeed articulated with, the video, television, and print media boom of the
1990s (Kaur 2000).

12. For Pramod Navalkar's description of his novels, see zeelearn.com's ttanscript of a chat session with

as Buddhism (as in the work of Rahul Sankrityayan). What is thought of as Nehruvian secularism is

him at http://www.zeelearn.com/newsevents/chattrans/mrpramodnavalkar.htm.

not exclusively a phenomenon of the English-educated elite, nor can we easily posit a divide between a

13. I thank the filmmaker Nilita Vachani for first bringing this phrase to my attention.

"regressive" vernacular realm and that of a "progressive" English-medium liberalism.

14. "The M. F. Husain Chat," Rediffon the Net, Friday, 21 November 1997, 20:37 1ST; http://www.redirf

6. Pinney traces how this image is transferred from the specific context of cow protection imagery in the
late nineteenth century to the more generalized context of national integration in the 1960s, now accompanied, in an image from Sapan Studio, by the slogan "Desh dharm ka nata hai, gai hamari mata hai
[Nation is kin to religion, the cow is our mother] (Pinney 1997, 843-46). Patricia Uberoi also describes

.com/chat/2inchat.htm.
15. "Firepariksha — Replace Radha with Shabana: Thackeray," Financial Express, Mumbai, 14 December 1998.
16. Revised censorship guidelines, 6 December 1991; guideline no. xii asks that "visuals or words contemptuous of racial, religious or other groups not [be] presented."

